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he strange. The funny. The unpredictable.These words encompass some
of what life on the cl is all about. You
know it's true if you are one of the
more tlian 1,800,000 riders who trek
through snow, waUow through rain and

endure heat to wait on the platforms of one of
the world's best transportation S)'Stems- the
Chicago Transit Authority Rapid Transit.
Tiie elevated trains roar along the tracks and
through downtown mnnets with the speed and
fury of a decemlined lion. Sometimes, as you
wait for them, if you ti.It your head slightly over
the platform, you might very well see a fluffy
rodent scurr1ing along. At some stops, you also
are aware of a stench of urine so pungent that
you want to hold your breath until the silver

centipede comes to whisk you away.
The et provides a roller coaster ride at certain
twists and rums of the tracks as it speeds
through the tunnels downtown, rocking, with its
lightS llaslling. Sit in the first set of seatS in the
first car and you'll know what I mean...:All Jwant
to sec is where I'm gojng,"' a man told me. ""I

don't "'"nt to see anything else.•
Every rider has good and bad experiences to
relate. I've had quite a few, but the one that
looms over all the others happened while I was
a student at Bogan High School.
Duri.tig that time I was a "Dan Ryan el Head'
riding the el to 79th Street from Adams and
\Vabash every weekday morning. I always sat in
a window seat in the last car. It was a tranquil
jo,uncy because when I was on my way southmost were on their way nonh, co the Loop.

n this particular morning, the whole car
W3S empt)~ except for one guy sitting a
few seats in front of me on the opposite
side.AS the train rolled along the tracks, the doors
opened and in walked some vagrant who dccid·
cd to sit next to me. Remember, the whole car
was empty except for rwo seats.
I was studying for a U.S. HistOC")' quiz. I was
really into it when something in my peripheral
view grabbed my attention. A jerking motion.

O

Swiftly. Back and forth.
\'('hen I looked down I was stunned. I got up
and bumped the man as hard as I could and went
to another scat. Flabbergasted does not even

begin to describe

mr state of mind. But when I

got to school and recounted my experience, I
found that I had not been the only victim of the

•look-:1 t-me-jerkini,-off-jerk•.
\'lho are these characters who ride the cl?

\Vho arc rhese people who t,oard the trains and
8
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make us sn1irk, make us smile, make us nauseous,
and make us shake our hc;1ds in despair?
Who is the man in 1he rnuerecl clothes :md
bloodied, dirty gym shoes looking ,viJd-crcd?
\Vas he in a brawl? \Vho is the beefy man in the
trcncb coat selling ·M&M's for twenty.five
ccnts?M
Archie Bunker sum.med i1 up in one word,
labeling them all not perverts, but "prcvertS'" on
a1t All /11 tbe Family episode in ,vhich he rode
the subway with daughter Gloria and son,in•law
M.i kc-aka ~Meathead"'.
The conductors seem unc1uhuscd with the
activities surrounding them. Ever notice?The)"ve
undoubtedly developed a high 1olerancc level
for bullshit, eccentricity and J:uent horrors.They
sometimes sit a11d daydream between stops.
Their uniforms arc navy blue with a red line
spilling evenly down both sides.The)' wear gold

wom:m in a large purple coat screamed, · is this Roosevell Road?" a,; the el began to speed away from the
s1op. Her face was plastered with make-up and she
resembled a s.1.les clerk in the cosmc1ics dcpanmcnt :u ~farshaU
Field's or C.·uson Pirie Scott. S0 1nebody please tell her the nat·
ural look is in, I thought.
"PuU the red cherry ball," one fool ycl.led to the woman, refer·
ring to the cll\ergcncy brake above the doors-which is s1ric1ly
for use in case of emergency.
She hesitated and looked up.
"No!" Someone e.Lse ye.l kd,..:you·u StOJ) the damn train."
She rerrcatcd back 10 her scat :md ex:i ted at 22nd Cermak.

A

badges with idc.ntification numbers on their
brcastS.
On one p:l.rt'icular day, a Hispanic woman in

her early 30s sat near the sih'er box s he spoke
into at each stop. Her accent ,vas heavy. She pu1
the key into the silver box, pecked out of 1hc
window, nJpped :, swilch, :md annow1ced the
Stop.
"'No smoking or littering. Radio pla)•ing js not
permin<::d on the train," she said.
She also added, · \Vclcome aboard and wcl·
come to rhe CTA." Haven't heard that in :1 long

ti.me.
Her words were alff1os1 incomprehensible,
not so much because of her accent but be<."3USC
of the nmffled sound system. ll suffoca1cd the
words and rele.as<,.od them :t.S gibberish. l uoderstoocl it ·was because I was only inches away.
Robert 8ch..-:,stcr. ex:ecutivc director of Cli\ .
has s:tid that -11cadi11g ut) 1he CfA is about as
tough as the first \X'o rld \'(lar.MH.is rapid 1ransit bat•

talion incJudcs 1,222 rapid transit c:-1rs dispersed
over s ix roure.s with 143 stations.
6clc:1s1c.-:r considc.::rs us not just passengers. but
"s1ockholders· . Now isn't 1hat special?
\Vell. tltis stockholder rode rhc.-: Howard,Oan
Ry:.1n U':linS and what follows arc excerpts from
nt}' journal.

he 1:,st C~tr on the Howard-O;m R)';m cl was
muggy. n,c kind of mugginess 1ha1 doesn't
:aUow <.-asy breathing. Like on a 90 degree d.'lr
when hum.idit)' is :u 100 percent.
A dark man in his 20s demanded e\'Ci:'One·s
attention.
'" I'm G.Q.,th c reacher," he announced with :m
accent.
He proce;:cdc.-:d 10 rap about MUni1y:arms flailing as
he rocked from side 10 sidc.111e flow of his rhythm
was smooth, ,vha1 rhc ltip hop gene.r ation call
'"phunJ..·yMor .. ph.resh."
Oefore G.Q. C.."<ited, he invited everyone 10 party
with him that wce;:kcnd at a Norchsi<lc Club.

T
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fr.ti!>drunken man•s voice rose in song as
the train rushed through the underpass
near Comiskey (35th) Park. His complexion
maoched bis dull, drab clo1bcs.

A

He retric::.vcd four bottles of Munml•s champagne::.
from a pJ:istic bag, stood up and bega11 to sing the::.
words *Doom Shakalaka I.aka," over and O\'er again
whilt' stuffing che boccies into the pcx.:ke ts of his

coat and pants. No one reallt cared or paid ~men·
1.ion. \X'hy sbookl they? It 5een1ed to be the norm of
el behavior.

T

he first car of the northbound
Howatd-Dan Ryan ·w':1s packed. tittle

faces were dccorau:d w ith masks
and p :1intS in ancicipacion of the Hal·
lowccn parties they were on their way m
attend.
At 55ch, a woman exited with :m infant

tied snug]y to her abdomen and a littJe
boy h olding her band.
The boy screamed "\Vait !,. His small fom
was trapped in the space betv,,een the car
and the placfo1·m. His mother s hook his leg
free.Tuey disappeared down the platform.

chubby woman with a crumpled Afro bent for·
ward into hl'r own purple·Skirted lap. Eczema had
decL1t'cd ..,,ar on her chick legs- or maybe was it
just layers of dirt. Her arms were. tLKked into a powder
blue Dugs Bunny sweatshirt. I never saw her face.

A

10
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T

he train was racing toward ;5th Street and

noses squinched M'ld eye~ suddenly rolled to
the fleshy \vOmi\n \ VbO emerged from h('r scat
with four ding>r kids.A b:tby w :Li sm.othet'ed against
her breast.a toddler hung onto her tltighS, while Lhe
other two s tood on either side of her.
Comb their he:u.Ls; take a bath, I thought.
Silent prayers went out for the dool's co open
and 1·e licve us o f the funk Prayers were answered.
The doors parced :md finally she ,v:1s gone.
Vendors ..:vere vending and people were buying,
You can buy just about cvcr~1.hing traveling on the
cl. Seriously. Everything from undet"Wcar to dish·
clochs to telephone corcts co 1.0. wallecs.
A short copper-toned man was selling cassette
tapes. }'Clling 1'hythmically .:three for fivc...three for
five."
(Don't ever buy those tapes. TI)e)' are poor, hor·
ribly duhbc:d tapes. It's a rip-Off. Sincerely).
Seconds later another vendor entered seUing
phone cords, wallets and barrettes.
W'hcn I tllought rwo ·we.re enough, vying tor my
dollars, there came ano1her, swc::aring 1.h e set of
clishcloths in his hands were the l:uif.
"11uee dollars," he to ld the passengers.
A m..'ln in a yellow hat, wi1.h a blue ribbon tied
neatly around it, s topped one o f ,be vendors tor a
purchase.

M

ichael J:Kkson was "in the house;· o r so

he thoughc. Tt was a wet, SC>Sb')', chilly day.
6v(:r)' breath ex haled curned into white
puffs of doud.
l \ yellow/brownis h man with a series of moles dee·
orati_n g his face boarded th<: train at 35th. He sported

a ~ige bat and matching r.reoch coat and had an
umbrella in his hand. His skin peeked From beneath
the holes in his lavender socks.

He was laughing uncomrollabl)' for two stops
s trJight. I thought it might be something he'd seen
o r heard. but the laughing continued into downtown Chicago.
..T'U jump your ass!'" he said .\Vho was he talking

to? Nobody.Yet h e talked. And he laughed. Did bis
childhood imaginary friend still e,tjst within .his
mind?
Childlike, he played as jf he was toting a gun.
"Po,v! Pow! Pow!"
T hen the toothless smile. I wanoed to die laughing, bur my
motbc.r s words echoed in my mim.l:01Never laugh in public at
peop le who seem to h:tve problc::ms. It's ignor.1.n1 ."
"You want some of this?" he aske.d to the women laughing
so intensely al his performance they were nearly out of their
seats. He stood up and took off the short crench eoac and
modeled, s how<.~Sing the fake gol d cha.ins hanging from his
neck and the gaudy, thick rings on hiS fingers. He did ~'UCh:1el
Jackson moves, rotating his pelvis cov.rard the women.
l couldn't h elp ,vondering if cbesc cl cars arc simply 1ninia·
turc asylums conne<..-i:ed LO each other.

here was the t.icke Lagent? Sh e ",as missing.
I real!)' didn't mind keeping my S l .80, but I
v.rasn'c sure I could jump the turnstile.Wben
t floally made it (n-er, the bars clicked back, mking me
backwards. Jl was a scene om of a comed)' movie trust me. I finally made:: i1 over.

W

man oamed Luke vowed never again
to ride Chicago el ,rains. He w as at the
point of no return. His wife Candace
was in agreement.
"Ille el is for pea.sant5," he said.
I laughed and repealed, "peasancs."
Both Luke and Cand~1ce are Mecra riders.
..The Mctr.1 is reliablei" Candace said, "and tl,ey
got a train sch edule," she :1dde.d sarcastically.

A

·111e out.landiSh . 'l'he h ilarious. 111c unfore-

seeable.All can be::. found it1 chc cl zone. Urban
amhropology.
D
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APRO~llI 0~ DIRICTOR MARY ZIMMIRMAN
by Elizabeth Ward
photographs provided by the Goodman Theatre

0

0<>0h. I was going to be so professional. I pulled my forma.l black wool coat from its h:mger in the closet,
checked myself o ut in the foyer's full-length mirror,

grabbed my pad and pen and sUd them neatly into the tan
k--ath<:r briefcase I hadn't used in months: the Eddi<: Bauer
ruck sack-albeit brn11d new-was not an option.'Joda)'
was not ju.st any imcrvicw. Tod:lr w:,s Mary Zinuncrm::111. ~•

true Chic:l.go success story: a ,voman xvho has thoroughl)'
made a name for herself in the cvcr-c.x panding Chicago

rhc:ucr circle, (as wcUas ccrtaiil rc1tow1l in New York) not
by directing comcmporary ,vork or ;1ge-old cl:,ssics. but b)'
dirccthlg pr()(luceions that hav<: DCcn called downright
unco1\vCntion:1I, unorthodox, or w h:1t I would call risk•
/((king at its Vest .
Now, I've imcrvicwcd i.mport:1111 pc:.-oplc iJl my writing
c:m..-cr (jouma.l.L\i. ) folly Cvins. Rusi) author Kim W'o zcncrnft
:ind Stop II}(! /11S(mily:;; Sus.1n Powtcr, to name a few) but I
just happened to be :.t CruClgo pl.ay,vrig.ht who
honored
:tnd cxcitc.:.xl :d,out the prospect of imcrvicwing someone
whu is. arguablr, one of most rt"SJX:<.:ted women iJ) Chk~
. 1go
tht.":'lt(.o-r t<XJay. 1
\fo,x: over Sus:m- m~tk<: room for Zinuncrm:m.
\Ve agreed to meet a1 Nor,hwestcrn's Evanston campus

,,,as

where Zimmerman is a faculty member in che Ocpartmc.nc
of Performance Studies, I wasn't really familiar w ich 1hc
relativdr new buildings o n the south~st s ide of the uni·
versity so I arrived e arly :uul walked slowly, purposefully,
to the building where I was cold to go. Yep, I was read)' co
do business with my mos1 rcporter,lr intense atti1,1de,
when I rounded the corner to,v":trd the crurancc :tnd sa,v
a wom:1n wearing a patterned dress and opaque t ights,
sporting a backpack. She was getting. off a momuaiH bike
and locking it to a rack . ·111c sight of her short-cropped
dark hair fr:uni.ng a fair-skinned co,nplexion-now r udd)'
from both the cold as well as the exercise, made me ease
my pace because it was her- Marr, I thought-red
cheeked and relaxed, strolling imo the building, and J did
not want to pass her by. I d id follow her up 1hc srnirs
though. falling 20 or so fee t bt.::hind. stopping as she
s topped-approached by students who asked her questions or just to sar"hcllo; .M most C\'c.:ryone she came with·
i.r) two feet of acknowledged her with a smile. \'(' hen she
wcut down the h:tH to her office. I s topped at a reception
desk to say r had an :1ppointmcnt with Ms. Zimmerman.
The Sl\Jdent siu:ing there was no t surp rised. "she's beer\
CHICAGO ARTS & COMMUNICATION/ 1995
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interviewed a Jot lately," he said. "she's really amaz.i.ng." T
know, I thought. I know.
Jn a s hon time frame, M~tr)' 2i11un<>ro1:m·s credits :ind
accomplishmcms linger with ooe success afwr another that
wooJd make ail)' struggling prodocer/wricer/dife.(.'tor cnvi·
ous. She is a proud ensemble.'. member of d)c Lookingg.las.,-;
Theatn-: Company. '\V'here she has adapted and directt:d
Homer's Tbc Cklyssey, Nabokov's Sec.·mt In tbe Wi11gs 1 and
Lhe highly popular produccion of11JeArabian Nig/Jts, which
was subsequently nominated for a Drama Desk A'\\-atd at the
Manh:man 11,eatt'C Club in New York City ~is weU as three
Jeff Award noro.inacions fur Best Production,Adaplation, and
Di.rcccion. She has a.lso directed
Ltwghte1· I , TIJC Actor .Retires, and
Jack for the Remains Thc:11.re and
Hapgood, for tl,c Center Theatr<:.
AJong with her teaching engagement
at Northw~tern, she is also an affiliate artisc at the Goodman 'Ibeauethe first woman ever appoimcd in its
80-)'e:tr history - directing P:lula
Vogle·s J'be Baltimore Waltz in
Goodtrum's Sntdio Space.
Her most recent production, and
the most commereiaUy successful
"surprise" that really sent her headfirst into decisive acknowledgement
'«"aS her adaptation o f The Notebooks of Leorwrtlo da Vinci for the
Goodman Studio. No1ebooks a.Lso
enjop:d a nm in Nc.-wYork's Sc.'t'ious
Pun r-esrl11al at Lincoln C..enter. Zi.1n,
mem:i.an_is also the d i.rector for che
ongoing theater/radio scric::s S1ories
on St.age and has directed st·\·tml
shore. lndependent films. All this in
abou t six years. Whew. Forgec the
briefcase and ho\v I looked- I wanted to know this woman and how
s he ticked.
h1 her office, s he nonchala.nlJy
propped one leg onto her chair and
let the other dangle to the floor. She
s hook my hand dirccdy, adding :1
terrific s1.ni.Je and squinting, happy
eyes 10 her fair comple.'<ioo. AU of
my undue prctcntion was lost as 1thought aboo1 what \\':IS
really on my mind: w hy adaptation, and why, why, why are
the subjects she chooses to c reate so- at the risk of
sounding odd- funky :Ind outta this world?
Jc>s relevant to note that M:uy Zimmerman c~une to
Nol'thwestem. as a student, with a strong intc:«:st in litera·
ture, :and ent<.·rcd with 1hose pursuits io .mind. Nm surpris ingly, the Nebraska (l:lughter of l\VO coUege professors.
her mother i.o comp:u:nivc,: literature and her father in
ph)'~ics, Zimmerm:m is :m admicced "compulsive reader'"
\vho finds intense ~pkasure in books. Tn fact, part of the
reason she chose Northwestern. was 10. s 1udv u.nder Albert
Appel. a scholar ofVl:ldhnir Nabo.kov. Howe;:,·c.:r, app:ucndy
something in Zimmerman ~ ·as not being fulfilled, because
s hortly thereafter she swiccbed to ,vhat was then called
the Oepanment of lnterpret:ltional ·111(.~lter.
'Ibis theate r dcparunent allowed her to mix all of her
t tlc::.nts to ere.ate works chat e.~e mplificd h<>r cruc a.rtiSLiC
0

.
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self. Never deviating far from literature, Zimmerman,
ins Lead, e mbraces it with 1he inveotion, the imagination
:md the b:tUS e nough to bring d ifficult material competently :1ud entertainingly to the stage.
Omwn to material that the "'stage has a difficult time
with," Zimmerman firsL produced h er adaptation of da
Vinci's 5000 page notehooks in 1989. as part of her under·
g.raduace thesis work :n Nonhwcstc.rn. \Vith $800 and a virtuauy bare set, she made her pl'Ofessional debut. nO'\v
l'cflccccd in thrce satisfying sold-Out nigh is. She w as dra.wn
to the enormous manuscript (depicting "tbe great man's
notions on night. d reams, motion and antltOmy... among a
zillion other topics'") like s he iS
drawn co most material- becau~e it
had an "'inherent theauicality." and
was ultitn-ately "challenging." Oy
using a number of clements, she
brought the to.."t co Hfe.111is is not to
say she substiruces film clips o r slide
images to re-c reate:: the:uer. but
inco rporates clements s uch as
mus ic, movement, poetry and dia·
logu e to exemplify the often multifaceted in.forroation.
It 's " midway between play-writ·
ing :and doing someone else's p lay.
II ·s s hadows of c.h e o riginal text."
Many times. as she did with her
original Notebooks, then in later
p roductions at the Goodman, she
srnrtS rehearsals with no scripc at
all, and thus commends her actors
for having the cou.rnge. and sclf-conHdence to deal with that aspect of
her p rocess. Zi.n1mennan, herself
having -acted, iS not sure how she
would reacc if s he had to work wi1 h
a director such as herself becaus<:,
in her experience, she ""would wane
to know [her) Lines:· going in. AS a
playwright, she knows d1at it's asking a lot of acrors to have faith in
one w ho sets a script d own on day
one, and as ks the cast and crew to
develop gestures and movements to
illustmte whatever images they ftnd
io the original text; and as a director, she never asks of her
performe..-s w haL she would noc or could 1101 do herself.
Acto rs, that Zinunerman bas worked ,vith, wiJJ leU of this
shon, muscular woman lifting a 200-plus man ov<·r her
head while giving stage directions - or of gh•ing a direction, doing a back-flip, and resuming directing-for these
reasons, whcnl-'Vcr possible.s he works w ith familiar actors
who know a.od respect her style.
During the summ er of 1994, w hen she took tJte original cast members of Noret,ooks to a 6 10-seat house at
Ne~rYork City's Lincoln Center, she felt like s he was lireraUr caking her p lay "'on a journey" and the o utcome was
hugely ful.6Hiog. AJthough s he was very surprised ac the
popular succ.,ess of cbe play, she ";llways b<:liet•ed in it;·
from its fil•sc production, and it stm rcm:lins, to this day, her
"mosc gratifying" piece of work. \Vhen che play til'St went
up i.n 1989, and attitudes about it r.:anged from excited to
ambiguous to doubtful, Zimmerman had s.1id to her

ac1ors."1here is no1hing you can do 1hat would di.sappoiru
artist 10 he r positions at the l.ookingglass :tnd the Good·
me; returning the faith and respect 1hat the :tclors origi.
man."'Il's always nice to h:l\'c a homc,"shc statcd,"so there
naUr granted her.
is concinuity.You don't feel so dcsperatc: as far as fo\di.n g
As a director, she says that "ninety percent of directing
a place tc) produce your ,;vork.· You·rc ahvays guarJntced ;1
is how you arc w ith peoplc.11,crc is a cenain amoun!..9f_..,.....st~, __and the sense of urgency is undermined." She also
compassion you have 10 have with

cven:one1·ou work

· finds

il imeres~g that with the thl~ter·s t'(.-'8,ular season,

,;vi!h." On the other hand, Zinuu~.9 ·11.t~ S<> conceded ' ?
she I\OW workS~ ·c:~1 :1dva11cc," so she kno~vs wh;tt is
being somewhat'"~1cartless" whcn she .d1K"<-:tS bcca~, ~Jr~
c.xpcctcd o~ be~ and can ,v<J.!k ~o,;var<_I 1hat ~~u<:_ufar goal.
111c downs1de iS that she ~cah:-~ <:t 1mpulS1\'Cl)~-as many
mately, she has the poweyt<S's.'ly "that is or is not gomg m.
\'v'hen all is said an~donc, s he says that '"the audience
independent artis1.s ,votdd like to~ t all seems to make
responds 10 the s~nt" of the en,~ performance from the
sense ~m~ng from ~ " :0 1~an who aclamantly told me, ~·
actors, to the muSic to the set design.
the besmrung of the mtc.:nru;w. to "Produ · yourself! Don t
Her work fso int<:mvinc.s the '"amusing" with levels of
wait for anyone to hire you,"
sadness.f
a ..1mmernlan l\§eS to"pOShap"oi
· ~ owe ·er, tm.me rman SCCm§ l o- ffi!"a'Ua~
~cry ,vcU
its app pri
re gth. ""The a.mus ing (parts of th . ·
'(.?_ ·r strucn1red c11vi.ronmcnt. Robt'rt-. £~, G(i<>dman's
form
~ a es] .
'-.. 1l\.....ll!!_personality." The
~
. '°' . ic Oire_cr~r, has
n?t ing bul
mo n · "'gam we I >Y the: lle'.w~ laughs... to mo~
~
.
and s1grlificant!):.,p6si1i,·c ~gHbout 21.11 n~na11
pie
t e end. It's very uch like:,.'life.J(s double
er work.J:bat/she h :tS~l ama1...ing ability to Cid
wV. hu or and s~dne~.: Sh . . i~ i"titttfff :
J~ ~e fu ~d i ~ r j and he "'is dclig.hte to nuse
cw ·
a
co a
th
>,4,r,.-:li.u.l"e-wofl<i.n ,w 1t11Cr.'"
~ 'ts
\
de of ¥)'mti..O. \ ~df'r~ , ¥
r.,.,, v\ , ¥et, ;
19ug . 1mn1c rinan ap "
. · roll.ii
Beca,lseo tllJ
,rm • '
'l)\i<..!!;ej,S~ lei )'OUT
along .
OU . "
• CC. l h J:C-i ' ' ·Olnl)O
, altnOS
'
'
way" o Jtlook of college life, Zimmerman di
start
scda
cling s urrounding 1cr that I found iJu~guing. '"I
• think (whicheve r project is being workc.: on) will
directint until she was 26-years-old. Not only t. . ) ·
..never t ought she'd have a career in this"' work a fa U.All
be ti\ last thi.J1g I do; she said calmly. She felts e could
of this, i seems, can1e as 3 s urprise for the Lincoln, 1 ·ebra..,.
not. t p Tbe Ar11/)ltm Nlg/Jts, rhen came NoteOOoks and
ka, nath-\ howcver. she ahvays",;vanted a place in th . t~r."
np..:v. she feels the same ,vay about 1he NcwYor~ success
Althou she has produced and acted in her own rfoJ'. ,4
"v'\. Jr h da Vinci piece. She seems to s urprise he
f. In one

bcen~ ou!<r1<;s;fns

'Z

f

I

ly, that s~c"could ne"cr bargain on [her) looks"to~ ·come
nigh at Lincoln Ccmcr, ha,•ing a panic attack. No because /
,
of 1hf. show. bur because s he couldo'r figure out hc rher
a fuJJ.f;acuess.
Ho~v vcr. coming from this attractive . funny d gen_,
' sbct (mld be nervous or not. Zimmerman had bce11 so
uinely · iou~ w?man Sitting across fr~m m~ ~~iv<:ling ·\ ' oU · t d until rhat point. th~t sh~ <:ouldn·~ dcci e ,;vhich
her chaf. a bH with each pronounced uulccl on, foun
.\ va>• o r · ct. Her natural mstmct, 1t seems. 1s to mcwhat ,
that harp co beHc,·e. Yes, I thought, drift in in t ougl ,
dow1fp1a, the events of her work so as to not be me dis1 how b~s i.Oe.5S might be reserved for HOU)"'-·
~auji •
ppoJ_nted "f tilings don"t work out. In rhis · an)'lh~ goes-/
'\ut youibclicvc it or not. arc the real 3rticlc n ~ "tiOn to
sidcss. ,sl c sars thjs method helps her in
casef:
an obvi usly impressive resume, you. Ma ,Zim. erman,
ho ,·er, a imes ii "'mutes~ her e njoyment o f a tr Jr CXj tt·
ha\ e m de history at one of the most fi 1ous th • ters iJ
{ ins~ ~asio Sl1e doesn't n:.-ad her reviews be<: use if I
the\ -ou try: the Goodman.
~
/ ..,-'
\
be cv t l l)g g, od ones, I ha,·e to believe the bad
. She
\X'he I mentioned that 80 years · 3 16
ime
is. hO\\· ·veY,,. ware of the ...public word of t1 e how,
femal~ presentation 3t that ~· initi . • ZimnJc rp;i,
~be.cause t's ii:nPQrt~Jll tO sec what it does for the · St,"and
rcspon e~ ,;vith a s light s mile. . ,c mC{ltioncd that1 t e
4e.s,{ct. fran ly, th:U, (he two people she listens t vith the
Goodm n has certainly had won} ~n on; ri.eir sup rt s t. ,
r(iost intc ·st :ire \1er bo)'fricnd. act0r Onie 'o ris, and
in diffe cnt departments, likCf.'d csign and co tumini ,
f(£110w dire or/:tda)?ror and Northwester!) facul,:)' mcm·
among thcrs~l~o,:vever, the "ti•tiSl~-l leam" 10 th t poin ,
b\:r Fr.mk G;, ~Hi. Bc\ 'lu.SC manr Ch.icago"thcatc :utd art
had sec 1 nary a female. \'Vhc . slfc was notific of ti c
d itics use such.'"cut s language; jiC would • her not
n~ws in the summef ·~{ ...1§9
_sl~d m~t with )1icha~(,Mag· \
thei.r ~vord~~pn • th . u~ ~~e.r head. .
gto, G~dman•s AsSoc1at
.u \\i Director, and · trl d tb
. Jn kccpmg with efmyrtt , anc1en1 . and epic thcmc::s,
get him t~ admit that part o t 1e reason she was o ·re'
Z me rman's latest. 'r(> · ~s]ouruey to tbe.\ •st, :1 si.xthe pos ion was because she ~
a woman." P..ut or er
tCC1l_!,h century Ch1n se novel that she descn d as an
i.nqui?' J1Cfnmcd fro~1 rhc fact 1ha1,appa~ nrly.~~r
\ "decf)trsp· ima( ~d,·c.nture~ i~woh'! ·~g m~gi~, traf srormato1t .
g:Jtttrroug1rto:n:g- ur 1t: rorrg.1i1::1r-form, "out·
Amenc:hr<v:ts :ttSOll:rm""C'<t':Cltsn-g"'Wittr'Zl:m:nrenn. . 1
gio c onfirm ed he r question i11 so many words.
si1.ed* s he said, Zimmerman looked forward to findi.J1g the
Zimmerman's point? Simply 10 ftod the truth and "'get it
structure that would end up as her first Goodman m:1inout of the way: She clearly stated th3t she was· conscious
srage producrion . When we talked on th:u winter afterof a lack" of women in the hierarchv of the theater world
noon. she said she had some time be fore she reaUv needed
in general. Because she holds ccnai~ 1>0wcr and prestjgc,
to work intently on it. Perhaps. if she was s1ill ;hat free·
rhc Goodman is clearly o ne more opponunity for Zim·
lance an'ist, she would have cut our i11tc rvicw short, i11 a
merman's voice to be heard. She remains unfazcd by the
n1sh to complete something she w.1s1t't sure ,voukl e ,·cr
fact that she is a woman, and is concerned m ore with her
see rhc sragc.At least she d<><:sn't have th:11 type of presfuture p rojects.
sure now, onlr the c hallenge to n ot make thi:,. the "'last
As any artist wo uld, Zimmerman finds positive as well
thing s he does." Thankfully, I think, Mary Zimmerman has
as negative aspectS in the transition from being a frecl:mcc
found her home.
O
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H E AB I LITY TO STOP
CH I LD AB US E

•
IS FI NALLY W ITHIN OUR REACH .

Un til n ow. th ere was little you could do
to actually stop chHd abuse. But now
there·s an innovative new progran'I that can

actually help stop abuse before II s tarts.
A program Lhat helps new parents deal with

th e s tresses that can Lead to abuse. 1r s
already produc ing unprecedented results.
But only with your h elp can v..-e reach the
chl1dren being b orn where you live. Call
1-80 0 -CHI LO REN to learn how lo h elp.
THE MORE YOU HELP THE LESS THEY HURT.

1

800

C H ILD RE N

NaUonal Committee to Prcvcn L Child Abuse

••

Chicago designers who hold their own
by Shannon M. Sauter
I

here can you find soph.isricared styles at a
good price? For consen'3tive de~igns in luxnrious fabrics, you don't need to go far.
Chicago is home 10 fashion designers who I
would rather share their designs with the rest of the
United States from a more comfortable eovi.ronment.
Many aspiring designers think the only way to
become successful is to work out of the Big Apple;
whereas, the Windy City provides up-and- com.i11g
and cstabHshcd designers a place where they can
supply the demand without all the major compcti·
tion. It's easier 10 start our sniall and gradu;illy
become noticed.TI1eir chances i11crease from being a
needle in a haystack to being a needle in a dress form .
In talkit'IS with won1en's fashion designers:
Richard Dayhoff, Peggy Marrin, Jane Ham.ill, and
i tff.tni Kim, they all agreed that focusing their energy on the Chicago area, allows then1 to show what
th<:y can do best i11 a11 u11hyped fash.ion. Chicago
designers agree that specialty stores and boutiques
reach a smaller market, bm tend to stay more loyal
than department stores. But while that may be true,
Marshall Field's has been very loyal w Dayhoff's
designer spor~'"car line for n,inc years.

Dayhoff's classic, sleek styling is heavily .irlspircd
by menswear. He always uses deep colors-midnight
hlue, black and charcoal.The sin1ple designs are to be
paired with accessories that create an in9ividual
look. It's like a man sporting a tie, shirt and handkerchief with his suit-he wouldn't look complete without them. Dayboff's designs can be matched with

brighter colors which may be more trendy, but the
ensemble will still be around even after neons are
"'out .. again.

Descend.ing from the glitzy spotlight of New York,
designer Peggy Marcin creates a glamorous spotlight
of her own, noc fur from her native tO\\'n of Independence, Ohio. Martin must have developed che
concept of easy sporu,wcar, for her fabric choices,
whether it be rayon blend or 100 percent wool, are
ideal for the won1an on tht go.\Vomen who are slim
or w ho have 6gure flaws can f111d the right outfit for
them from Martin's versatile styles, accented with
matching trinis and buttons. Even despite her tack of
access.ibility to certain fashion e,xpositions, s he doesn't regret stayu1g in the midwest.
To compensate fo r the sho rtage o f shows,
up-a11d-coming designer Jane Hamill has to travel to
New York to choose f.tbrics from showrooms.
Hamill, a sportswear designer, uses her contemporary flare to provide many professional young
wom<:n with reasonably p riced coordinates that add
a fresh new look to their wardrobe.
Chicago also provides a good base for talented
inunjgra11ts like Tiffani Kim, an eveningwear and
s portswear designer, who moved to Rockford, llll·
noiS, from her 11ative country of South Korea. Her·- ......~·
international studies and practical experience have
certainly influenced her designs. Kim creates ·'wear~
able fashion• with ber European styling that's no
avant-garde and her use of silk f.tbrics helps to bring
out the tlowing Orie11tal Hoes.
CHICAGO ARTS & COMMUNICATION/1995
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Richard Dayhoff
FROM: Rockford, Illinois
LINE: Designer sportswear
IDUCATION1 Chicago's .I nternational Aeademy or Merchan<liSing and Design.Also attended Illinois State Universicy for
marke ting and Rock Valley College.

FIRST DESIGN MEMORY: · r had applied
to the Academy to study merchandising, but it

was full, so I registered for fashion design thinking that J would tran.sfcr over latcr. lt wasn't until

I won the Ou<Standing Freshman Design award
that I knew that l would go into design.,.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY: · The simplicicy makes
it modem. classic styling makes it timeless. and the
linc:s arc clean. My clothes don't date themselves.
Fabrication is m ost impol'tant- T design last.

Clothing doesn't wear the person- they add
accessories 10 it. Clothing is a backdrop for
one's own personality, a can,11.s for wh:1t one
puts on.There's a men.swear influen ce in our

subtle patterns, the feminine side is the
fluidicy of the fabric and shape of the
garmen t.°

WHERE TO BUY: Marshall Field's, Carson Pirie Sco tt, Lathem Llmited,Teifcr [Seat·

tic, \\'lasbio.g ton I, and 40 specialty shops and
boutiques across the countr)' and Canada.

INFLUENCES: "I travel a lot. I act as a
sponge: when I sit i.n a cafe and look

to sec

whai women wear. I meet people at my
personal appearances and find out w hat

they like to wear.•

ACCOMPLISHMENTS, The
Chicago Apparel Industry
Board•s Oc:.signcr ofTomorrow

award, among others.

LATEST PROIECT: "My
non-gendc:r specific fragrance,

Day/Jo.ff. It's classic and sophisticattd, just like my designs."
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Peggy Martin
FROM, !dependence, Ohio
LINE, Easy sporcswear
EDUCATION: Parsons School of
Design, New York City.

FIRST DESIGN MEMORY:
"When I was five, I made cl othes for
roy dolls.•

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY, ..I use
jerse5, knir fabric wblch is comfol't·
able, easy ro wear and pack. Pants
have elastic waistbands and can be
dressed up or down. My designs are simple ,
dean. flauering and flexible with any type of
figure."

HAS WORKED FOR1 Thierry Mugler, a
Parisian designer.

WHERE TO BUY, 200 o utlets, at
bcttc.r specialty shops and designer
boutiques, and Marshall Field's.

CHICAGO VS. NEW YORK: • 1 baYc
my own factory in Chicago, which is rare
in New York. However, here, I'm not close
to the marketplace, and fubric and trim are
unsolicited."'

FAMOUS CLIENTS: First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton
and Kirstie AUey

FUTURE PLANS1"To design a large size d ivision.'
ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 1992 Designer of the Year
award, de-signed on stage and album CO\•er O\ltfitS for
Sryx for almost five years in ,he 1980s.
IN SPARI TIMl1 "Travel, watch movies and listen to
Latin music."
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Jane Hamill
FROM: W'Hmene. Ulinois, then moved to )1.ihv:mkcc.
\ViSconsin after the third grade.

LINE: corncmporary sport~"\vcar.
EDUCATION: Fashion Ins1itute ofTcchnology (El.T l, New
York City; sn,dicd si.x months at £smod School of Design in
Paris.

FIRST DESIGN MEMORY, · in junior high, l made shorts
for myself and evenniaUy for the entire soccer team.At a health
club, some women admired the jumper I had on and asked
me w here I bought it. \~hen I to ld t.hcm I made ii, they quick·
ly asked if I couJd make them each one. I took t heir sizes and

delivered the jumpers a week later."

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY: •1 design clothes that l want
to wear.They must be comfortable, functional and not
boring.They (must be easy to care for and) can be ,vorn
more t.han once."

HAS WORKED FOR: · 1 interned, part-time, at
Andy Johns Fashions, a Manhauan outerwear design·
er.Afterward, I worked full-time, moving up to Chief
De-signer in the International Division and was trans·
fcred to Chicago. \Vhc11 the d ivisio11 relocated back to
New York, l decided to stay and open my own boutique. AU my hard work paid off o n October 30, 1992,
when it opened."

WHERE TO BUY: "Al my boutique on North Lincoln
Avenue and at more than fa.ft)' stores across coumry
including Marsh:dl 1:ield 's, C.1rson Pirie Scott, Oasis in
SoH.o (New York City) and Saks Jandcl, a \Vashington
D.C.specialty score."'

CHICAGO VS. NEW YORK: ""It's less
expensive and I'm comfortable here. New

York is much more difficult city because
you need security guards. Most of the
people who sbop hen.: an: down- to-ea.rlh .
Tilty°rc not like wild, cr:1zy, cheating New

Yorkers."

FUTURE PLANS: · 1 want to open a second store in Chjca,go and build a bigger
base of accounts.'"

IN SPARE TIME : · Mountain biking,
working out , and reading books by my mothcrin- la,;v,Judith Viorst, who wrote Alexander anti
tJ;e Terrible, Horrible, Very Bad, No Good Day."'
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Tiffani Kim
FROM: South Korea and then Rockford, Illinois
COMPANY: Tiff and Griff Designs with pariner/lm sband
Bradley Griffith

LINE: Evc:n.ingwca1· and sports rwear

EDUCATION: Chicago's School of the Art Institute, Brighton
Polytcch in Engla nd :ind freelanced in Ita ly.

FIRST DESIGN MEMORY: "Making Barbie dothes.
J'\"e wan ted to be a fas hion designer ever since l was
Six."

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY: "To make women
look pretty and fem inine."

HAS WORKED FOR: "Guy Laroche. I had a
leather colk ction licensed un der my name.
And \Vhilc still in school, I worked for
Jean Charles de Casatelbaj,.c ."

WHERE TO BUY: At some Marshall
Field's, Bergdol'f Goodm an, Nordstrom,
Jacobst~n ·s O:tckson , Miehigan and
Wlncc1· Pmk, Aorida J, Jsaacs<m 's
(Altmta, Georgia], Lillie Ruben alld
~pccialty boutiquc:.s.

CHICAGO VS. NEW YORK: Chicago has
bt:tn ~l good base to have a busin ess. 6elog out of
the limelight of Nt'W York has allowed me to focus
on the business and h~1ve it grow s tow1)'· ln New
York, l put on my m ean face; otherw ise, they'll
walk au o,·er r o u. It's tough."

IN FLUENCES: "My fathe r, a military major, was
strict; w hereas, my m other, an entertainer in South
Korea, was alway~ around creative people .They
bal:mced t:ac h o the r out.,.
INSPIRATIONS: Karl L~gerfeld,Yves S:iint
L1urenc, Claude Montana an d Geoffrey Beene.

LATEST PROJECT! Creating a center fcatw,ng
an upscale h air salon, a HoUstic medi<.:ttl cemer, a day
spa, yoga sessions a nd oth er amenities [located at
3 10 \Xe SllpcriorJ.

IN SPARE TIME: "01' weekends, I enjoy gardening,
sketching and designing in my little house irl
Mi<.:b.ig:111."
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o this is virtual reality," 1 say

to myself.
I'm standing on the center of a circular pedestal
about a foot-and-a- half off the ground. A Virtual
\Vorld employee tcUs me that I should lower the ring
now. n,e ring is a giant fluorescent orange, toilet
seat-shaped circle that encompasses the whole of the
pedestal. It's there, I figure, to keep me from falling off
the pedestal and breaking my neck. I lower the
,\'llist-Jevel ring and hear it click as it Jocks into place.
"Put on your belts," she shouts, and I can' t help
thinking how ridiculous I must look to anyone
watching. Luckily, it's a slow day at Virtual \Vorld at
North Pier and no one is watching. It's just me, three
othc;:r particip:tnts in Virtuality, "the ultimate
high-tech universe; and the employees. Still, if someone was to walk by...
Fortunate.ly1 I don't have coo much ti.me to think

about that.\Ve'rc supposed to be putting on our belts
and I can' t get mine on.The thing is about as thick as
a seat belt, but that's not the problem."D1e problem
for me is the big black box attached 10 the back of
it.The box, I assume, houses au the electronic equipment needed to "play rng at the speed of l.igh1• or
whatever the instructional video said we would be

doing, but I can' t get it on. I'm a klutz in reality and
alretdy it seems that I'll be even more of a klutz in
virrnal reality.
Luckilr, the employee comes over and helps me
p ut on the belt. The belt reels weird around my
waist- like a funny pack put on backwards. Not only
does the black box have wires running out of it, but
therc·s a metal cable auached co it that is hooked to
the back of the pedestal.Another citing to keep you
from falw,g off. It may not be rile easiest thing 10 get
into, but at least it's safe.
Having guessed that, out of the four Vfrluality
participants, I' m the one who's going 10 be trouble ,
the Virtual \Vorld woman dec ides 10 stick around and
help me into my helmet. Smart move on her part,
because I probably wo,~d have broken it trying to
gee it on. Don't get the wrong idea, if )'OU have aver•
age motor skills, none of chis would be difficult, but
mine arc weU below the norm. I was the kid who
never learned to tic my shoes and was in danger of

failing kindergarten gym because I couldn' t skip.
\Vhcn the helmet's on, it covers the upper half of
my head complctel)•.1l1c display screen's not on yet,
so I can·, see ani1hiJ1g in front of me. My peripheral
vision is totaUy obscured by the sides of the helmet
(like bwiders oo a horse), and the built-in headphones shut our most of the sound . I'm nervous and
beginning to sweat.
I can faintly hear the woman telling me 10 get my
•gun; which is hanging from its holster on my belt,
but I can't fmd it. I can't see a thing and I Start slappiJ1g my sides 1ryiJ1g 10 feel for it.
"\X1hcrc is it? \Vhere is it>" I panic.
She grabs my hand, pulls the •gun" from the holster, and places it iJ1 my hand.The "gun," I remember
from the instructional video, is much more than a

gun. It also controls your movement in the
three-dimensional virtual world.This high-tech gadget looks surprisingly low- tech. In fact, it looks a lot
like the spray nozzle of a kitchen faucet wirhout the
barrel. The gun has a trigger button where you'd
expect it to be, and at the top of that, there's :mother button. This top button controls your movement.
\Vhen you depress it, it moves you forward and
when you let it up, you st0p moving.This is probably
the simplest aspect of virtual reality so far, but I
guess, it's one of the smaU teclulical nightmares from
the computer end. The software has to be
able to account for when each and every one
of the five participants arc
moving, which direction

A

they're moving in, what

CARTOON
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YOU
CAN

they can sec in front of
them, who can sec them, and a
laundry list of other things 100
complex for me to understand.
The display screen ill front of my
eyes flicks on and I'm looking across a
checkerboard floor fiUed with three-

dimensional cones and srnircasc.s. A

voiec from the earphones welcomes me
to the world of Vlrlua/1/y and then in
the tone of a Saturday morning cartoon villai n bellows, •rrepare to
die!" \Vhich, I suppose, is meant to

GET

INTO
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intimidate you-even more than getting into rhe
equipment. I have been transported into the world
of virtual realily.
But just how real is virtual reality' \~ell, I had been
under the impression that virtual reality was a pret-

ty good simulation of reality-and why shouldn't it
be? After all, TV Sitcoms portray virtual reality that
.
way.As far as the graphics go, virtual reality is
maybe a step or two
above the graphic of
Pac~ian on the old Atari
machines (and this isn't too

I WAS THE
KID WHO
NEVER
LEARNED
TO TIE My
IID
SHOES AII
WAS IN
DANGER OF
FAILING
KINDERGARTEN
GYM BECAUSE
,T
I COULD.
v1p
SA

much of an exaggeration).

The more exact terminology is
that the graphics arc fllletl
polygons. If that"s as meaningless 10 you as it was to
me, imagine one of
those wooden models
of men and women that
arr studenrs use to
understand the motions of the human
form and then you 're begilu1ing
to get the idea of what the
gr-•phics arc like. Still
not clear? Remember
that Dire Straits video
with the computer
animation of a man singing "l
want my
MTV " ?
That ' s

,vhat the
graphics in the
display
look
like. Needless
to say, there's room
for improvement, and
improve it will. After
all, virtual reality has only exploded in
the last IO .vears and ,vas on.lv. created
ill 1965 by Ivan Sutherland.
·n1c sound quality is okay, but nor great.The voice
that greets you at the begi.Juling of each game is
slow and still sounds like a computer talking-at
times, it's also con.fosil1g. \~en the pterodactyls
attack (more on them later) the voice armounces,
"Birdie is coming• but it sounds much more like
"Birdie is hungry."
Even though the graphics and the sow1d could
use improvement, it was Still believable. Not belie,•able in the sense that I thought, "Gee, these cheesy
24
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graphics almost look real," but believable il1 the
sense that I forgot that I was interacting wi1h the
computer. \Vhile I was playing Vlrtualfty, I forgot
that I was playing Vlrtualfty. It sounds ,•ery weird,
but thal's the way I felt. Virtual reality is like dreaming. Dreams aren't real. \X'e know they aren't, but
while we're having them, for the most pan, we aren't
aware that they're drean1s.TI1ey're extremely intense
and all encompassing and somehow, they manage to
trick our nlind into niaking us believe that they are
real.The same thing can be said for virtual reality. Virt11ality, was real enough to make me sweat, to make
Ill)' heart pound agailist my rib cage and, at tin1es,
even 10 make me feel sea-sick.
By thinking that virtual reality had to be an accurate representation of reality, I was mistaken. The Vlr·
tual Reality Primer by L. Casey l.arijani, points out
that virtllal reality can be defined as ·a computcrsynthcsized, three-dimensional environment in
which a plurality of human participants, appropri·
atcly interfaced, may engage and manipulate simulated physical e lements in the environment and in
some forms, may engage a.n d interact with representations of other humans, past, present, or fictional, or
with invented creatures;" or "'an interactive comput·
er system so fast and intuitive that the computer dis-

appears from the mind of the user, leaving the
computer-generated environment as the reality;" or
.ia cartoon world you can get into."

So, what do you do in this vi.n ual world? \Veil, in
Virtuality, you compete against the other four par,
ticipants. AJI of you are armed with guns and are
walking through a three-level maze complete with
Staircases and objects that you can hide bellind. 13asi·
catty, you just try to kill and not be killed.To f1.<e your
gun, you have to stretc h out your arm and when you
do this, a computer-generated version of your arm
appears on the screen, ain1 at your opponent and
fire. If you hit him, he actually blows up and you c:an
see parts of his body fly across the screen. Moms and
Dads, don't worry. As violent as it might sound, it's
definitely nor gory. These exploding bodies don't
look like exploding bodies.They look more like shattering polygo,is.The Mortal Combat crow would definitely be unimpressed by the effects- there's no
blood and guts.
If your shot nlisses, you watch as your missile flies
off and you start praying that your opponent hasn't
fired back at you. If he has, the only tiling you can do
is duck or try to run away. Guess how you duck. By
ducking, the sensors in your helmet will let you do
this without having 10 press any buttons. Trying to
dodge the bullet is a bit more difficult. You act\laUy
have co rurn your head in the direction you want to

run and then depress the top button to move. If

able to sa,·e a lot of time and money by making

you're exlrcmely lucky, some other pl:tyt:r might run

adjustments on a car before it ever goes into pro-

imo the line of fire and actually take the bullet
instead of you. Believe it or not, this actually happened to me in one of the games I played. Poor guy
got killed, but he :tllowcd me the chance to get off
another shot at the guy who had shot him and that

duction.
TI1e same thing is also happening in the world of
architecture. \Vhole buildings arc being designed
and built iJ1 virtual worlds.Architects are now able co
walk tlU'Ough their buildings, knock down or build
different structures
with voice conunands
and have any changes

time, it was a direct hit.

Unfortunately, the other participanrs aren' t the
only thing you have to worry about in Vlrtuality-

there's also the pterodactyls. These big, green, pesky
prehistoric critters swoop across the screen and if
they come too close 10 you, you hear a warning
(· Birdie is com.ing").You have to look around to find
them before they fmd you, because if you don't kill
them, they'll grab you and fly you hundreds of feet
above the playing field and then casually let you go,
leniJig you drop to a certain death. Being grabbed by
one of tJ1em is realistic because you get the sens.a·

rion of being lifted off the ground, but falling isn't.
\Vhen you fall, you don·c get tht: .st:n.sation that

you're falling 1.ike you would iJ1 a d.rcam. It's more
like watching somebody else fall.
Overall, Vlrtuality was well worth the money. I
paid four bucks for four minutes of game rune and
they were among the most iJ1tense four minutes of
my life.The odd rhiJ1g about virtual reality was that it
c reated an WU'Cal world for four minutes which,
afterwards, when you leave it and enter reality, is the
o,lly thing that you can think about. It's definitely
addictive and far more enrcrraining than television
or some ,recent movies.

Luckily, in the times I played, I was up against
other new players. From what I was told by the
employees at V,rtual \Vorld, playing with other participants who arc on the same level adds to the over•
au enjoyment of the game. At first I didn't exactly
understand ,vhat they meant: until I played against

one of the employees and, needless to say, I was beat·
en, and quite quickly too.
After getting involved with these virtual reality
games and having a lot of fun with them, I began to
think about all the technical mechanics that went
ilu o how they " 'orked . I am no computer genius, so
au this stuff was wav over mv head, but 1 did learn
.
'

that VR, as it's called by the experts, iS being used for
a lot more than just entertainment.
Certain aspects of industry have been quick 10
jump into the VR world. Tbc aucomotive industry

WHEN YOU
LEAVE
VIRTUAL
REALITY
AND ENTER
REALITY
TIE UNREAL
IS TIE
ON'UVI
THING
TBAT YOU
CAN THINK
ABOUT

tr.1nsfcr onto a blue·

print of 1he building.
The world of education is
also ripe for virtual reality. In
the next det-ade or so.school
children in history classes
will be able to participate in
famous battles, be present at
the signing of Tbe
Declaration of h1depe,ule11ce and/or ex-

plore the insides of the
great pyramJds. Literarure
classes far
willmore
become
interactive, as Stu·

,

dents become able to step
inside and interact wi1h 1he
characters iJ1 the masterpieces
of literature.
Virrual reality is already being used
i.n medicine 10 help traiJ1 surgeons
iJ1 very detailed and difficult surs·
eries, just as it was used

:~ut:'a::~!:~;~: :~:

repairs that they performed on the Hubble
space telescope.
Virrual reality is also be ing
used to perform dangerous Jaboratori' experiments and wind
ru.nnel tests, to C."<plore the geography of the uni-

verse, to evaluate the nti.litary's weapons systems, in

generic and molecular modeling and even in virtual
erotica.

has used virtual reaHry to give the cars that they

To repeat the clichc, the applications for virtual
reality are endless, and as computers get faster and
faster and their graphics get better and better, virtu·
al reality will become more important, both for its

design virtual rest drives. The auto executives climb
into ch:unbers, Ii.kc in the Bautctecb virtual reality

academic and entertainment values. \Vho knows,
maybe someday I'll have my own VR system in my

games, and actually "drivclt

these

nc\v cars before

they're ever built. By doing this, the auto industry is

house, then I won' t have to go down to North Pier
to get attacked by Oi'ing pterodactyls.
D
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The virtues of their

cultures sustain Indians who

have settled in Chicago

by Joanne Bu ckley
photographs provided OJ' the Okee-Chee Wild lforse Gallery
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forget that their heritage providc::d builL·in coph''lg skills,
n a politically correct world there are no Indians.
m aking them even more depcndtnt on a society chat did
~'e heu about American Indians or Nat:ive-Ameri·
cans, and we know that there are Indian rcsenr:t·
not undersrand chem.
1
tions, som~ here. But very few of us know Indians
i: met Debra Zeklema.n, :1 member of the Chippewa
n;1tiOn1
in the Arutwim Ce.ntc.r on north Droadwar; s he. ,vas
still exist, and even f~'cr know that Indians prefer
:iltting at her d<.--sk, hunched over a typewriter and puffing
to be referred LO by the 11ame of their nation, o r
on a P..lrliamcnt cigarette. Debra was a petite woman w ith
simply just as an "Indian."One Native-Arn~rican cold
me ouu·ight th:tt it was OK to call him an lndian. ln
shiny black hair, which she wore in a ponytaH wjth a skinfact, he: said it's what he prefers.
ny braid IJ1a1 framed the lefc side o f her face. She led me
from the reception area LO a medium-sized meeting room
Indians ha,,e been Wldcr an assault of assi.m.Uation by
that was adorned wic.h wall hanging$ and bulletin boards.
IJ1e United S1ates government since the I950s.A policy of
Folding chairs leaned against a wall where shelves were
intimidation outJ.a,;ved Ind.ian ceremonies. even on the
jammed with boxes of miscellaneous items.
reservations, and brought lndians from the reservations to
De bra told me that Che n.ame,
the cities.
AnaWiru, is derived from the
Chicago V.'llS one of tl1esc
Hcbrc~· word that means ''discities. Indians came by bus after
'/be overz.o/Jehning struggle
possessed." For many lndians,
their appticarions for relocation
rhe
adjeccive is fitting. TI'le cenwere accepted. Man>' nations
urban
clicl
succeed,
ter, which iS funded by th e
arc now represented in the <:iry,
Cathoti<:
Church, is used for re.li·
from the Dakotas to the,; south·
g.ious education classes as well
\'\' tSt a nd even to Canada.
/Joiveve1;
t/Je
as for Alcoholics Anonymous
(When Indians refer to their
meecings. Within the Indian
nations, they ;tre generally talklnclians
to
forget
that
c<)mrounity. the e ffec ts of alcoing about a geographical :tre,1,
hol abuse are ,...,'i.despread and
and 1 was to ld that .,tribe" is a
well-publicizc;d. Debra herself
white person's v.-ord and that
0
reccntJy cclcbrtucd a two-)•ear
Indian's belong to nations). Usu·
a.n.o jversary of sobriety, w hich
ally the Bureau o f Indian Affairs
cuJJin.r:;
skills,
1naking
tbenz
was acknowledged with the
provided lodging for the tirst
a\,•ard of an eagle's feather.
few nights until pe rmanent
"Eagle's
fe~thers are Ye r)' sacred
housing and employment were
even
1nore
depenclent
on
a
and arc only given in bouor of
found. The area of the Up town
achievements," she said .
.oejghborhood 'W.lS, at that time,
J ust then, a shon woman
societ)' that clicl not
undergoio,g a decline in eco,vearing
a fake fur coat, !'lwcat
nomic stabilit')•; it lured the IndipanLS, boots and a knit cap
ans with the avaUabilit}' of
understand
tbe1n.
entered the ce1uer. She asked
cheap housing, and so became
Debra about us ing tJ1e phone, in
the cemcr of the Indian com·
loud, slurred speech. Debra
muniry in Chicago.
c
le-arly
was
emb-arrassed
and
got up quickly after whisperDetermining whether relocation was a s uccess or a fail·
ing that the \"VOroao was h1ebriatcd. It took Debra nearly
ure requires broad generalization, and then, it depends on
five
minutes to return, :md when she sat down s he sighed
point of view.There are chose who believe that the gov•
and began twisting her narrow braid."Alcohol is ver)' <leve.roment devised the plan of relocatiOr'I in an effon to terascating to our community and that is why we :tre trying
minate the Indi:tn through assirnifation. Anna Valdel':, a
so hatd m ·warn our children before it's too 1-ate. We face
research Ubrari:ln at N:ttive American Education Sen •ices
the same problems raising our kids as docs everyone dsc,
(N.A.E.S.) on wcs.t Peterson, is one s uch person.
and it ·s necessary for there to be sober role models for
"le \vas the goventment's way of gening out of it's
them;· she said.
treaty obligations," s he said ... Rcse1·,-ations arc supported
Ocbra said 1.hat she uses the Serenity Prayer as guidance
by the government, which w some, represented a kind of
in
:1
wh.H.e -dominatcd sociery. ,\nd s he smudges everyday.
welfare system."'
Smmlging is a ·w ay to bkss oneself and to release nc:,-gativc
The irony is that urb:m lifo embodied such c ulture
cnc::rg)'· She led me to :t makeshift grono on the window
shock tluH many lnclians turned around a few mornhs later
s ill>wbere there was :t <..:lay bowl with ashes in it. She put
and went right home. Some took adv::mtage of the relocaa handful of the sacred dements-sagc, cedar, swee,grass
tion program several rimes, going to a new city each time,
and Lo bacco-into the bowl, and as she lit tlle match she,;
but staying onty a few months before returoing. The
j11s1.ruc1ed me noc m in.hale the s moke.
employment situarion was prob:tbly the sinsle most sigWhen the mixture caught fire, she snuffed it out with a
nificant fac(Or that caused the Indians co a bandon the dty.
round stone, the1-. cupped ht:r h.'tnds as s he scooped the
The jobs Indians worked ~ rcrc often seasonal or paid min·
smoke and bath~ in it.. She:: said the ritual cleanses her
im1.1m '\\,age a, best, which did notJl.ing 10 improve the
s tandard of living to v.1hich they h:1d been accustomed on
soul and gives her the: ability ,o c:lll upon her in.Iler
strc:ngth to cope w ith life. I was fascin:.ned by her demoothe reseniation. ln truth, ir became:: worse.\Vithout the serstration and it must have s howed bcc:mse s he asked me if
vices the reservation provided, like health ca.re, the Indian
I wanted to be smudged. J agreed and was told to close my
had liule chance at s uccess.The overwhelming struggle of
urban life did succeed, however, in causing the Indians to
e yes and hold my arms straight out to the s ide. I thought

of

life

in causing

their

heritage JJrovicletl built in
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briefly of those test-of-fuith cxerdscs on tele\~tngelist
enemy is hatrc::d. he:: said, not white people. He prays that
his people can :,cccpt the white person as a brother so
shov.rs and then surrendered myself to her soothing
words.Again, w i1h her hands cupped s he dipped into the
that together, basic humanity can be restored. "Hopefully,
smoke, only thu; time, she bathed me. I wanted to l)clieve
it won't cake longer than we have. Indians don't have a
tha t I would tt'el something1 but was surprised when I
p liglu and wc·re not victims," he said. "\X'e were not conreally did. A strange feeling of <.-aim washed over me, ;md I
quered, but rather ovcrv.,hclmcd by the Unittd States govcrnmc.~nc. 'We're just on a journey.n Indeed, the Indians arc.
fe lt as though a bond had been formed between us.
My visit with Debra ,;\ras co be the fi l'St of several thac
on a journey that has rn.ken them fro1l1 their ancestral
touched me in a wav that is hard to e:.):"plain. She ,varued to
lands to the urban jungles.
sh ow me what Indian spirituality is so th:,t outs iders will
Clovia Cossen, a Lakota (Sime~) Indian, <.-:amc to Chica·
accept the differences in culnirc and understand that
go more than 30 years ago with her fami ly under the rel0,
there are benefit..~ in such diversity.
cation program and directs the G.E.O. program at ~ .A.E.S.
She looked like the ideal Indian woman to me witll her
"It's not easy being a so-called Indian;· said James Ye~
lowbank, of the llo Chunk
long, thick, shjny black hair that
nation and coordinator of the
fr:imed her face and accenruat·
Indiao Treaty Rights Committee,
eel her high ch.eek booes.
" l was :,bout nine or ten
also located in the At,a•i,viJ.n Center."'\Ve h~•ve to be able to brush
w hen we came here. I couldn't
test-of
e.Yercises on
things :1.sidc, co stretch the
speak English very well and r
membrane they have enclosed
didn ·l know what c lectrici1-y
us i.n. No one has to teach us to
w:ts. Refrigerators, tele \•isions
televangelist
be lndiao, we just have to be
and movie theaters were: all
reminded. It's a reverse exodus.'"
new to me and it was over·
1nJ•selj·
James sat back in his chair
wbelming. l had never seen run·tvith his weighL forcing che
ning water from :t faucet. It had
chair to recline and scared at
been a b ig c:vc:nt back o n the
ber
11
me. His face was heavily pock·
reservation when they instaJlcd
marked and his ponytail was
a pump. Tile-re was just one fo r
loose with wisps that framed
all o f us, and we had t0 wal.k
his face. He hooked the heel of
sever.ll blocks to get to H1 but it
his shoe over <he wheel of the
was better than going to the
u,ashecl
ancl T
chair and rocked gently while
creek," she said. °'Carcoons were
twisting a pencil between his
something t.hat I didn't under·
fingers like a baton. 111e darkstand. I would wat<,h Popeye
pa.oeled room was lit only by
and wonder how he did all
the blinking blue light from his
those things co his body. And
computer monitor and the s un·
Red Skelton frightened ooe. I
light that filtered through ,he
kepL waicing for a skeleton to
glass of the fish tank on the Win·
pop out of a dose,.
dow sill.James poiJlled to <he chair across from him and
..To be tntthful, I hated it. But J have accepted it.111c sad
didn't rcauy invite me to Sit down, but cold me that 1
thing is that the federal goveromenc succeeded some\vhat
could.
in assimilating my people . Parents quit speaking the tr.u.li·
James pointed out his w indow ac a pair of black helitiona,1Janguagc::s and now we are well into the second and
copters that hovered o ve.r the high-rises of the lO\\•·
third genc::r:.nions of children who know nothing of the ir
income housinS project- the Robert Taylot homes. He
native c ulture," said Clovia .
called them "ghetto busten; .. in what he termed the govWhile ic's true tbac powwows are 1J1e c t1rrent way of
ernment's plan of scheduled elimination. •Just like \Vaco,
particip ating in the ancient tr.u.litions still out.lawed by the
Texast he said. He rumed his attention back co me and
government1 authenticity is often sacrificed because of the
stared at me for another minute before he spoke again.
breakdown bc.tvvccn the generations. (A pOW"WOW is a
.,Truc,h is defined by treacics1 but treaties arc a generic
gath ering in ce:lehra1.ior1 of Indian spiriruallcy• blg.lilighted
term.Treaties give us our Jcgal idcnticy and define the Jand
by Indian dancing. Some poww·o ws are held on the rc::ser·
that we call home.The truth is tha1 1reaties were not develvations while some arc:: held in convention centers so that
oped by those who ·were concerned about the survival of
even the city folk may attend). Clovia told me a story about
ow· people. It's also true that we are not even considered
a powwow she had recently attended whefe chete was a
a minority. Really. l ook at the cons titution. \'le are calJcd a
man who was to receive an eagle 's fea1her.Arl Apache girl
polltic,l entity." He t0ok a deep breath and shoo.k his h ead.
p resen1ed che feather, ,;vhich shocked Clovia bc::<,1msc:: tr.t·
"It's a lifeboat theory, reaUy. We have nine people b ut the
ditionally Apache women were not allowed to handle.
Ufeboat only holds five. \\7ho do you throw out? How do
eag;Je f<:'athcrs.Truly, Clovia said, it won't make very much
you make all nine sun•i"\r·c? Titis defines what you can be
cllfterence if l.ndian ce re,nonies are practiced jf no one can
and tells you how to gc.c there," he said.
.remember ,;vhat they m~m.
James is a poet and a musician as well as a J)()li1ical
\'Vhile many lndians <.-;,me co Cbicagc> through the reloactivist. He uses his m usic to promote a"'-arcness o f the
cation program, some camt· on their o,vn. \X'hcn t entered
issues facing modem lndians. His tape iS c.aUcd Cef.el>rt1,the American lndia.n Center on ·~vest 'Wilson, my senses
tion of Hope, his philosophy of life. An lndian's biggest
were assaulted by che aroma of Chinese cake-out. My hc::els

I t/Jouf?l?t brie_/~}' of !/Jose
1c1itb

sbott•s an<l

t/Jen surren<lere<I

to

soot/Jing u,1or<ls.

strange Jee/inc~

over 1ne,

o.l C<lhn

felt

as t/Joul;b a bond had

been Jornzed betzveen us.
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loudly on

the srurdy,
old w()(xJcn
floo rs :,s I
ap proacht..'d
the reception
desk. Along
Lhe walls bung
fr.med
colt,ge,; of snaps hots of Indi·
ans in tradi·
tional dress,
and the hallway was divid·
ed by a long
museum-type display case that held
a rrows,
beaded
breaSIJ>lates and
otht:r authentic
looking collect·
ibks. That was
where l met Ron
Bowan, chairman of
the ce;mer.
Ron. 50 somet hing,
wore silver rings, blue
jeans with cowboy
boots, and sporte d a sil•
vc-r-$trcaked ponytail. He
was born on the Menomi·
nee reservation in \V1scon-

sin, and he and his wife
b rought their family to
Chicago in search of better
opportunities for their children . After re-searching the
e ducational syste m in
Chicago, he felt thal his
c hildren would c:njoy
gr eater advantages from
an urban education
than they m ight have
had they stayed on the
rcscrvation.Tile first thin.s
that he recillled was S\"Vim·
mlng.
"My kids wo,~dn't have had the
YMCA Lil' we still lived on the rcser·
vationJ. For si.'X years 1 was thdr
swim coach and all three of my child.rc:-n
have been offered swimming schoL1tships,'" he said. "My
fal.hc r had ahvays been active in my lite and I LU1de.rstand
how important it is to nun ure children . I can'c expect my
children to give one hundred and ten percent if I am not
Willing to be involved as well.You have to be more than
parents to a child growing up in the City. If you don'1show
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that you care, they can easily get away from you and get
hooked into gangs.
"Overall, the ciry has provided us with a better lifealthough Ufe is wh:at you make of It-and my kids have
been .introduced to many different cultures. \Vben l was
growing up th e only black person I knew of played on the
Green Bay Packers. Education is the only way to overcoo1e
prejudice and racial intoler.mct,"' said Ron.
Ron and his famil)' moved to Chicago in 1980, and he
has spent all but five years of that time ~·orki.ng in the
Uptov.•n communiry:At the American Indian Center, relid
is p rovided to families who are urutble to mec::t their
needs.The center iS one of the first of its kind in the entire
country. It was born of the need
for Indian people to i.nteract
with other Indians.To bring aJJ
1i·uth
of the people in the community
cogecher-to look out for o ne
anothe.r -is a primary fOCus of
the cen1er. Indians want 10 help
e:1ch other and won't hesitate
to hd p anyone bc·causc they
believe that life is a circle. Every
J<indness that is given away is
one that will be received later.
"The com munity sometimes
is not aware of how much ..ve
need one another. \X'e are not in
our element in the city. \Ve
.might live in the: city but we call
the reservation o ur hornet he
said."There are big adjustme.ots
in coming to the cicy. The pace
of life iS hard to keep up with.
'lb.c rat race drives you nuts.
And sp ac e. On the reserv:u ion
we were used to haYi.og a lot of
wide-open space, but in the city we could reach out of our
bathroom window and touch our neighbor's building . .
Lcadjng is something that Ron was born to do. His
grandfatl1er,Jam es Frechetti, ~ras a chief of the Menominee
for 35 years, and his grandparents attended state dinners
with fi,,e U.S. presidents during the early 1900s." My grand·
fathc::r taught m e that taking leadership meant taking
responsibility. Sometimes that means personal sacrifice in
exchange for what is right for the people. I think about
him a toe and I hope that l ca n make one-te nth the impact
that he did," s.1.id Ron .
Inside the \Var Bonnet, a gift shop at che center, Ron has
proudly displayed his grandf:u her's LWO mos, prized pOS·
sessions: a lacrosse Slick, which he used wh en be. was at
St. Norbert College (and he grJduatcd- an Indian exception- at the wbite instinttion), and a drum. TI1e drum has
a buffalo painted in che center, and th e sides are covered
with an oner pelt. Ron lifted tbe drum from the w:1ll to
reveal the t)(lu c h under the otter's chin where medicines
wete kept dry.The drum fascinates Ron; it is now his most
p riZed possession. Ron craves its sound.''11 is tl1e heartbeat
of the I.ndian," he said.
AS Ron repl·a ced the drum on the wall he spoke of bis
grandmoth er, who is now 93 Years o ld. His children haYe
discovct'cd the treasures of ;torics she waite d to recall
uncil s he had an audience. Ron paused, then told a st0ry of
personal tragedy.

"Our son and two daughters here in Chicago are our
second family. My wife and I h:td four other daughters
back on the reservation. TI1cy dkd of carbon monoxide
poi soning in our mobile home," Ron said . Ht straightened
his back agains t the chair and fo lded his arms protectively
across h.is c hest. "You go through something like that and
suddenly what's important in life is so clear. It h.'l.S given
me the strength to p ursue l>eu er opportunities. As I get
older, things my Ctther told i:ne are now beginning ro make
sense. Kids should come flrsc, and our ciders need to help
rebuild Indian values and beliefs so they have a chance in
this life . .Everyone m us t rcmcmbcl' that rhis is our future
that we arc talking about. \Ve have run1ed the com er as a
people. It is up 10 us to <:h.•rnge
for the better:
bJ'
1\ltichacl Dcbassige uoder·
s tands onty coo ~·ell whal it
means co cba.nge for the better.
A 21-year-old Canadian Indian
w ho spent chc early part of his
life s truggl.lng t () sun•"i've, he
now works full-time at N.A. E.$.
Michael v.•orc his hair in the
masculine, lndi:m pon)1ail but
added a hip-hop rwist ~rith cbe
underside shaved. Nikes, bhie
jeans and a b:lS(~ball hat gave
nothing away of h L'i he ritage,
but ~lkhael talked to me about
growi.ng up as an lodian in the
h)•

is defined

treaties,

but treaties are a generic

ter111. Treaties give us our

legal illenlit)' anll dejlne the
Ian(/ that ll'e call ho1ne. The

truth is that treaties u•ere

not llevelo/Je(!

those ll'ho

His mother smoked pot
~·hilc she was pregnant w ich
hiln, w hich he beJie,·es acer-acted
him 10 an urban underworld and
toward personal destruction.
Michael dropped om of school
by eighth gm.de and moved out of his mother's house. Living on the streets, he supported himself by selling dn1gs.
Soon, he was lhri.ng with dill'erent women. and by the time
he w.1s 17. he ,v:1s .in j;~ where he spent two years th ere.
He is now the fath<.>r of a four-ycat'-Old daughter. Mid1ael
was never married and his daugh ter lives ,;v ith her moLher,
but he takes great pride in his daughter and considers it a
wonderful opp<>rtunity to be a father. "My daughter makes
me happy. I never had a father1 so now l have the chance to
give h er something I neve1' had," he said. "'I knew I had to
change my life w hen I was in jail, but I had to wait to get
o ut to do it. Now, my d;mghter is my life. .
AS Michael dusted the shc:Ives in the library, he cold me
about a dress he made fo r his daughtct" so s he could accend
a powwow. He said that it took abouc four hours co comp lele, bu t since it will be the first time that s he dances, he
,...-anted it to be special. Michael's dreams for his d-:mghtt:r
an: simple: He jus t wants to be with her and s how hel'
how to be an Indian . He grinned broadly as he told me that
she is already able to speak three languages.
Michael cannot read but attends G.E.D. courses in the
evening and sits in on ci:is.ses :1t N.A.E.S. As a child in the
elementary sch ool S)'Stcm, he didn't relate to the " 1bJtc
person's world. Michael had a difflcutt time believing
there was a p lace for him Since he was r.dsed b)' women
w ho spoke only tbe ir n,atNe language at home.
"'Indians are poor. Indians are the poorc.•i t people I

zcere concerned ahout the
survival<~{ our /Jeop!e.
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cit)'.

know," he said, as he
reflected on the ethnic
diversil")' thar innucoccct
the
neighl>orhood
where he grew up.
"V:' hite pcoplt: were
all\•ays OK to me. the
Puerto Ricans always
had an attitude, but it ·was the blacks
that I fought With. TI1ey would Laugh
about how ,be Indians got fucked
even though I think that they got
fucked>too."
Still, w hile gro~ing up, he
identified more with the Mex.i·
cans aud the Puerro Ricans and
the African-Americans. He did·
n 't speak English very well and
didn't do well in .chool. But
aftc1· spending time in jail he
believes that dw white person's economy is the one that can make his
dreams come crue.
"It's rough," he said . .. Growing up
in the dty takes everything out of
you. l don't sec any of my childhood
friends anymore because they will
just bdng me down. Besides, most of
1he.m are dead, on drugs, or have

AIOS.'
Michael was ftlled with anger as
a c hild. Offensive ojckoames and
the promotion of lndi:m stereotypes
were a reality for him. Once, he was in
a drugstore and some other kids
not.iced his hair- in a braid- and
they asked him if he ~ras an tndian.
When he said yes, ,bey s carred
laughing and dancing around saying "how:··u's rough; he said agam .
He h,1s struggled to get in touch
w ith the spirit within the Indian male-the
warrior. ""I have finally found everything that I
was looking tbr, and it was right under my nose."
To search for the meaning of ute and to
defi1te a role for himself led Vincenc Moreno
from his home on the I.aguna Reservation in
New Mexico to Chicago. He is a student of Indian tr<:ati cs and law at N.A.E.S., and works as a
receptionist at the Amtrican Indian Economic
Development Association (A.I.E.0..A,) just north
of the Anawim Center on north Bl'oadway. He
se::c::s hL<i future in uniting the cffons of all Indian
J)(::ople to achieve equality. As an Jndian male, he
found hJmself obligated to do aJJ that he can for
his people .
"I wasn't always so focused. Out, my scory is a common
one. If you select cen Indian men at random, then:: will be
\mcanny similarities. First ~rich school and IJ)en with
work. we have all bad to deal ~·ith difficult Situalions.
Touched by failed government progr.1.ms a.nd alcohol
abuse, we have had to look forward in spite of the poverty on the: rcserv:.1tions; sa.td Vince.
"When I first came to the ciry three years ago, people

askc.d me how 1 could Stand living on rhe reservations in
such a poor environment. 11tey didn 't understand that
these a.re our homes, where our families arc, and where
~ 1e draw our s trength. On the reservations.people still live
in pm:blos and hogans, except right oexc doo r there might
be a mobile home with a satellite dish. It's a different
w or ld,n he said.
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Before he worked -at A.l.f:.0.A., Vmce was in a near·
homeless state and often lived in lakcfront parks. He had
only a blanket and a bag of sandwiches. and the sand·
wiches v,;·ere what made him stand out as a fake. During
that ti.me,Vmce decided on a p lan for the furore. He knew
he had something to offer th~ ,,,orld and that he was ca.pa·
ble of survival.
In some of the classes V-mc.:e au ends rhere are whjce sm·
dems. f ie said that they
frequc::ntly get into
heated debate over
who is to bJ;1me fo r all of
t he
misundersr. andings
between the Indian
nations and the government. He
admitted that he holds white
people responsible for intr().
ducing aJcohol to tlte htdi·
ans, yet reminded me 1.hac
it. ,vas the Indians who
introduced white ptop lc to tobacco.
• 1 s till feel spe·
clal tl>at I belong to
a culture that is
being looked at by
large corporations to
learn how to accepc diversity.
Diversity is something J grew
up w ith. ht the f-our-com ers
area of New Mexico, thc;:.re were
many nations t hat were able to
exist in cohabitation long before
Christopher Columbus came. lc's
the virtue of our c ulrure ,"" Vince
said.
Vince and his gener.uion must
"listen to the message of the fl!(" t
chief." The call is to guard the ne:x't generation so their
hearts won't be blackened, to get back what was lost, and
to restore cite honor of the Indian people.°'J n eed to tell as
many people as r can that being an Indi.!l.o b!l.S never held
me back."
An Indian must stay connected to the homeland and
rnu5t fight fo r the prc::scn-ation of land and culture. Over
and over, I heard the lament about loss of land and about
the importance of being in touch with the reset'iatious.
P:uricia1)rson is one Indian who did stay in couch with the
re::scrvations. Patricia, ,;vea.ring her white-gray hair pulled
back into a bun and a lanyard :1roLU1d her neck, is the director of Sr.Augustine's Center for American Indians on north
Sheridan . She said s he remembers the constant traveling
back and forth between Chicago a11d che Sioux reservation."\Ve went back for b irths, deaths, and any reason that
tht.·re ·was something to celebrate. We grew up eating
bologna sandwiches in the back scat," she said.
Another way th..1t Indians keep in touch with their heritage and the individual tribal custom.5 is th.rough arc. At
the: Okce•Chee Wtld Horse Gallery 011 north Cla.rl;, Sbaroo
Skloruck, an J\pacbc from OkWloma, L5 proud to display
genuine Indian art of different nations (Okee-Chee is her
Indian name aod me:ms °'little blue bird"). Sharon. believes
thac Indians can tell their s tory through their art. Her goal
is to ensure that cre.uiviry survhres an d is not smothered
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because of the difficuJt}' in getting a gallery to represent
new artists.
Sh-aron showt:d me a case filled with stedl.og-s:ilver jewelry and semi·prtciou.s s tones. and then Led roe to a 1able
where about 50 w ild mushrooms- as fargc as a baseball
glove- with e tchhtgs of animals and landscapes were
arranged. There ·~vere also homemade soaps, handmade
dolls, and dream catchers mode from hubcaps. (A dream
catcher is thick ~tring
woven o nto a round
frame of sticks and dec.-o,.
rated with nu-qu olse and
feathers. They are believed to
catch all of a person's bad dreams
while letting the good ones through).
In the back of the gallery, Sharon
has displayed all of the wooden
toys she has made. She has a
model of Fort Oe;uborn,
com plete with cowen. and
people, along with many
o ther wooden trea•
sures. Horses are her
favorite, and there are
man)' expressions of
that passion in her

gallery.
Sharon ls amazed
ac tJte number of people w ho don't realize
that there are Indians li\ling in
Chicago. She ru,s even encountered people who have asked
hc.'t' why s he doesn't wear a
doeskin dress and moccasins.
She also has dealt with the taunts
of young men who ha<•e yelled "he)'
squaw baby" at her as s he walked do,vn the street.
Sharon had a dream to succeed in busincs...\ and in an.
She has run her gallery for seven years now and said that
she feels s uccessful as long as s he is having f\in. •11 was my
dream co have my shop, apd now I do. Getting the dream
iS the ea~)' part. Maintaining it is the hard part. You have to
decide that it is what you really want and thc.n work for iti"
s he said.
Out of s he.er spi.ritual necessity the Indian community
in Chicago has come together. Jndilln spi.r irwlity is demons trable . Each person is equaJ to che next. In ooe e Lhnic
Indian story, a man was on :t beach collecting crabs in a
bucket with several no n-Indians. All the other men had
trouble kee ping che crabs in thc.'ir buckets, but the crabs
s tayed in che Jndian•s bucket. ~'hy? Because they were
Jndi:.m crnbs. When o ne tried to cl.lmb up above the Otb·
ers, t11ey would always pull h.im back down. \Vithin the
lndi:tn c.' ommtm.ity of Chi°'go there is the same diversity
and levels of succ<.>55 that exists .in white socicry, yet the
characteristics of the Indian show up equally.
Most J.ndians believe chere is a creator, and chat man
does oot need a mediator between himself and his c reator v.•ho, signillcantl)', is a v.•oroan. Indian spiritu;1lity is
the way that they live. They have found \\r:1y.s to be:: lndi·
ans in a society that wants them to be Native-Americ.~1ns,
and they will continue to do so. It is the virtue of their
culture.
D
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place he would photograph for the next 40 years and
would eventually c1ll home. His studio, in a Unlc red s hed
near the horse l)an1, is packed with the filelong work of
it succcS5ful photojournalist.
Lieberman was bom in Chicago in 1926.He stud ied at
Chicago's School of the Arl lnstitutc with Vories Fischer.
He also attended, what was then, the JnsLilute of Design
in Chicago (now, the Illinois Institute of Tcchnolob')')

with Buck.minster Fuller,Arthur Siegel, an.dAaron Sisk.ind.
Upon graduating. Lieberman began to make his mark in
photojournalism.

The first p hoto assignme,u he ever h:1d was for the
premier issue of J.itudern Photography. "111cy asked me
to do a picture story in Chicago. ft •ook two wcc::ks,Hsaid
Ucbcrman.1b.is was the beg.inning of a Jong and impressive career of telling stories through pictures.
Look, life, Sttturday Evening Post, Colliers, Fortune,
N,,-,Jl$u-eek , Cbia,go Tribune Magazine, Chicago, and
Nort/J S/J01-e are some of the magazines Llebtrman's photographs have appc.·art'd in. He did I 20 photo assign.
mcnt5 for Look magazine alone.from 19;2 to 1972. His
maga1Jne assignments have taken his aU over the world
and co all 50 states.
In t 960.Lleberman spent four monLhs in Isrnt'1 rcscarch·
ing The Jsme/£,, whlch was published in 1965 by Quadrangle Books.The book also won L\VO a'iv:uds,111e Chic.--;1go
Book O inlc award and Toe Best fifty !looks aw:u'd, bJ 1965
for its striking photography and writing. L.1tc-r a traveling
exhibit ~vas sponsored by the state of Israel.
Lieberman has also deve loped many special projects
in his hometown of Chicago. One was a.bou1 Trumbull
Park. It was a three month project about blacks moving
into a tough southwest s ide, all whJte, housing project.
CHICAGO ARTS & COMMUNICATION/1995
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He told the story through the pictures of a 13-rear-old
black, orphan child living in a Chicago slum with the
odds stacked against him.

Another project based in the Chicago area took
Lieberman three years to complete, The project was
about five men on death row in Cook County jail. One of
them was Vince Cuicci. "'Cuicci asked me to spend his

last day with him, the warden, tbe priest, and his mother." AccorcHng to Lieberman, Cuicci asked him to "take

one last picture of me and my mother." He was executed
later that night.
Advertising and corporate work also provided Lieber·
man w ith other ways to tell his stories and he took
advantage of this opporrunity 10 expand his work.
"When I saw that magazines were going out of busl·
m:ss, I took advantage of the fact that advertising agcncic,;
had asked me to do work with them.At first, I had said, 'No.
No,! am a journalist.I am not going 10 do stuff for you: But
then tlie stuff that they asked me 10 do was exactly the

kind of pictures I like 10 make; he ex.plained. Lieberman
has done work for land~' End, the Museum of Science and

Industry, the Unh•ersity of Chicago, McDonald's, Motorola,
Allstace Insurance along with many other companies.
His most recent promotional project, for the Pioneer
Seed Corn Company, includes pictures Lieberman likes
to take-ones with a human presence.The picture could
be a cornfidd, but there is a tractor or a small house in

the background. Lieberman said that, "that's [adding a
human presence] some of the stuff that photojournalists
can do. I do a lot of commercial work, buc I have ooc really wavered from what l used to do for magazines:·
Ta.king p1ctures co tell a story is the mosc important

part of the job for Lieberman. On a hlgh shelf in his
office, l.ieberman has a box labeled "objects." The.sc

•objects" are different from everyday objects in that they
have a story with them that Lieberman v.1Ul be able to tell
through pictures and wonts. This is what photojournal·
ism is to Lieberman.
According 10 Lieberman, the photographer is- besides
a storyteller-a poet. The anJst Kcomposes" his p icrurc
inside the camera. "There arc :ill these wonderful photOgraphcrs who arc so great that they call themselves artists.
What they all have in common is that they are really
poets.You become a poet v.rhen a kind of work transcends
the meaning of self. So the painters, photographers, sculptors, artists and musicians are really pcx'tS when they tran•
scend the material." Poetry is what Lieberman looks for in
his work and in the work of other photogrnphers.
Looking for "poetry• in pictures is nor easy for any
photographer, but can be found, sometimes, when
Lieberman is not looking for it.
"Some of the best photogl"Jphs made are the onc,;
that crop into the

corner of your eye

when you least

cxpecc it. l always hope th.is happens on personal or
assigned projects, because I am ahvays looking for something that tells more of the story than could be suspect·
ed;' he explained.
The pictures he finds in the corner of his eye ha,·c
won him manr awards. Awards from the University of
Missouri School of JournaUsm and Chicago Art Directors
arc a few of many. Lieberman admits that the awards are
nice. '"It's nice to be recognized, but v.•heo you hc:ar the

Nobel Peace Prize being given when nobody deserves it.
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I mean, if there is no peace. then ic should not be given.It
Awards are not Important to Lieberman. He feds the
same :,bout his work whether it is award·W"inning or nol.
His award-wi.nolog work has been exhibited across
the. United States and Canada. Exhibitions in Chicago
h:tve im,.'.luded those at the Museum of Contemporary
Photography, the Marriot Hotel (Getting 77,ere-A Peo,,
pie's View of Urbtm .Mass Transportatfo,i), and the Art
InstituLe (Fann Fam/Iles).
ln addition to Tbe Israel/$, Ueberman has published
22 books. One of them "'as Tbe ,lfummtes of Gtta,tajitato. Licbc.rman has said that, "with a camera up to my eye
I can witness almos t anyching." In this case, he proved it.
TI1e work contains picture-S of the mummies displayed In
the Mexican town if Guaoajuato.
The book took a relatively short period of time to put
together. II wok 20 minutes to photograph the mlllnmics
and a week fur Licbcnnan to make tJ1e prbns and lay them
ou1. Lieberman then saw a story called The Ne:a t11 /.Jne by
Ray Bradbury and thought 1L was a great st0ry to go along
with his mmnmy pictures. Lieberman enlarged the text of
the stor)' aod took it to his publisher at the time, Harry
Abrams.Along v.rich the pictures and the story. Lleberman
brought a box of Yummy Mummy cookies. Abrams was
sold. He bought the StOI')' from Bradbury to go with Ueber·
man ·s photos and the book was published in 1978.
n;:.ht: /u 1k1 /11il,11 1d f') - 11

b,•hu,:

1111, J.: llo ·( /l,1111t ( (c.111111.-..: 11/1 11/ft'I !111 .t,11

1..·.,, f.:r,,,d

l/1111..1, /'J"''

Lieberman iS always looking for subjects fo_r his
books. He has rn•o hooks p resently in the works. One
book, 1'he Corner of My EJ'f!, will be a colk<~ion of his
best work. Ueherrnao is also working on :t book about
AIDS patients. He bas alreadr collected dr.1wen; full of
material and informalion for iL.
Jn each book Lieberman tclls a story not only With his
pictures, but a.tso with h is words. When asked about the
phrase:A picture is worth a thousand words, Lieberman
simply replied, "but not vvithout words." He continued to
say, "Look, when I was -a kid an aunt n::ad to me Aesop's
I''ttbles and in my head I saw pictures. I thought this was
quite rem-ark.1.ble- that somebody <.'.Ould u se words a11d
you could see pictures." To Lieberman, words and pie·
1urcs ~...re insc::p:1rablc , *'"lbat's why we use icons, so that
everyone knows the meaning of a thing. But they are
really words at that point, aren 't they?" In his mind, the
picture never stands aJone.
ln his book, Farmbo;1, Lleberman «'rote about a fatm
hoy and his fami.ly during the 20 years of their Jives in the
SchapviUe commurut)'· The story of the Hammer family
was cold p rim arily through pictures, but words were
used to LeU the:: story behind the people in the pictures.

Neighbors, the continu:1tio11 of Farmboy, includ<-'S the
whoJc Schapville commuoJcy surrounding the Hammer
family.Through th e 10-year fucus on the coOlOllutil}',PC<>ple became ac..'Customcd to Lieberman taking pictures
and askJng q uestions.
"For instance,in church,wbt-n my camera goes off.the t>t»
pie mtli.zc that,'Ob, that's just Archie;· explained Uebennan.
The people of Schap ville understand that Lieberman
is telling a story that needs to be mld:one of a s lowly disap pearing way of life in rural areas. Lieberman's wife,
Est.her, has become an activist in preserving the small
n1ral community by p reventing a four·l:tnc highway from
destroying the beauty of JoOaviess County. "It is a won·
dcrful <.'Ount:y and we want to keep it th at way,• Lleber·
man explained.
Lieberman may seem occupied w ith his phowgraphy
projects th:u involve Schapville, but he still receives
numerous p rojects fro1n the outs ide world. Refore leaving his office/Studio for the day, he called the local post
office in Scales M<>und. "Any interesting mail con1e in for
me?'" he asked. The person on the other end promised to
keep tbe post office open a little longe, so Archie c;m
pick-up his ne..xt p hoto assignment.
0
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of every• ,nonth a group of JO to 15 individuttls
,neet to discuss life, love, tvttr, ttdventure and otbe,· topics that influence tbeil' lives. Tbe group ts tt literary g,vup- tvhetYJ book lovers wn
get togetherfo·r intellectual stintultttion as u •elt as to socialize.A/tbough
the group doesn't consider itself a suppo,·t group by any conventional
def/.nition, it ojfe,·s tbe sa,ne camaraderie, insight and nurturing benefits as one.Attending one ·,nee/Ing cttn change a,-ry preconceived ideas
about such g,-oups.
J had no idea w hat to c..xpc:ct when l attended my fust fiction club meeci.og aL a
Oan1es & Noble bookstore.Thought5 that a book club must consi.st. of ;1 bunch of nerds
who Sit arotuld with bifocal, black, horn,rimmcd glasses to evalmlle classi<.:ttJ liter.uure
ran through my head, along with assuinpcions of a pipe•smokiog,snobby instn1ctor-typc
that would boggle me with liter;u1' h::rms and deep aua.tysis.
lnstcad, I mer Rid1 Ro~cker>a Uarnes & Noble departmenc supervisor and fiction
dub leade1·. He st1·ollcd up sporting :1 smooth-looking outfit, like some,h.iug (rom the
Gap, coffee io one hand, book in rhe other. He w~,s not a "'professor-type·· by aoy means,
but a cool, eve:ryd1y guy.The bookstore lrsc-l f was also a \'err comfortable se.tting for the
meetings. \Vba.t bettcT place to have a book club meecing, than to be surroundt<l by
books and bookshc:l\'~~?\Wiile you are t hinking and !is.Lening, your cyc:s " "Jndcr across
the many shelves of new books. F-amous titles such as Dickens' Great E:A.pccJations,
Chaucer's Tbe CanU!rbury TtrJes and Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises jump out and

inspire rou to react.
111c group meets in a quaint circle surrounded by warm bric.k walls, reminiscent of
a cozy fireplace. Sometimes th ey meet in the back of the store, nc::ar the children's section. "'here p ictures of Mother Goose:, the three littlC' pigs., and Goldilocks CO\.'Cr the::
walls. Jl's a fair}'tale-Like t;ctcing co discuss a st<n;•. At other tin1cs, the group members
huddle wgether in the cellle.i· of the score, on cushioned d1.1i.rs, sipping coffee and hot
cocoa from the Starbuck•s, convenic-mly l<><.":tted in the store.

J<not

For Yott

The meeting begins when Rich brings up a funny part of the book, or pl'ods the
group with an off-the.wall question such as, ''Did anyone else feel like chey go1 seasick
when d1cy where reod;og The Sbippl11g News?" Tbe Shipping News, the 19<)4 Pulitzer
Prize w inning novel by E. Annie Proulx:, is ,1 story about a third-rate newspaperman
named Quoyk, ·w hose hard life includes a mc::m two-timing wife and two daughtc:,rs.
Before he met his wite, he v.ras a Joncsorne, heavyweight g11y wich tew friends and littJe
to live for, so "-'.hen he fin.aUy meets his w ife, he is so happy to have someone to love,
that he :dl ows her t0 step all over him. Like che sea.bis life on t11e Newfot1ndland co:1sr,
is filled ·with an ebb and flow that Proulx .somehow conveys r.hrough die rhythm of hc::r
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l<eading is
an escape
fiom 'leality
which
allows one
to ente'l an
.

.

imagina'ly
wo'lld and
become one
a/the
cha'lacte'ls

words. I managed to mi:-.s all the symbolism of the sea when I read the book, but by
ane.oding the fiction club mee1i.ng and hearing others di.Seuss thelr vjews and intcrpre.
t::ttions, 1 was able to bctwr understand the story and ho"' it was writtc.:n.
An active member of the group shared her iltSight wiLh the others by reading de.fin.
ttions of the symbolic terms.from the l l·t arincr's Dicliona')*,1'hc: name of the m.ain char·
acter for in.stance, Quoylc, symbolizes a coil of rope:"Anything gathered together into a
circuJar or spiral forrn..'"These definJtions lead to an hour of di.scn."5ion on characterization, symbolism and themes.Aside from the theme of the ocean, Proub: ,1ses other l'eJat·
<'<I topics such as ships, fishing and, most imp0mntJ.y. knocs used by fishermen. She
begins each chapter with -an anecdote from the AslJl.ey Book Of Knots and weaves a
tangled rn·e for Quorle by revoh•ing his life arouod a particular type of lcnoL For e:s:amplc, chaptcr two)Love Knot, is about Quoylc'S compUc.ned love life.The anecdote Start·
ing c.he cha.peer states that in the old days a love-sick sailor might sc::nd the object of his
affections a length of fi~hJinc loosely tied in a true-lover's knoc. If the knot was sent back
imacc, the relationship was stati.c~ if the knot returned :,nugly drawn up, che passion was
reciprocated; but, if chc: knot was t:apsJ1..ed-tadt, advic.'(' 'tV"aS to ship out.

Coffee Will Stunt Your Growth
CoJ]i.>e Will Make You 8/atk, br April Sinclai,, anmher book the group r<:ad, is a humor.

ous, heart\v:trroing, corn.ing-of-age story told by Jean Stevenson, a young black girl growing up in the 196os. lt was a \\;Onderful t>ook for a group tO diScuss because everyone
interpreted the scory differently, as they related it co their own d1ildhood. The story
brings the readt:r back ,o childbood•jnnoccncc, by focusing on awkward siruations that
ever}'ooc can relate to,The very fuse line of the book grabs your auenuoo:.. Ma.ma, are
you a ,i.rgin?" TI1e resc of the book is equally entertaining and unprcdktable. .. I (...'3.Il
remember when 1was ele\'etl and ,vas curious about boys and sex,"' said one group member, "l was just Jikc Jean St<::vcnson." Another roembcr identified with Jean's mother and
rccallc::d a time in bis childhood when his mother wouldn'l answer any ofh.is questions
about growing up,"1 feel like I grew up in. the same house withJ~n Sreveoson," he said.
.6t:cause this story was such an emotional trip down memory lane, most of the discussion at th e meeting was about the power of words and.ho~· Sinclair imp:,cts the
reader with setting and sty le. Tbe neighborhood Jean grew up in is described as a
smaU 1.0\\rn,, ~1hcre some people ~,re poo.r and others arc Just getting by. "The \varmth
of the setting is whal kept me so intrigued;'' an active membe r said. "'f didn' t want to
stop reading the story because I d ido ' t i.vaot to leave the Htdc town on the SouLh Side
of Chicago,• where the story takes place. People pai.o1 picrures in their minds of the
characters and the settings.The)' C(cacc a fantasy world- a world of their own. Reading is an escape from reality and alJO'\\'S one to enter an imaginary world and become
one of the characters. This quality is what. sets reading novels aside from any other
form of <.·ntcnainment.

N°n-1Ieader 5 )leep out
Once Rich gets the ball rolling, the group c.alks continuously for t.wo hours-becoming part of the novel- the inside of the story t.hey are discussing, \Vb.en 10 to 15 peo-ple get together 1.0 share an experience or talk about a journey they all have taken, the
power is overwhelming. A cerlain aura surrounds the group; suddenly, C\-eryone has
walked lbe same road, met the same people, aod shared the same thoughts, People
watk:jng by t.he group are jmrigued by the energy, so they swp to listen, but ther can·
not underst:md. Unless you have first read the story, you (-.an not understand the Janguagc of the group, not Ix-cause the language is abstract, hut hecausc you have not
taken the journey with the others. Everyone in the group bas joined a famjly.111at i.s why
people belong co tht:se discussion groops.T11ey are not nerds or loners; they are people
who enjo)' mcmat stimulation and the cocnpany of others.
44
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J leatned
Apti.l Colon.a 3 l ·ycar-<>Jd woman with t,vo childreo and a full-tlmc job. described the.
fiction dub as a soci.,l ooUet. '·[ go co the meetings to have fun and t:O add another
diJJlen,Sjon to the book l have read. Meeting with others to relive the experience
reminds me of pans that l might h.·we missed in the book." Free time is hard to come
by for April, since she also :u:ceods oight clas.."iC.s to finish her bachelor's degree, but s he
trutkes it a pol.nt to attend regular book dub rneetjn.gs.
The group consis~ of others, Like AprU, with bus}' livc::s and busy schedules. Most of
tJJ:e me:rnhers work full-time during the:: day, ha'le families, friends and other ir.nerestS.
They arc teachers, doctors, mothers, fathers, secretaries, and v.,ait..res~es; people v.rith dif.
ferent. backgrO\Jf'lds and people of all ageS. 'Oley are not coming to book meetings
because they have nothing beuer to do, rather, bccauSc they enjo)'· the discussion, the:
l:mgh.st th<.:: ideas a.nd the intriguing intc::rpretations t.hat fl.II their minds when tl)ey go
home-inspired to read another book .
.8<..'·cause the rne1nhers have buS)' lives the gronp often choose quick·~ds- short
novels usually on the best-seller list.At cbe end of every me.eting. the gmup is invltc:d to
s tick around and choose a book for the following month. Everyone walks :,round t-he
score for a te\\• minutes and picks out books that catch their attc::ntioo. They 1hen bring
them back to the <:irci<.:: co reviev.• and decide by w.king a votie.TI1.e book with the most
votes is the n.exl month's chosen book of discusslon.

Bring your couch bt1t leave your nan1e at l1ome
Toe group iS both intimate and anonymous. Fi:Ve members arc die-hard fans aod
attend meetings regularly. Since the group started, approximately t,vo years ago, they
have gone to every meeting without knowing each other's names.'n1is anonymity is
comforting and allows the members to be more oucspoken and clivulg:<.:: tbemseh,~es and
their thoughts. ( Ie:.1.rned that the group has tbc.rapeutiC wlue in that people can go to
these meetings, speak their minds and Leave, '9Vithout having to disclose who they are.
Some peopk· revt:al their souls at the mcc:tings. One girl started cryiJ1g and told the
group how het father was an alcoholic, like one of che characters in the book bcin.g discus.,,;ect.They identify with lbe StOJies and re.lace them to personal sit·uattons. It's all pan
of interpre1.ing a srory.\Vhat one person underst;tnds to be true might be the complete
opposite of another's inte.rprer:.uion. That is the beauty and re,vard of auending such a
group. All those present dilK:US. what the)' liked about the book, what they disliked,
how tl1ey vic~·C'd the:: story and what the author \\':.IS tryiJl.S ro say.
Be.c ause the group sits in :1 tight forum, ic appears co he private. However, anyone
passing by can .s.it d<'>wn and join the discus.sion, even if they haven't read the book.A
sign is aJso placed in rhe front window of Lhe smrc every month d<.Signati.ng tJ1e book
of the month and che meeting time.

that tfie
qtoup has a
t/ie'r,apeutic
value in tiiat
people can
go to these
nieetings,
speak thei'r,
minds and
leave without
liavi,ig to
disclose who
tfiey ate

Denouement
1 had the opportunity to speak with Rich after a meeting and I asked him wh:,t setS

this group aside from other groups and wllj' does he suppose people keep coming
back...This iS a fun group, we get togetbel' to laugh ;md xnarbe even <.-ry; be explained.
"'X'e arc not in competition with one another for intelJigcnt answers but to enjoy our.
selves and r-.i.kt:: a break from the o utside world."' He also pointed ouc that the group has
b<:en meeting for over t,vo years 00'9.', s<> they must be doing something right,
Whatever the secret m success is, l enjoyed m<...'ttinS ,vith others co discuss some.
thing f"un, but intcmgcnt. It's a o.ice escape from the c l.assmom because you are not
being graded, and it's more rcwarding Lh.an gossiping with friends. lo a way, it's Uke
being a critic. {l's always mor<.:: in le.resting when you have someone to share a SlOry with
who <.-an offer you feed.back.
0
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here was a time, not so long ago, ·wh en
dlC'Ome- edged) c.ireular t:tillight.s spH
flickering red fl;unes. When dazzling,

neo n-edged d iners hovered above
oversized parking lots. \'7hen DiSne)"s
image of the modern house, a mass-production protorypc dubbed 7be House of tbe Future, exploded out of
the landscape like a g.iant white mushroo m. \'1len the
p\lngent h armonic palette and oddly shaped phmscs o f
;az.z ceased the airwa,•es. \Vhen artists and designers
manipulated space,deliberatety throwing off equilibrium.
It was post-\Vorld \'Var lJ exuberance, my frie nd. Materials like metal and rubber- \lsed for building mi litary
goods-were fin.Ur available for non-military use.I\ few
Jess guns and tanks and bombs to build. After the grinding economic hardship of the Great De pression and tbe
horror and unce rtainty of \Vorld \Var Jl1 Americans
enjoyed seemingly endless post-war prosperity. i\mericans had money and wanted to spend it.Tilis exuber.mce
was not overlooked by designers-for they embraced
new materials and organic shapes. They avoided unnecessary dccomtion and cmbmced industrial design> rather
than hand-craftsmanship. Mode rnism, th ey said, was
ba')Cd on utility and simplkiry.
Every major movement has its origins and Modernism
is no exception. The rage over Art Deco, named for L'

Exposition lnt,wnationale des Arts Decorifs et hidustriets M odernes, an exh ibition held in Paris in 1925,

began to diminish. Ily I 93 1, architects Philip Johnson and
Henry- Russell Hitchcock organized Recen.l Eurc>pean
Arcbitectwre- a major exhibition in New York. It fc."a·
turcd the work of Mies van dcr Rohe and \Valtcr Gropius
from (',ermany, Le Corbusie1· and Andre Lurcat fro m
France and J.J.P. Oud and Gcrrit Rictvdd fr<>m the Nether·
lands. Thei.r book, Tbe International Style: Arcbitech,re
since 1922, appeared a year Jatcr. In it , the authors
d eclared lb.at the new commandment of design was:
fuo ctionalism- architcctu.rc conceived as volume rather
than mass, regularity of p lanning with out axial symmetry,
,,.---...,..,..,__and the avoidance of applied d ecoration.
TI1e International Style of Mod ernism was born.
In te rnalional Stylc>s principles, derived from
tbe Bauhaus sch ool of dcsi,gn, mingled painting
and sculpture with archjtccmre and design. Bm
the International Style was n ot a slave 10 •sober
Dauhaus realism." Uke Ilauhaus, International Sl)ie
emphasized industrial design and low cos1, uliJiry and
simplicity. Even furniture d esigners tempered the exuberance of the Umes 'l'l•itb descriptions like "functional.," "un.1dorned,,. and "furniture for the masses."
Tfu::se oral resrraincs, however, in no way inhibited
their ground- breaki11g designs.
Take Charles and Ray Eames. In 1938, Charles Eames
was -awartk:d a fe llowship to srudy art:hitc::cmre -and
design at the Cmnbrook i\cademy of i\rt in Illoornfield
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Hills, Michigan- for decades the nation's prc.mier design
ac;,dem)~There he met designer r..ero Saarincn, the: son of
archilect. -and direclOr of Cranbrook, Elie! Saarinen . He
also me, painte r Ray Kaiser; she had studied w ith Hans
Hoffm:m, i_n New York, during the 1930s. They married
and bega1'l design careers that would eventually toucb
::ilroos1 e n :ry a.speer of Ame rican life: houses, offices,
schools a.nd a irportS.
In 1940, Charles and Ray Eames aod Ec.ro Saarinen
became national Ogurcs through a compe,ition, Orga11fc
Design In Home FUrn lsblrigs, sponsored by the Museurn of Moden'l ArL 11\e competition '\\•as intended LO "'foster anractive, low-cost furniture and exploit new
technol.oglcal posslhilities.'"ll'ley we-re recognized in two
categories, o ne tbr modular and the other for molded p ly·
wood furniture. But t he de~igns were still too costly fur
th e average Arnericao. fmm the re, the Eames' moved to
California to develop mo lded p lywood sr.retchers ;•nd
splin ts for the United States N:wy, Thi~ experiment.al
work Jed to the creation of both the process and th e
tools necessary to mass-prod(1ce their furniture design.s..
In th e late 1940s, gasoline cost 14 cents a g,,JJon.A
C-.adillac cost $2,000 and a Charles Eames molded p ly·
wood lounge chair. resembling the form-fitting curves of
a pilot's cockpit, sold for S25.Today. an original is worth
between $300 to Sl ,200- depending on its condition.
Herman (\ililler, Inc., the Grand Rapids,Ailichigao fumi·
tun: company chat manufacrured Eames' designs and was
at the forefront of the modern furniture design rcvolu·
tion of the 1930s, has, today, reintroduced nine o riginal
modern pieces. Tile}' include two pieces- a squat,
six- dra,ver oli1lian1rc ch est and slated platform benchby Geo,ge Nelson w ho, in 1946, became the design
d irector for the Herman Miller Furniture Comp an y.
(lnterestingly, Nelson was also the ftrs t to propose the
no~'- popular ped estrian mall in th e United States.)
111e remaining re-introductions were designed by Ray
and G11arlc...os Eames. including four pieces mMle of molded plywood: the un dulaling folding screen, resembling
windswept sand; the coffee table, an indented p lywood
djsk- like a blond d~rl p late-tops four arced, tapered
m:ttchsticks; the dilling and lounge ch airs, mimicking the:
arcs and curves of the human form; the dlipti<..-:.tl table, a
long, lean s urtboard-shaped top that crowns two ~·ire
box s upporcs; and the Haog- Jt -AU1 a white ,;...-ire rack,
housing muhi-colored Ot'bs on each of its centipede leg.~.
According 1.0 Ray Kennedy, Herman Miller's Ne~· Busi·
ness Development Manager, changes lO the orig inal
designs have been minimal. ..The ctuoges were made in
;m effort 1.0 improve the quality oft.h e producc.10 make
it last longer. l~.>r example, the folding screen has a
polypropclcnc connectin g hinge, instead of the o rigin:11
can vas hinge.111c polypropelcne las~ longer.The cotton
tended to dctc.riomtc:·
And so the P<>Stwar Modernism. or th e. 20th Century
Modern, rc, i\'al begins...bega.n...or continues. Ho,,;,;·ever
you want to took at it.
1

For the p ast 10 years, the public's thirst fo r Postwar
Modern furniture has increased. \~bo's buying it? Rob
Rozycki, owner ofVERTUTwen1Jeth Ccn rury Arts in Royal
Oak, Michig;m, said th.11 his client profiles n m th e gamut.
")ily <.'u stomcrs r:.uise from General Motor s tech-center
car designers to architecrs co rwenty-one-ycar-o ld kid5
who buy what they can afford.Just anyone interested in
good design .'" But within th.is diverse dientelc , Rozycki
said, there arc two kinds of buyers. One group buys mod·
ern furniture because they like it.T he other group b uys it
because it is .. important design . .
RichaJ'd IUght1 of the Job.a Toomey Gallc.ry in Oak
Park, llHnois, has found th.at, over th e years, his most
important p ieces of furniture have been sold to Euro·
pcans, adds that, "Europeans give more c.n.-dit to Ameri·
can designers than Americans do. Ir's a very important
period [tx:1ween 1945 and 19601 in American design and
one of which we should tee! very p roud." Right said that
ma1\r people walk ,hrough his gallerJ tinering 1 ,.'Yott~
love 1ny mother-In- law~,; sal mon Fo,-m 'ica table with
stainless steel l egs, blab, blab, blah, blab ." ..They just

don't get it ," Righc laughed. "Many people can·t distill·
guish between ground-breaking design and kitsch.'
Kitsch. Googie. Coffee Sh op Modern. CaU ii what you
w ill. It "'JS and is everywhere . Ralph Waldo Emerson, in
1837, might ha"e foreseen this phenomenon w he n he
wrote ,.. , ask not for the great., the remote, the romantic ... I
embntce th e common, I explore and sit at t11e feet of the
familiar, the low." During <he 1950s, Emerson could have
filled his need)' embrace with colorful anodized alu·
minum n1mblers, ceramic cookie jars shaped like r.tdios,
lamps wi1b cocky ,oos,er bases, glittery vinyl- topp ed
stools, ::amoeba decked fo rmica tabk.s, hula hoops and
Da\.)' Crockett hats. Now, d on't get me wrong, I mean no
disrespect to this sruff. lt's just that it starkly contr.ists the
ordered, high -brow furniture and dccorJtivc art scene of
<he period.
Or does it?
Modern art has always been praised fo, its childlike
qualities; so, too, has modem funlirure design . One thing
that the stable, hard- wodting families of the 1950s did,
and did quite well, ~'as produce children-and pknty of
them- creating, what is oow known as the Baby Boom.
Kleis in the living room. Kids in the kitchen. Kids on the
tire escape. Kids! Kids! Kids! Marketers.not rojssing a beat,
targeted the kids- oriented 1950s; maxke<ing modem art
:u1d design fo, 11,eir child- friendly o r c h.Udli.ke qualities.
The a bstract s urrealist Joan Miro used imagin,'ltive
symbols and flat, primary colors to infuse his work w ith
fant.1sy aod wit. Fuller Fabrics' design s1udio used Miro's
wo,k as inspiration for their Modem Maste, Print series.
One pattern. Femme Ecoutanr,ls populated with humor·
ously ambigu ous people, animals, ,md objects floating
inside white bubbles, connected by childlike squiggles
on a clay- colored background. The c lothing designer
Claire McCardeU, used Fuller's .Miro-insp ired fabric in
her 1955 dress line. F\dler's Modem Master Prl.l.lt series
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was also inspired by Miro's P:.1ris school contemporaries
who include Pablo f>icasso, Marc Chagall, Raoul Oufy and
feroand Leger.
Oest k.nown for his non-moving "'s culptures,'' called
scabiles, w hich manipulated space with in1er-penc1r,u ing p lanes,Alcxandcr Caldt·r ;11.so created 1e:xtiles, murals,
toys, jewelry and household objects. One of the
best-known sculptors of tht: 1wentiecb ccnniry, Calder's
wittingly charming genius inspired Lavern Originals'
Contcmpom ~ries of textiles and v.-allpapers. His interest in the solar syslem, which inspired his sculpture, also
infh1enced h.is texcilc work. Ct1/d.er ; I , an abstr.u.:t fabric
design, featured stars, moons, and suns-connected by
arches and right angles- in che primary colors of yellow,
red, blue and black on white. In 1948, Katzenbach and
·w arren, the wallpaper design firm, reproduced Calder's
mural i.m:1ges in their waUpa 1>er designs.
In the mid-1950s, Eh•is' soul.Fu.I voice, pouty mouth,
slicked ducktail and gyrating hips catapulted him into
Lhe nation's consciousness. TI' sitcoms' laugh-tracks
filled the ak P.-cfubricatcd h<>US<.":S blossomed like dandelions, converting land, once flat and treeless, into s uburbia.The spil1ts of Americ..'·:an writers· UO\"d
' S snapped and
<:radded with incredible regulariLy including Salinger's
Calcber in tbe Rye (1951), Ellison's /1111/slble ftfar,
(1952), Bellow's Ad11e111ures of Augie 11farcb (1953),
Nabokov's Lolita (1955), Kerouac's On. tbe Road (1957),
Vonncgm's Sirens of Titan (1959) and Upclike·s Rabbit
Run (J 959) among many others. In the early I 950s, bit·
ter criticism was targctcd at thc· soft" or"cre:un puff" theo ries of behind public education. American students,
some cried, were falling behind. Crili~ c tairned chat progressives h:,d created "a low qualiiy of inst.ruction," al\d
weakened di.sciplli1e. These things, they sald, led to the
decliJ1e of botll .-noral values and tradition.al contc.n1 in
school programs.
Truman and Eisenhower ruJcd.
McCarthy raged, tripped and foll.
\Vh:lt was it about this time: in recent history that lures

SO
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many people back to its design? More than one hot-a.ired
1
~ ritcr or critic has claimed that p<."Oplc fed a n~ed to
rccaprurc long- forgotten innocc:n<.-e and sense of oneness.
Memories. Nostalgia.
Bunk.
During the 1950s, the civil rights movemem bad just
begun ridding the country of the stench of racism.A.Olericans buih bomb shelters worlby of a nucle.1r attacks.
Communism spread. Ir was ;1 seemingly happr
Ii.me-yet lt huhbled with unrest that would
burs1 to the surface in the 1960s.
In case you still think that pc<>·
p1c collect because of nostalgia, compare the

prices
b et we en
today's reintroductions
and ycstercfay's origjnal<;. It's
not like buying a dog- eared lr.lSC·
])'d!J card.A new Eao.ies folding screen
goes for $1,300.An original costs between
$2,500 and $8,000. The reintroduced Nelson Platform Bench sells for $680. Originals go for abou t
$1,000. "For most c ustomers;' said Oavid Skelley,
co-owner of Boomerang For Modem in San
D iego. California, "it's oot a nostalgia thing. They
just like the design. It looks just as good today as
it did forty years ago.'"
What sells is what people can afford. And
right now, for Skelley, domed table lamps
designed by Greta von Nessen are selling.
Fl'e nch tloor lamps, w ith pc.."fforatcd cones at
the ends of metal arms and circular bases a.re

popular.
Clocks
designed by Gc..-org:c
Nelson, manufucnired
by Howard Milkr Clock
C'.ompany. w ith thkk wire arms
Spurti.ng from a cin:ular ba..~
with lbotsic Pop orbs at the endsresembling the mole!eular structure of atorns
in chcm.i.btr)' books-are also in demand.
Tom Stoye. a photographer in Royal Oak, Michi·
gan, has been t ollecting furni ture Modernism for the last
eight years. In that time, he has hought a lot of junk,
made a 101 of mist~tkt:S and lost a lot of money. Out, he
contc:ndcd, it's .still worth it. 'Tm constantly refining my
tastes. I look 10.r the rarest and best design- the most his·
torieally important design.fl And, like many collect0rs, he
doesn't have loads of money. Still, he wouldn't buy a
piece only because ifs a good deal. Jic buys w hat he
wants. "Some people buy because the)"re getting a bar·
ga.in. Noc serious collectors. As a matter of fa<..'t 1 carry a
lis1-in my wallet- of pieces I want to fUld he.fore I die.
I'm not going to write it l:tn impOrtant piece th:1t he
wants in his collection] off just because it's too much
money. J try to think positively. Wbo knows, I might find
it a t a flea market for ten dollars.M
Right also pointed out that, "a whole string of seco,ulary designers are finally getting noticed. T.H. Robsjohn- Gibbings, for c.xample, who designed fo r <be
Widdicomb Furniture Company in the forties. And
dc..-signs from the Hcywood- \lllakeflcld Furn.itutc Company are popular locally:·
Ah , Hcywood- \Vakcficld.The "white- trash" cousin of
its much -touted relatives. The par1 of the fami.ly
shunned and mocked at family gathc:rings.
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Until now.

Jim Toler of SPRINCOALE • f urnishing.< for the Mock-m
Family" in New Buffalo, Michigao, said that while Herman
Miller fumirurc is "furniture of theory'" and not necessarily
•uvablc; Hcywood- \Vakefield is e:xactly the opposire. Ir is
solid w0<xl, he said, of lasting quality. "Heywood -Wakefield's designers '\\'crcn't known Uke Eames and Noguchi
and Nelson of Het.man Mi.lier. Oul 1he)', too, designed coor·
dinatcd sets, me>dero design for modem homl."S. 'lbeir
designs were influenced byAlexi Sakh noffslq~an Audi auto,
mobile dcsigncr- wonderl'uUy rounded, aerodynamic filr·
nirurc- and very e"·ocative of ai.rstream auto motive design.
Many of the pieces we.re even designed by Gilbert Rohde,
who was bencc known for his work at Herman Mil.lcr."
Two funlinire makers, '-X'alter Heywood aod Cyrus
\'<1akcficld, began comp anies in the early 1800s. Chairs
made by Heywood, of Gardner, Massachusettes, became
so popular, so quickly, that he hire.ct h is two brothers, Levi
and Bcojatnin, to join him cut, sand and assemble cad1
chair by band.Wakefield used f'Jttan, t he discatdcd packing material used by longshormc n lmloading ships from

wasn't consldt'rt'd imponant enough to in clude in fumi~
turc history books- and clients that call from au over the
country. "1 consider myself an adoption agency for Heywood- Wakctkld furniture. You have to understand that
people who bought and lived w ith Heywood-'-X'akefield
tor years, dc.xadcs, really grew very attached to Jt. t assure
th em 1hat th eir fu.r o.iturc will go to a r eaUy good boroc
and be used for another forty years. I L sounds hokey," he
sighcd;'but that's exactly the way 1 feel."
Tom Clarke and Martha Toroo own Modern 1imes i.o
Chicago. · People," Clarke said, ilget lotc-rcstcd in one
thing, buy it up and exhaust the market. h\ our business,
things get very popular and p rices soar." For example , a
cable by 'l'.H. RobsjobJ)-Gibbens th at, rwo o r three years
ago. would have sold for S300 is now selling for SSOO.
What's hot now, says Clarke, arc lamps designed by
Ach.ille and Pier Giacomo Casrlglioni. The C1SrigUoni
brothe rs' modem floor lamp, the Lu.mlnal or, combined
a simple, vertical steel rube supported by a sliJ.u, stee l leg
tripod.The bulb, screwed inro rhe top of the ste el tube,
projected light to the eeUiog. diffusing it over the entire
mom. This lighting techniqu e, un1il the Castiglioni
brothers, had o nly l)cen used i n p ho1ography
~mdios. l11e market, Clatke believes, is leaning
toward • e1cganr" furniture: Edward J. \Vormle y's
de:ii.g ns for the Dunbar Company, for examplc.Worm
ley's Rie.mcrscbmid armchair, based o.n a famous
chair designed by German architect R.icha.rd
Ricmerschmid in 1899, represented a soften.ing in
Mode1·nism. The chair, builr of solid wood, bas
gracefully curved arms, st rong t riangular bracing
4

foreign por1s, ro make reed. He
sold the reed ro area baske t makers and soon fo.m 1ed the \Vakefield Junao Companr-The
two companies were rivals until tb.e death of each
founder Lacer in the century. In 1897. the ne~, geoeracioo
of owners merged and voted to create the Heywood\-Vakeficld Company. Early in rhe next cerut1ry, Heywood\Vakeficld noted the commercial impact and s uccess of
111e Century of Prog,-ess E.~posltfo11 held in Chicago.
Shortly afte-r the Exposition, induscrial desjg.ne( Russel
Wright became Heywood-Wakefield's principal design,
er- only to leave for Herman Miller, a year Later. \Vright's
penchant for cll.-.1n, sleek appearances hov.-eve-r, took
shape in Hcywood- \X'akefield's hard maple furniture.
They called this mode.rn furniture if'orld Fair 1Wotlern.,
but ren:lmed it H eywood 1'1oden1, the foUowing year. In
1937, He)'wood-Wakcfidd lured Leo Jiraock, tbe "popular, though temperamental, industrial designer," of the.ir
St,-eam/ined ,lfof/l>rn series, to their ranks.
Toler has been quietly collccling Hc ywood- \'<1akefield
for the last six years. Now, he says, it 's relatively satisfying
to h,1ve an eullre store full of furnirurc- furnimre that
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and an upholstered se:ir.
CJa.rke has also noticed a great deal of interest in th e
de.signs of P,a,d McCobb. McCobb, a leading designer of
c lean- line cases for the Winchendon Furniture C., ompany
of Massachusetts, designed aluminum chairs for the
ALCO Corporation's Forecast Program in 1958. The
chairs- wide- seated aluminum orbs with flat, wing- like
armres-tS, upholstered bottoms and back supporls, and
thin, aluminum legs-looked like s hort, fat aliens.
Speaking in 1959, at Chicago's Merchandise Mart,
McCobb prophesied, 1'he modern revolution is finiShed

and we a.re all more mature."
Oh, yeah, Mr. McCobb?
The furniture designed during the middle dec ides of
this cenrurr t0ok daring, inno,·ation and brilliance.Any·
one can see thaL That's why so many folks are s tepping
back, tripping back, through the layers of time, to find
solid evidence of past greatness.
Wl 1. /ch leaves only one ques tion,Mr. McCobb:\Vere we
more marure then, than we are now?
D

by Patricia McNair
photographs by Christopher Finger
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H\.S

name is Zoe.'. Club
name: Zoe Orgas ma . Of course Zoe
jsn 't his real name, b ut it might as
well be. It's the name he took o n
more 1bao 10 yea.rs ago when he
ran away from home under very
dramatic (nearly cri.ruinal) circumst-.:mccs-somcthing involving hi'i
s tepfachcr. a frying pa.11, his motJ1er
screaming, you know. Anyway, he
was little more than an adolescent
1.hen. and he ended up living on the
streets fo r about a year in Chicago.

North side. Belmont a.re.a. He says it
was easier hack then to not have a
home, and be in chat neighborhood)
tlum it is now. 'fhcrc were places
you could hang around, keep
,varm, like Dunkin· Donuts on Bel·
mont and Clark. And places you
could have fon, like.: .Medusa's and
Berlin. Places w here even a young
teen could gc1 into if be had the
right look, the right attitude, maybe
a pretty good rake ID. Zoe had the
look. His three- inch high mohawk
was almost half his age . He's 25.1l1e
color changed, depending on the
holiday o r the theme or his mood.
He dresses in whatever he ,vants.
With h.;tir like that, why pn:tcnd to
be anything he's noc?
The day I met him wasn't a dub
day. "I'm not doing my club kid

---•",,
OM
(,..,tJ..o(i.c

J.,v,,... to

w.i/ot-"",
wJ..i.cJ.. ~ • M Wl:»'c

""

wJ..i.tc sJ..i.i-t ,,.Ml p'6..i.,,.

thing SUndar,· he told me on the
p hone. Translation: Zoe was not
going 1.0 dress in a bigh,llasby-trash
glamour get- up and host- or take
pare in- nightclub sponsored- rel·

,,,.,..S-cx«ft for A f.ttW ,-i,cc J,..,r i.,,. SM .,.,J..v,.. M

atively mainstream-events. ''Tm

quality somewh at unexpected in a
c lub kid: honesty. Club kids are
known for their fakcry, their fra udu·
fence- the whole farce of it. They
make up club names Ii.kc Boa Boa
(an(>thcl' great looking m.a.tl. wilh
soft blue eyes who once '"<ls suburbanite. Mike Decker) and Lady Astor
(a Leenager w ho wants to be a fash·
ion deSigner). They wear outlandish
outfits th at sometimes belie- th eir
gender and accen1uate 'what the)'
don't havc-knl" e-dccp ckavagc:;
high,hard derriers; height enhanced
by six-inch stacks (90s p lattbrm
shoes). Tiie clubs are fuU of hair
ext ensions, srnthctic eye.lashes, colo red contacts. p.ress-on nails. 'Jl1e;:

doing a drag queen show at Oerlin.~
A drag show, in which men dress as
women, apparent.ly, requires a dif·
fc-rcnt wardrobe than dub kidding.
"I'm going to be Cleopa1ra;' h e said
as he pulled out a spectacularly glittered headpiece from beb.iod tl,e
counter at Moon Mystique on Bel·
mont, wh<.'tt he works . ..l have a
b lack wig. too.'" Good. Ha.rd to i.maglne Cleo with a bright blonde.
moha~ •k.

Zoe has a sweet, ye.t strong, sharp
face w ith eyes so dark you can
hardly see his p upils. He looks right
at )'ou when he talks, so it's hard
not to trus t everything he says. Tt's a

""'°"'" tM w..i.frw"" ski.i-t
club kids often work for the clubs,

are 1>aid to have filn, to hring fun in,
to put on a show. Or else club kids
might host their own ·Ra\'c:s (under.
ground parcics) and charge cheir
friends 1.0 be cheir guests. It's not
like: a pass ..thc ..h at- co-gec-anoth·
er- keg sort of thing. These kids
o ften come o ut w j th a proOt. Cool,
popular, glamorous friends you can
have for a price.
But Zoe isn 't in it for the money.
He barely breaks cv<..'.n. £king a club
kid is a major part of his life. He'd
be oo.e anyway, even if he- wasn't
working ac a club doi.og prnmocions. He loves to dress up , dance,
talk 10 people, get arccntion, give
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attention, h:we fun. It just happens
to be an added bo.01L5 that his job
lets him do it. \V'hat he m:1kes ·w orking at Alcatraz, an all- ages c lub in
the west Loop.one rug.he a week>he
puts back into his cloth es, h is pro•
motion:11 ideas, his d ub kid toys. lie
h as :• real job at Moon Mystique, a
book and bauble SLOre that caters to
the occult-inclined, somewhat a lrern;uiye shopper. He vvorks to su1>port himself. Some Club kid~. those
who live for the life, work the
angles of the club society to get by.
They wear a dcsigner•s clothes and
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promote that produce. TI1cy host
parties. They produce shows. The)'
win contes1.s .1lley sell drugs.
\Vhen Zoe spent tha1 year on the
streets back w hen hew.ts young, he
thought he might try ltiS own angle.
He came up w ith the name Zoe.
Bowie just in case ,:,,:,,bat bad hat>peuect at home put h is real name on
some most W".lntc.:d list. He thought
he could tell people that he was
David Bowie's son, and m.1.ybe get

some mo ney that way. \~hen it
came down co it. he couldn' t take
•d,smt:1i;e of people like tlsit. After
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tbat ye::lr, be \Vent back home.
Th ing., were sort of all right. His
mot.her tOrgave him. and no one
had been critic:ally injured the night
he left. Zoe went hack to his small
Cacholic high school where the)'
aJJo\ved hin:i to keep his mohawk as
long as he was still in uniform,
which meant he wore a white shirt
a nd th e plain pants-e.xC<:!pt tOr che
fe,v really n.ice days in spring when
he wore the uniform skirt.
Zoe has been a pare of the club
scen e <:\'Cr since his ye.ar on the
streets. Now he lives i.o Uptown
and works :md h:mgs and knows
everyone in 1he Oclmont area . More
adequately, everyone knows him.
\"Xfc went for a walk that Sunday
night to Scenes, a coffee shop in the
ar~,. and ,he servers knew hjm by
.o ame. ~'h en we settled in for a cof·
foe and croissant at Dunkin' Do·
nuts, at (~1st six different people
sa,:,,, hiin through the v.•indow and
stop ped by to ~ty "hi .. , or to ask
what was up for che week, or to
borrow bus fare, or to promote an
tlrl show.
Even the people who don't
know h im make some son of con·
tact with him. An old g\l)' who
looked like he was rigl,c off his shift
at a John Deere plant in some small
Iowa town: f.trtner•s cap, 01rhardt
overalb, grubby fJ.OSers and a beefy
red nose, smiled over at us ... You
from NewYork?'he asked Zoe, w ho
was dres...'¼;'d i.n his o,vn normal
work c lothes: black t-shirt svich
multi ..colored b uttons sewn and
pinned around tb.e collar, rainl>O'\\'
suspenders, black vinyl hotpants~
yellow tights. rainbow Jcgwarmers- up past the knee-and black
cowbor boots.
"New York?- ZoC repeated. -No,
I'm from he re. Uut I like New York:·
Then the old guy sort of chuckled.
Not mean or anything. Not d issapproving, just ·;unused and friendly."lf
you were a s.1nd,vich," h e said to
Zoe>"what sort of sandwich would
'vou
. be?"
Zoe put hJs hands in h is J.ap.
"Hmmm. w hat sort of ~mdwkh
would I be." He thought about ic, caking the question very S<;riously. "I
guess I ivould ha\ e co say I ~ rould
1

V'

<-tli.-

(,.~cl t/..co"J
Abo\4t (i.{.t

«~« v.vo(vd
be a mear sandwich.Thar way when
}'Ou bil into me, you would taste all
that's 11:'.tlly, really good." Zoe is not a
vegetarian. "\X'har sorr of sandwich
,vould you be?" He ttsked the guy.
«Ham and cheese,.. rhe man said
quicid)cHe'd thought abom it before.
OIWhy's tharr Zoe asked .
"Because th at's my favo rirc kind
of sandwich in the whole world. I
love ham and ch eese."
"Good ans~ver," Zoe said.
Zoe likes questions. He loves giving and geuing answers. Every
week at AJ<.,·ar.razt he comes up with
a q uesrion of the ,veek, usually
based on the theme of the n ight. He
p ublishes the responses of the club
guests in Prisoners by Cbotce1Alcatr.lz1s in-house m:,g.'lZine. On Hawaii
n ig ht, v.rhen he dressed up in a hula
skirt and handed out tiny, brigh tly
colored Hawaiian good luck
charms. h e asked people what they
thought abollt the island. Hunk1•
men in Speedos. Bug.. No bugs. Sacrillcing virgins to volcanoes. The
Bmdy Bunch episode. On Mad Hatter night ZOC wore a red flo unced
skirt, fishnetS, red feather- trimmed
bodice and a h:tt made of crimson
ostrich-like feat hers and topped
with a gyroscopic solar systcmish
sc ulp tu.rc. " My mom gave me this
for Christmas. It's supposed to be to
put on your desk o r something, bm
I th ought ic made a much nicer hat,"
he confided. TI1e question t hat
nighl was what do people have
under their hats. Bad h air. No hair.

Lies. Lost innocence.
"Asking these quesHons just sort
o f bre.1ks the ice," he explained.
"And it gets people thinking. Coo-

ffifkuk
f i-«CJU MAI J..ow «'-o/ ,.((
~« «~Mr to ~ ,.((
ti..« ,oocf «J..v.,s MAI ,.((
«/..« W «J..v.,s of J..i.s
.tlci.sw.«

necting. It lets cYcryone be part of
what is going oo:• it is important to
Zoe that he not be the only thing
going on at a c lub. Sure, he likes the
a ttention his obYious presence gets,
but, ultimately, he hopes to inSpire
others to let loose and grab a Little
spotlight, as well. ·rm a self-proclaimed club kjd.A sclf-procJaimed
celebrity. I am responsible for the
attention I get, good o r bad . But at
least chat attention draws pcopJc to
me.• He is not fond of the type o f
club kid ·w ho goes to a dub, docs
his for-hire performance, aod tbcn
seep s away from the guestS who
have come 10 see him/he r. Zoe likes
to be accessible. He loves 10 be on
stage, but be wants everyone else
up there, too.
Zoe's lover, Chris, has not been
all-approving of Zoe's dub thing .
He's coming around though. His
concern is that Zoe puts so much
creative and physical energy into
his club projects and existence and
is barely compensated for it. He
feels as though ZOe may be exploited. Bur Zoe doesn't see it that way.
"I would be doing this o n some
level anyway. II ·s who I am. It's just
nice t hat now I make almost
enough from my club gigs to pay
for my c lub Stuff. Clothes and stuff.
I loYe ic." He says that he knows a
lo t of oth e r kids who rely on
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and months
later when
he is putting
something
together, he
will find the
perfect item
that

he

bought for a
dollar in the
back of his
closet. He
loves that.
Someti mes
h e gets an
idea
fo r
something
really spec,
tacuJar and
wUJ " 'Ork
out a deal
with a fledg·
ling design·
er to have it
made - in
return for
_ promotion.
He also docs
q ui te a bit of
e.xotic mod·

Momo,y and Daddy and the:: credit

card to finance their fun. He pays
t()r bjs ovln. He takes off o ne day a
week from Moon Mystique to p lan
and prepare his Saturday promotions. He works up ideas for the
theme, buys whatever little toys or
gifts he intends to pass out to the
guests and shops a t the thrift stores
for clothes. His wardrobe is a com,
bination of things, He iS a masler of
pulling things together, nmcing and
matching, recycling things. "Every
pair of my boots has had ma ny
lives. They start out black, tben
maybe get painted silver, then rain•
bow, then get pasted with gliuer,
scraped off, whatever My p urses go
through the same thing. And this
skirt," he indicated the red flouncy
thing from Mad Halter night, "has
been worn under things, over
things) as a cape, millions of ways."
He'll buy things cheap even if he
doesn' t yet have a p lan for them,
58

eling
for
p laces like;
House
of
Whacks,onc
of Chicago's premier latex wear
(shiny, slinky, kinky) boutiques, and
bas o utfits left over from that.
ZoC's one staple accessory is the
Barbie doll. He collects them and
reveres them. He has p unk Barbies)
glamour Barbics and all things in
berwcen. He often dresses her up
t.o look like him, matching outfiLs,
and c:lrries her along on his adven·
tures. On Barbie's 35tb. birthday, he
and a friend dressed up their Barbi·
es and took them ou1 on Belmont
to th e clubs for a drink.A local tele·
\"ision reporter caught up with
them and asked about their Barbie
birthday plans. "''hen the reporter
expressed concern over Barbie's
corruption. zoe said th at she was
35 and plenty old enough to go 10 a
bar. He th en pulled out his bondage
buddy, a Ken replacement in leather
and w ith an extra large- shall we
say, anatomical attachment- w hom
Zoe claimed to be the man Barbie:
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had tlnally grown up enough to
appreciate. Th e story made the

evening news.
ZoC's fondness for toys is one
reason why he decided to work at
an all-ages club. He used to spend
lots of times at the adult clubs, but
was ncvc:r a drinker or a druggie, so
it got boring to watch everyone
else indulge while th ey were looking for that perfect someone to
spend the rest of their night with.
One time, a friend invited him out
and he wa.s not quite up to dealing
wilh everyone and their aJtcrcd
states, so, to keep himself entertained, he lOOk along a bag of toys,
little p lastic trinkets like they give
out at a kid's birthday party. He
began to hand them around to peo~le, and found out that it was really
a fun and unintimidaling way LO
make contact with the massc.s .
Now, he usually tokes• bag of goodies along for his forays into the
clubs. Zoe would rather be ill a
place that encourages good times
without pushing alcohol or drugs
or irresponsible sex. And he has
begun to realize how much he likes
to work with young people. He
knows that there were things about
his ov.•n teenage years that were
really painfol- like being way dif.
feren c from your average parochial
school student, being gay, bauling
eating disorders, suffering from
bouts of depression and occasional
suicidal tendencies-and is cager to
help kids recognize that it's okay to
feel strange or sad or alone once in
awhile. That there is a light at the
end of the tunnel. You do get to
grow up, aod maybe even still have
fun. Like ZoC docs.

Berlin is Zoe's favorite ad ult
club. It has been around ever since
he first started bitting th e clubs. He
tries to make it there for special
nights, including the Sunday night
dr:,g q ueen show. Club kids and
drag queens have a lot in common
and often end up in the same
p lace. They like to dress up, show
off, make believe. Although Zoe
docs dress in drag sometimes, he
doesn' t consider hiinself a drag
queen. He is entirely secure in his
SCJ<uality, and bas been a strong

supporter of gay rights
for a long time. Now
and then he does get
h assled by other gay
men who think that be
ls doing a disservice to
the gay community by
being so campy, so girly.
But the way Zoe dresses
is more about fun than
about sex. And he has
given up trying to
please everyone all the
time. "No "'a)' is every·

one going to like me. I
know that now." He has

a very complicated theory of life that involves
999 puzzle p ieces and
bow they all fit together
to make all the good
things and all the bad
things of his existence,
and how so many of
them are interchangeable. It's clear he has
thought about it good
and long.
"This is my most
prized possession," he
said as he pulled a
kathcr jacket out of a
rainbow tote bag. He
had painted its sleeves
different colors and
painted a bar code on
the back-one of those
scanner labels they have
on all products today.
Underneath the bar
code he wrote "I am a

product of your imagi.
nation~ A friend of his
asked him once v.rhat
his statement was.What
was he trying to say by
being who he was? He

•

~
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worked that one over for awhile

.,
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and came up with the jacket.
"\Vrull a stupid q uestion. 'What's
your statement?" He's not about
statements ...By saying that I am a
product of your imagination. 'IX'hat
do you think I am trying 10 do?" It
doesn't really matter what other
people think. It's 001 that he doesn't make statements or look for
S)'mbols or poke fun at them-like
wh eo they had a Gothic Night at

./

./

/

r

the club and h e had a Gothic Bake
Sale with Original Sin Cookies and
Virgin Mary Cake, "Goths arc so
gloom and d oom, I wanted to have
fun!"It's just that he really isn't try·
ing to prove anything. Besid es, he
has something different to say
every week. He is always willing co
shake things up. ThM's how he got
the job at Alcatraz in the first place.
The club had become a bastion of
gang bangers, and the owner w ant·

~Y

/

(i.vu."

ed co change Lhat. Zoe came in and
added some: gl;tmour, some drama,

so me trashy nasn.TI1at first night
his mohawk was bright yellow, his
eyes were heavily penciled in

black.and he made a tutu out o f yel·
to,v police line caucjon rapes. He
wanted peop le to know that things
had c hanged, that they should eoter
at their own risk. And if they
wcrc.n 't careful, they might Just

have a good time.
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by Janine Marte

ICS

kung fu films are
a Ii v e and kicking

photographs provided by Ch icago's f ilm Center at the School of the Art Institute

num. eyes w]Je anJ arms l'i\lseJ in u fighter's. slnnce.

finds hlmsJf lrupp.J in a fwJ,ouse-an e,•erchunging maze of sliding walls, !rap doors and upside-down
rooms, He mus! use
!Us wuy oul.
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lus 1,ands, Ws feet.

lus body lo baHle

Your senses reel as ltis Jo. heo.Js spinning ln
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left: Once UJKm a 1'/me /11
Chim, II ( Wi:>11g r,ef lkmg)

IW 1991 J/Qug Kt.m_g
ni/4U$(! Is an r,cfiolf#
packed. btsto,·lcal drrmu,
starrJng tbe memomble
and heroic Jet-Ll

rlglJt: Jackie C;b<m
stars In IIJ¢ $1upslicJ.:,

I.mug fa, «.omcdJ\ C/1)•
Hunt.trr. n,l~ll$(ld ,,.

1993, tbtsfllm, set fn
modern day Cbfna,
rt-Y'IS a chance for
Jacltfe (;b(m IO
$bt>w <Jff l>(JIIJ bis

(."()medic: a,u/
m artial Qrts

sk/11.s.

A shared nighunare? No, the
L.·u ng fu classic illy Lucky Stars with Jackie Chan.
Until recencly, my on1)' exposure lO kung fu movies was
wa1ching badly-dubbed 1970s chop sock)• Ilks on the late
sho~·. a.od mr ex-roorlun a1e Melissa. She's a very nice person, j ust a little off.She woke up for work at 4:30 a .m., lit·
eraJJr momems after I cam e home fro m my nighc Job. I
would drop off to sleep listening to her st·n:am ··Hiyah"
~vhilc standing in front of the TV in her white p ajamas
pr.1c1icing k:11·:1te m oves to llruce Lee kuog fu flic8 like
Fists of Fwy.
I found ll1a, I.be majority of the 1970s•c1Jop soc~-y"/lics
that 1 came in contact with to be a bcttct'-than-avcragc cure
for s leeplessness. H's vel")' ciring to watch a t25~pou11d man
w h.ip his body intO :, fn::nz)' :is he attempts to fight off ••
mob of very angry bad gu ys with very large v.reapons.
My personal favorite from this genre is Tbree Superm en tn tlJe Jungle, a 1973 Jcalian-produccd "chop-socky"
flic. You gee r,h e best o f both worlds ,vith this movie~ l t fight scenes involving kung fu su1xrhcros in eights
battling Russian spies a nd cannibals a nd s pecial effeccs:
!hose ,,mnge punching, mpping, kicking noises that
ch aractel'l2e lnmg fu flies (and a:,rman cartoons)- all
dubbed in Italian .
I bc:llcvcd movits like Tb,.ee Supermen in t/Je Ju.11gle
and Hs seque l, Supenuen Against tbe o,-fclll where cypi·
cal of the entire Hong Kong industry.Then I ~ras edueaced.
In Fil m Comment mag.u ine, Paul fonoroff " 'rote.: that
"'the single most impon ant caveat for a movie aficionado of
Hong Kong films may be this: they crm ne,·er. e\-t:r be uoderscood in isolation." He·s righL You must undersmnd the tan·
gkd history be hind the Hong Kong cinema first, and then
come to realize that the Hong Kong cinc.~ma and lumg fu
movies are more dum the poorly dubbed. biian-e. unHkely
films ("chop soc~")'"fllms) that tarnished the indusiry during
the 1970s and now ap pear on '!he Son ofSuengoo/1.
T hroughout the 1920s and into the 19;os, roovie t~ leoL
fluctuated between Sh aHgha i and Hong Kong. ln 1937,
during the Sino-Japan= \Var. the Shaoghlli film industry
Closed dov.'n for seyeral m onths.Actors and directors fled

some
fo t Hong Ko os and r.n:my for
citi es in a1ina's interior, w here high ,>t quality
produccioos now replaced the usual low budgeLquickies
or ..seven day v.·onders".
AS th e Sh anghai o.1ovie industry recove red . the sn1djos
bt-g.·m accivdy rc<.~ruitiog talent from the BritiSh colony of
Hoog Kong. Maoy stars, incJucUng box-ornce favorites
Che.n Yun8hang and Charlie Ch:m, became famous. But this
new success d idn't last. In I 945, a second wave of talented llCIOrs and directors relocated to Hong Kong- ye,
another indkat1on of Shanghai's increasingly unstable
economy and governmen1 .
More than 90 percent of the people. in Hong Kong
spoke the Chinese dialect Cantonese; therefore Cantonc8e-dia1ect movies dominated the cinemas. Mandarin·
language films ·w ere also be.log produced in the 1930s , by
dispfac:<:d Sh:uig,hai directors, but it was not until che
Jap anese occupation of the British colony and the b:mning
of alJ American and British fil ms rhat )rlandarin movies
enjoyed popttlarity.
Productfon on Cantonese films resumed after VJ Day,
and in the pOSL-\Vorld \'<'ar n era chey quickly recove red
thdr domin:mct:.Today, th ese rums are fuirly eru,,1, for curious \Vcsccrncrs co come by for they arc dis cributed
ch.roug_hout Asia and in many American Chinatown cities.
Being the amiable person I am 1 I s hared this i.oformacion with my sister Lisa=a closet l-..'"llng_ fu fUc fanatic (s he
had ooJy recentl)' revealed her obsession to me-I had to
ply her with Ben & Jerry's Chocolate Cltip Cookie Do ugh
lee Cream rirsl). Unforttwarely, t decided to do this w hile
we wc.n: cheeking out her new "Surround Sound• b y
watching di.rect0r John \Voo's gory gangster pi<..-rurc,A Bet·
ter 10morrow...Shut up ," she insisted. "This is my favorite
part." I Ignored her (she bad been saying this is h er
~favorite pan " during every rollicking, bloody fight scene
for mo re than a.n hoor). ·'Did you know..." I had barely
Shanghai,
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tmttlral thriller
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looo story star-

ring ]el U and
HMt1g·H$la

(BrlgltN

Lin) OJ tlX:

lml'lncible

Asta,

begun when a large and not-so-soft

couch cushloo smacked m e in the face.
~'hich raised the qucstion: "Oo you think her behavior
was a reflection of, or a reaction to, the vioJe.nce Woo1 and
many other Asian directors. portray in their films?" I asked
my friend Sean, perhaps ioteJJectualizing a bit too much.
"It only gets worse," he warned me ominously. "Come co
my dad's house on a Wednesday night. And be afraid. Be
very afraid.''
I arrived at the Conner homestead a few minutes after
7:30 on a Wedn esday night, as directed. I had been there
before, but the atmosphere seemed changed. "The cowlt·
down begins in less chan cen minutes," Sean nervously
greeted me at the door. "You better get downstajrs. You
won' t be allowed in or out of there until after it's all over."
He prodded my back, pushing me down the short flight of
stairs in front of him.
An alarm bell went off in my head when i caught ID)'
first glimpse of his father. I tried to resist- my heels dug
into the carpeted stairs and my arms shot out to either
s ide, bracing me be1ween the walls. My abrupt stop sent
Sean careening into me, propelling me into the lh•ing
room and into a disjointed, nightmarish evening of watc h.
ing David Carradine make a fool of himself on Kung Fu:
Tbe Legend Contfnues.
!\fr. Conner hadn't even noticed the scene on the stairs.

He sat three feet from the television screen, leaning forward in his La-Z.Boy, wearing a black silk bathrobe cmbla·
zoned with a large fire-breathing dragon and black socks
pulled up tO mid<alf. And-this is my favorite part- bis
hand~ were busy digging fortune cookies out of a box on
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his lap. I was afraid, very afraid. Mr. Conoer reminded
me of my ex-roommate, Melissa.
"Janine; he grunted in m)' direction.
"'Hey, Mr. Conner. How's it goin'?" I asked, genuinely
concerned . He was usually so n.onnal.
"'Good, good. Kung Fu comes on soon. Got 'em all on
tape. Good show. Real.isUc!
Sure thing, big guy.
Sean and I sat oo the couch immediately to the right of
his f.ubcr. We closely monitored his behavior. noting the
inrense look o f concentration on his face as CaJne used his
vast wisdom and dc:xtc.rous body ro manipulate his enemies inro JeU-0 duri.ng the numerous fight scenes, and the
bare.Ly perceptible movement of Mr. Conner's hands as he
imitated Cai.ne's kung fu prowess.
If I so much as blinked during the show, Mr. Conner's
head whipped in my direction (llke Linda Blair's In The
E.~orclst) and he would glare like h e wanted to perform
one of Caine's hurtful sleeper holds on me. "Shah,' he
would spit. (As if he could really hear my eyelids flapping.)
When the show e.nded,Sea.n and I both visibly rcla..xcd.
"11,at Caine; Mr. Conner chuckled, shaking his head from
side 10 side.
"Mr. Conner?" I asked, testing the prO\'Crbial water to
see if the spell had passed .
"Yeah?" he answered, rubbing his face and yawning like
a man who bad recently a~rakencd from a trance. He c.vcn
seemed a bit embarrassed by his attire.
"'\Vl1ac, exactly, makes you watch this s how?" I questioned.
He shrugged and sat silently for a moment.
· 1 like kung fu.There·s something... noble about it Ever
notice chac the good guy can be up against, like, twenty
bad guys, bot they won't all atrn.ck him at once?Toey actu·

ally -«'3it their turn. That's respect." (Actually, t/Jat~s wu xi

pian, the Chinese code of mania! chivalry and tradition.)
.Mr. Conner not Onl)' appreciates the nobiJit)' o f Amcri·
can,made kung fu shows, but the Hong Kong classics as

,vcU.
·Anybody who's a real fun has seen uackie Chan's)
Pollu Story I, 2 ana 3; h e claimed.
So I watched Police StorJ: Police Story 2 and Police
Sto,y 3: Supercop. He was right.
In PoUce Sro,y,Jackie Chan's character, Detecti,,e Chan
Ka Ku.i, anemptS to stop a bus load of criminals in o ne of
the most mind boggling and spectacular chase scenes I
ha,·e ever watched. He jumps, kicks, twirls, punches, and
stumbles through :l Hong Kong shanty town, cSC3.pcs
being crushed by the wheels of his own car and avoids

tumbling over a cliff, only to grab an un>breUa from a pass,
ing m0toris t, attach the handle to the bumper and uses his
powern~ arms 10 drag his body up the umhreUa shaft and
on to the back of the bus where he tosses criminals offall w hile avoiding passing traffic, gun.fire and death.
Unlike most action movies) he is actuall)' out of breath
~vhen the scene is completed. Jackie Chan docs not use a
stunt double be cause he prefers to do his stunts himselfon more than one occasion Chan, as well as other cast
members, have been injured, and even hospitalized,
because of dangerous smms preformed on his sets.
According to Orte11tal Cinema
A-lagazlne, the outtakes

from PoUcc Story include footage of"Jackic bdns carried
off the set, Jackie being revived and Jackie being bandaged."
Police St01J• 2 and Pol/cc Story 3: S11pcn·op also ha-·c
fa ntastic action scenes that demonstrate Chan's remark·
able acrobatic talent, all ,vh.iJc illustrating the lure of Hong
Kong cinema.
\Vhatcver Mr. Conncr·s reasollS for watching, or at1y
other kung fu flic fan's ma)' bc, thcsc movies h:we not only
survived, but ha,•e flou rished . Since t 963, more than 200
kung fu mms are produced in Hons Kong ycarl)•. Because
of the large number of movies J)roduced each year, a sue·
ccssful 01\C will only play the theaters for two o r three
weeks, whereas a flop will only sun·h'c: rwo or th.rec: da)'s.
1Many of these movies, both successes and flops, make
it to American shores. These :nnhent"ic kung fu movies
paved the way for American,made martial am movies and
brot1ght faroc to stars like Jean-Claude Van Oanune, Chuck
Norris, Don '"'ll1c Drngon"\Vilson and Steven Segal.
Ollce the kung fu movies 1nake it to American shores,
the good on<:s will play in their original Cantoncse 1 ,;vitl'l
English subtitles, at film festivals art houses and at China·
town theaters like t.os Angeles' Pagoda, Ch.icago's Film
Center at t.he Art Institute, Nc,v York's the Music Palace
and San Francisco's the Great Star.'l1\C bad ones, li.ke the
cult film Tb11tuierl11g Mantl.s, are poorly dubbed in Eng·
Ush and an: sold illegally.
However these movies arc distributed, there a.re thousands of people nationwide, including this conven, who
will watch chem.
D

Jaekf~
Cban ts sbOwn JMrc
f'la)•f,rg around w llh May, bl$ C<>$tar a,rd
Sfd~klek, h1 City H:mtttr. May and Chan are often palnrd
togftber 111 otlx!r movlts.
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y assignment was to 1necl
w itb well-kn own Chicago
architects to talk about

their favorite bui/tling in
tbe city. Howei,-er, I had no

it/ea, as tbe orttset, bow dif
ficulJ t/Jes.e "J\1asll'1' Btliltl·
er' types coufa be. S/11ce the
qu,esl'l'.on seemed so slmp
. fe,

stra igbiforward, and unassuming, I ·w as notprept1.rell
wben neit/Je1· Adrian Smith, Betn,nd Goldberg or
StanJ<.- y 1'l.germt4ri would '",s1,ver ft. What I lea rned
was thaJ CIJlcago architects a re tJ.nytbing but simp
. le,

stnil.gbtforwartl anti tmassumi1J8,

M)'

first intc'JVicw was with Adrc,n Smi01 a pactner

:ind CEO of the internationally acclaimed Sk.idmore,
Owings, and Mc1Till (SOM). When the dcvator doors
opcnc'1 on the 10th floor of the comp:m)"s Michigan
Avenue office, I bad the feeling o f being inside a hot air
balloon. I w alked to the rail and looked (!own to the
ninth floor. I saw some of the firm's abnost 200
employees wol'ldog in adjoining cubicle.<,. I was inside
a giant beehive, but despite all the open spac<: and
activity I cotddo't hear so much as a buzz.
I approacbed t.he rcccpti<>nists, twin gar
goylcs of corporate culture, They narrowed
their eyes at me and looke d me up and down.
J told chem I h ad a 2 :15p.m. appointment
with Adri:m Smith,
"You're early, be's not back f.f()m
4

lunch yec"

l ducked in to the bath.room 10
escape their scrutin y and test my
tape record er. One of Murphy's ~•
L'tws of interviewing, J discov- ,,
ered, is that your wonderfully
dependable recorder will rJI~
always let you down when , , ,
you need it most. But this
wasn' t one of those
t imes. I was 1·cady. Soon 1
stood ·w aiting outside
Smith's offlce admir·
ins the
to-scale
model of Chicago.
The 48 proje cts
that SOM boasts

of in the down town area include such impressive land·
n1arks as the Jo hn Hancock Building and tile Sears
'lbwcr. In the model, all of SO~l's buildings al'e the
color of cooked oatmeal, jusc barely discernible from
the rest of the buildings which are beige. I was straining to td l them ap:.1rt when Smith emerged.
He led the way into a conference room and offered
me coffee. I accepted. His slight gcilllace told me that
this was ID)' first m.is1ake. My second was relying
on my tape player w hich ~·as in fas t forward
mode when I p ulled it from my bag. My third
was forgetting to Le U Smith that I was a student, not a joun,alist. J should have known
from my research that Smith would be
wary of journa1iSL5. Tbc company had
received some pre.tty noxious
coverage in the pasl fe'tv years.
Smith's schoolboy appcar.mcc,
complcce ·with double chins
am.I bah)' fine hair, made il dif•
ficulc to believe that h e is ;().
years o ld . Difficult, that is,
until be said to me from
.several feet away across
the long conference
table.
"Now what·s this all
about again?"
Did he have a
favo rite building in
Chicago and why?
The question sound
ed ridiculous coming
om of my mouth.
4
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Smith respon ded with a series of suspic.ious q uestions. I was abol1t to sa)~"Maybe we .should just forget
the w hole thing," wh en h e said, "Let me ask you this. I
have a specific philosophy of architecture, and each of
the buildings that I've done in the city relates and
responds 10 that ph ilosophy. Each one also has a relative degree of success in achieving that philosophy.
\That if I talk about that philosophy and give you as
e¼amples certain pieces of those buildiogs?"
"T hat would be wonderful;" 1 bluned. I ·wasn't sure if
it would be but I dido't have a back-up plan and I had
to get h.im talking about something.
"My philosophy; Smith began, • is one of cootextuali.Sm where I believe ...that buildings s hould be designed
10 fit into the fabric of the period. To be :in addition to
the existing fabric that we're dealing with, and to
expand on that fab ric with an additive approach-each
str ucture building upOn the:: City that was traditionally
there. My particular bent on this philosophy of conteictualism is to be sympathetic with the existing fabric
and. in most cases, to try to add onto that fabric.Almost
like sewing in a piece of a quill or a tapestry. I think
there arc instances where that tapestry can have ce-r-tain exceptions 10 the fabric- to have sort of bright
idios)'ncratic spots wb.lch, if done i.n the right places,
can enrich the overall tapestry. But for the most part
v.•e're building tbac tapestry to be a cohesive netv.•ork
in the wb.ole. lf i•ou do too many special or idiosyncrjtic clements with.in that tapestry·, the tapcsuy is then
going to become, sort of, disconcerted- a non-compositional piece.Md the whole sense of the 1apestt)' will
become eroded until you can't quite tell what ic Is.
'A few Chk:tgo buildings that I've designed, I feel,
have fit into that general approach in a strong way
would be buildings such as the 1\'!ICTower,AT&T and
two-twenty-five \Vest \Vashington. All of these build·
tns,s, in a way, disappear from view when you're looking at the wtal city. They become part o f the sense of
ston e color that the dry, as a whole , contains. Whe re I
tb.illk each has a departure from what th e traditional
c iry has been is in rc.lacionship to cbe ground floor
plans. Particularly a building like AT&T which has a
tbru-block arcade, a thru-b lock lobby, where you can
"\\13.lk in from Monroe Stree t and walk all the way
through toAdams. Jt·s an entirely public interior street
done with ridlly detailed marbles and woods. That's
probably the most successful of the arcaded buildings
in the City."
Sn:uth talked further about his philosophy of contcxcualism using, as furcher examples, lhe AT&T build·
mg, 222 LaSalle, and the second floor renm-ation at th e
A.rt Institute.
' So, as opposed m some other architectS i.n the city, I
Like to pnrsue architc<.'ttlrc in a quiet way rather than an
overtly s_h outingJetson-type way;" Smith concluded with
a sudden burst of laughter, which seemed to be as much
of a relief for him as it was for me. It wasn't until late(
that I got the joke. Smilb knew I would be interviewing
Bertrand Goldberg of Bertrand Goldberg ASsociates and
was referring, I imagine, to his Marina Towers, \\rhich
look like giant salt and pepper shakers among all the
square and rcctangula, boxes in SOM's model.
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W
eo I relayed this to Goldberg in the den of h is
Gold Coast home, he laughed softly, as he did often
1.hroughout the interview. TI1ere is nothing about
Bertrand Goldberg that comes across in an "overtly
sh outing,Jctson·typc way." He is a slight, wrinkled man
with brilliant eyes who looks like he lives in brown
tweed. He will ium 82 this year. I bad been speaking
w ith Goldberg daily for almost a week and, by the lime
we met, I folt like he v.ra.s an old friend. Goldberg con·
firmed this by silting a rev.• fee, away from me and asking me questions ahout myself as I struggled co revive
my half-frozen tape recorder.
"My background, in a sense, requires me to explain
myself [in regard 101 architeciure," Goldberg began.
..When I was learning architecture at Harvard, which
was in nineteen-hm1dred-a.n(l.thirty-one and ninetc:en hundred-and-thirty-rwo, archi1ec1ure was taught on the
principles of L'Ecole Des Reaux Arts in Paris. But, w hen
I went to the Bauhaus, I discovered that architecture
was really a sociological art and that ir was part of the
development of sockty. It either retlected society or
helped to s hape society. T herefore my buildings, pri·
marilt residences, first quite subconsciously, 1 suppose,
reflected the society th at I was WOl'king for.
.. Raymond Hilliard Housing is housing for the poor. I
read a lot of criticism about the crime that. is com.mined
in housing for the poor. But I don't read very much. i.n
fact, I read nothing of the crime at Raymond f'UJJiard, simply because I don't 11link there is any- well not certain·
ly not very much crime- jus t normal- you might say
normal- standard crime. l think th ere is message in this
phenomenon. That, w ithin the architecture at Raymond
Hilliard, people cared when they btlilt ii.They didn't just
store old people there. \X1e also succeed ed in formi.o g
communities there th:1t successfully take care of them~
selves and don't need tlllifom1ed police to maintain l:iw
and o rder."
I asked Goldberg how the sp:ice facilitated this phc,
oomenon of reduced crime.
"We shape the spaces very much the v-1ay tl\e Southwest Indians used to build their mesas.They didn't hm:c
postS and beams and str.tig.bt lines. They figured out
how people wou ld live."IX~1ere 1he graio would be kept,
where people would sleep, where people would cook,
wbere people would mingle With other people , and
they just built shelter around tliose areas. That's liter.illy
what ,ve did at Raymond Hi.lliard.Thcre arc no post~ aod
no beams. The engineering design was a ne,v one to
some extent- a radical proce- to,t, h :/l: ~;r1,, 111 .~!,,'(' /"'"·
dure which \\'Orkcd.n
)J,ut/1-e-frt,m ,,,,,. rm,._ r
I asked if anyone tried to u, ,:w """ r
interfere with Raymond Hilliard.
"·The federal government tnp rlsltt: RIV<i,,d/up JIC r
.:/lf·l't/11.. tl ari11a Jou ~·,s
objected to the arrangements
We had designed and SO thC)' bottom ll!fl: .\A'tdcb ofs•mw
invited me. to Washington to dt·wr1ro11 {,j J!tm11a r,,u er-;
talk to the m about it. Th ey dt·~rguC'd ~>· Rc·rtn mt
(,,,,tlh,~rg.
showed me photographs of
elderly people sitting around ,,,mom n Xh t: , '""''' ,.,,t
waiting to die, hands folded in 1t,11i111; 71111,·r,. 1%'."
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their laps- e,u/Less(y- ahvays hands fo lcted in thcil'
laps. Some playing pool. Some knitting . But e.v erybody
just waiting. And they said, ·Y ou see, Ibis is t he poor.
\Vhat you did i~ too good for the poor·. Tt'l which J
responded, chat that was w hat we were trying t<> pro·
vide, somethi.og t hat was loo good for Jbe poor to give
them the feeling thac we are dedicated to (changing]
their lives.
" rT he federal govel'nmentJ hired two architects with
social intcr<:-$tS, both of them with European b-:lCk·
grounds.They botll agreed tha1 this was a very interesting layout but that th is was proper for artists, not for
the poor. On t he other hand, friends of mine who came
to took at Raymond HiUiard, as i l was near completion
s.,id, '\Vhy can'1 you build something 1his lnteres1ing
and th is wonderful to live in o n Lake Shore Drive? W'hy
do you have to build it for the poor?' So you h:.we a
struggle, whenever you bring new desig.n s. for acceptance. public accep1ance. in tlle marketplace. And it
isn' t easy to come by. People arc afraid of change. They
h:we no experience ,vith change. A build ing is a \:'ery
big thing.An in,•estmen1. It's going to be there uncil you
wreck it, as they a.re now doing with the boxes facing
the lakefront around forty-first and forly-second
street- boxes for the poor."
As he spoke, Goldberg's
hands were anything b ut folded
io his lap. He moV"ed the m conti.ouously as he spoke, almost as
though '" we" referre d to himself
and bis invisible puppets. My
ioterv:ic~r w ith Goldberg wa..s
rwicc as long as my intc.:rvie.w
w ith Smith and cwice as interesci.og. lie spanned ci_
m e from
his carUcst projects with prefabricated housing in the 1940s au
the way co his rece ot educational facilities for\Y/right College.:.

S ta nlcyTigcrman ofTigcrman
Mccurry, in which he and bis
w ife, Margaret :\1cCurrr, are
partners, had different opin·
ions-lots of chem. Acc ording
to him , the arcbJceccs I interviewed were "bulJshit architects
talking about bullshit buildings.
See jf you have the caj6oes to
print that." Tigcrman leaned down and spoke directly
inro my tape recorder which was finally operating
without a hitch.
"\Vhat if I didn't want to tal.k abouc a building? \'Vhat
jf I wanted to talk about ARCHE\X'ORKS, this new
sch ool rm doi.ng?n
I letTigernmn convince me.because he's the kind of
guy who needs to fee.I he's convincing you .The result
was, I thought, my best interview yet. Half of it was a
series of digretoisions wh.ich were more interesting than
Tigennan 's pri1nar y subject. This is not to say lhat
ARCHEWORKS, di e d esign school founded by Tiger-
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man and interior designer Eva Maddox is not interesting. /I is.
ARCHE\VORKS is a "do-tank,' aceording toTigerman,
whkh transcends traditional education. Experienced
fucilit::.1tors1 such asTigerman and Maddox, tbrm i.nte ros
UltO multi-disciplinary teams which not only develop.
but also implement, designs. ARCHh"\Jl:10RKS works for
and with charitable foundations, tackling such difficult
problems as •homelessness, affordable housing, early
learoing, gerontological Jssues, is.sues of the disab led,
suscainablc environments and stuff like that;" said Tige.rman proudl)'.
But ARCH.~'ORKS isn't nearly as ime resting as
11gerruan, a self-professed "bullshitter" w ho de.scribes
himself as ··a short, fat, ne.bbishy, Jewish guy.,. Not 10
mention that he wears glasses, is 64 years old, loves to
Sil ln bis River North office and yell for his assista.ncs,
receives a steady string of phone calls, stilJ goes lO
lunch w ith his friends from kindergarten and has an
inlpressive number of awards and publ.ications.
Ladies and gendcmcn, I give you my favorite Stanley
ligcrman digrcssjons:
"I'm screwed. Pu1 that (tape p layer) on hold.'
°'I am a native Chicagoan. Ifs my town. I love it."
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"I know Boston, I Ounked out of ~UT. But the rc..-al
reason was, I wasn·t s mart enough. It ,w·as too hard."
"Bitter, even as we speak. A fabu lous chip on my
shoulder. It's the :1.S)'mmetry of mr body. I'm weighted
down by my bt1tred of MlT."
"'No, Yak w:IS a piece of cake."
"It's true. You <..1m tell th:u 1 don't entirely tell the
cruch. Hyperbole and cxagger-.nion, chey're 1he tools of
:1 writer. You understand these. thin gs, but there's obviously some truth in hO'\ve,·er magnificent the: lie is."
"'But th.is one L<,; tocaUy, mcerly true. My parents ,vere
very poor. My gr.mdmothcr r.m a boardinghouse so we
lived in 1he boardinghouse. My grandfa1her-l'rn Jew•
ish- wa<,; a Talmudic scholar, so he never worked. My
grandmother was 1he chef at The Belden StratJord
Hotel. My mochel' was the strong one. My fatht' r was
weak. She always wanted money because ,ve never had
ic. Children always rebel against their parents at some
level. My ('cbellion was against my mot.her- this is what
I tell my shrink. It's all true. And so I rebelled agal.ost
becoming S\lccessful. I didn't wam to make money:"
"In ninecccn hundred and forty-two, when I was
twelve years old, I re-.1d a book just pubUshcd, by some·
one called Ayo Rand. It was c:alh::d Tbe Pountainbecul
and it was about heroism and it was against tbc status
quo and it was ag:1inst self-serving and it ,vas against
success in thac sense. Ohviousty.J was too roung to realiZe she "'~,s a fasc ist, etcetera."
"'As 1he years passed, and eighteen >'ea.rs later I was
thirty-years-old- or w hatever I was- and I ·was at the
Masters Progr.1m at Yale::, Ayn Rand \v-:1s giving a colloquia a, che Jaw school. So I go, ,ny buddies aud said,
·ttey, we gotta go:Afterv.rards, lik(' a shmuck, I went up
to her and said, '.Ms. Rand I underStand what you'n.: calk·
ing about, I' m in the Graduate Architecture School at
Yale here and I just w:mted to introduce myself :tnd to
thank you because by reading your book I became a o.
archi1cct.' She looked at me in t hat typical, arrogant,
horrible ,var that. New Yorkers have: of looking you up
and down and said, ·so what?'"
"So l\1e neve r re:lllr become a s uccess, say, next to
Adrian Smith. Do you know what mr salary was th.is
yc::,r from this pface?111is place! '\'<' h:1t would you guess?
Try zero.Try zero!"

"Is IQ part of architecture? No. You could never do
architecmre bec:wse writers are too smart, they have a
h igher IQ. ,, c1u:1Uy, you think I'm bullslJ.itting, but I'm
not. It's trm.·. It comes from talent, rav.• talenc out the
end of the fingers."
"[c•s not what ·s new under tbe sun-and maybe you
have this co lc:arn-it's the: trying to find something.
That's the key. Tbctt's the key. It's the fact that you try or
you don•r try."
..\XIJ.lcn I was )'<>Ung, I de.signed :i tetrahedral idea
project for the building over expn::S,S\vays. It was very
fumous in the middle s~'tics, calJed Instant City.It ~ras
published everywhere and I thought, ·u~unn, l finally
cre:itcd something new.' I ,vas thirty-five-years-0Jc.J. And
then, I saw later, that, iU Germany, some goddamn t>Cr·
son had done something very s imilar. Had l stxn it? No.
Is chere an}'tliing new under the s un? Probably not. 6ut
it's trring co fi.nd it chat's real.ly impo1·tant because if
you don't try to find it you don't become a successyou clip coupons and you •re dead before your tilne."
"New is fubu1ous1 ·when you're. roung you're sponta·
oeous. When you•re o ld f you're refined and sophisticat·
ed. It's very hard, almost impossib le, to fi nd refinement
and ::;opWsticatioo in the young. It's damn near impoS·
sihle to ftnd absolute spontaneity in the o ld- J'm trying
to remain young, that's why I teach.That's why I start·
ed this new school.T hat's why we've never llired any·
hody in this office ocher than e ntry level.T hey're all jlL~C
out of SJ"'.ldualc:: programs-s traight. ThiS is not a retire·
meot home. So what is there about modernism?
Bcc:iusc that's the obligation of your craft. If they didn 'c
\vant yO\l l O find something lhey just would've hired a
fucking arc hitectural presen'ationist."
""Your life will be m:tde bettc::r by r<>ur trying and
your writing will he made betcer bec1use it wiU s howa yearning to brt.'.tk out. Even if you're not capable of
breaking out. Say you're just not capable, or say you just
can't find it, w hatever It is, or you just can'L find some·
thing m::w at all. The writing will show that- that
you're trying, you know that as w elJ as I do. Nobody
(w ho] docs rCportagc bc:comc:s a cJasslc. tt's in the try·
ing, You gotta try :,s a -w riter, You gott~l try ~•s an architect. Did I eve,· come u p with anything new? No. Did I
try? Yes. Do I still try? Yes. Do I e..xpect to? I don't
koow- mayl>e."
0
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Chicago theater is raw and unconcerned with status. It is
young and foolish, fighting to survive.
- Chicago actor Bradford Farwell
e lcome to tile world of Chicago theater, where it is full of bright lights,
excitemem, frustration and fury. It is s1Jm,ulating a1,1d pro~·ocati\'e, The inhabi1.an1s here Jove ~1hat they do ,vitb a passion that nouri~hes them and allows them to exist unde(' primitive conditions.l11ey work frequencly tOr no compensation other than the cxc ite:mcm of participatiog Jn the pcrfonnaoce and the ever elusive prospect of fame and fortune.
Chkago a ctors arc a dedicated breed.They 1,our their htarts and souls into their craft in the hopc.s of re.aliz:ing their
goals. \Vhile N~ York and Los Angeles have alv."J.)'S been known as the traditional actors' towns, Chicago has recently
become a serious alternative for those \\'hO wish to m:,ke a living by pursuing their dreams of being on s tage .
From SteppenwolfThearre ro Second City, Chicago theater experienced a rcrulissancc d uring the fate 70s and early
sos. After a period of smgnation, it was reborn in the late sos and suddenly found itself struSSJing to find an idenricy
right for iL< 90s audie nce .Today, th ere are more than 100 theaters in r.be\Vindy City, representing a wide range of styles
and sensibilities.
"AS Oticago has become re<.-ogn.i:u...od in recent years as a lcgjti.matc theater town, some of th.e blood and guts of the old
Steppenwolflbcatrc-thc hard-hitting, lifc-on·thc-cdgc, foaming-aHhc,momh patl1os drama, has yielded itself to the de mands
of more pro"inci:tl audknces,"observed actor Torn Gottlieb.a me mber of the DolphinbackThe-.i.tre group in Chicago.
Certainly, SteppenwolfThcatre. is known throughout contemporary America for the kgion of dramatic actors it has
produccd:Jobn Malkovicb . Laurie Metc:11f1 )ohn Mahoney and Glenne Headly, all of v,,.hom went on to gain fame nation·
ally. But it has been hard for Steppenwolf to live up to its intense, avan1-g.1rde repu tatioo.
Andrew Leman, a professional actor in Chicago for the past three years, views Chicago theater as "under.tttendedscruggling with its o,"n reputation. t see it as both. blessed and cursed by the legacy of Stcppenwolf, which is, simultaneous!)', the inspiration for sm:dl thcat<.'1' companJcs tJuougbout t he city. It is en e rgetic and enthusiastic."
Reminiscing, Leman recalled. "1 remember when I was cast in Your H ome in the \Vest at Stcppenwolf, just a co uple
of mon ths after I moved to Chicago. I will never forget riding my b ike home after my first day of rehearsal. I had just
met Rondi Recd, Estelle P:1rsons1·1cd Levine.Tom Invin and a bunch of other :tmazing people. It was four in the after70
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noon, I was done with ~·ork for the day and the sun was
sbiniog. I was feeling wonderful, thi.nkjng about the
rehearsals to come and riding my bike in utter di~bclief
at my incredible good fortune. Halsted Street St:emed to
be paved with gold-every pot hole and speed bump, a
fluffy cloud.•
Along with Steppen"•olf', Second City has also attracted more and more actors to Chicago through itS wellkno~rn training programs. 11u: first in its genre, this
famous Chicago improvisational group has wimessed
and nurtured talents such :1s Jim and John Belushi, Shel·
ley Loog, Elaine May and Dan Aykroyd.
·My hlltlal reason for cooling to Chia,go was to tr.tin
with Second Cit)',.. sajd Gonio Schexnayder, a newcomer to the Chicago acting community."Jt has been everything
I ever expected and beyond. Even if I
never make it on the:: Second City
stages, having trained tltere is saris(actlon enough:'
With the amount of theater that is
produced in Chicago, it would be diffi·
c ult for • theatergoer to be able to see
ic :tll. "I've seen some crtd}' marvelous
sniff since I've been heret continued
$d1exnayder... , try• to stretch my imagi·
nation when I see theater. I like to see
different takes on the s-amc types of
tilings and Chia1go ltas an abundance
of ii au.
"One of the first shows J sa~· in
Chicago was Ca1111ibal Cbeerleaders
on Crack. It may not hm.-e been one of
t.he best s hows Fve seen, buL it certain·
ly was one of the s1raogest. \V'hat that
did for me was reinforce my ideas on
how great the possibilities can be. I
love the. diversity and the openness to
new ideas in Chicago theater as wen as the entrepre·
neurial spirit of the acting community.A lot of the s hov.rs
l have seen in Chicago arc produced by theater compa·
nie.s anywhere- and anyway- they can. In re.dit)', you
don' t need a big budget or bave to know that there will
be a big audience. you just have to pe.rform. And that's
wba1 stuck in Ol)' mind ~·hen I saw Ctmnibal Cheerleaders on Crack.This was a show With a political/social
viewpoint that somc<mc felt strong enough to write and
to produce., so the y did. While chis can be done anywhere, I think ifs even more evident in Chicago."
"Good theater in Chicago is about people;' said Jeffrey
l.ieber, an aperienced 01.icago actor :1.s \.;•ell as a playwright. "Two p<.'Ople standing across a stage from eacb
other trying to get something, or give something, or tell
something or show· sometl\i.og and using all their facuJtit.'S

to do so. Bad theater is about falling chandeliers and million
dollar sets ;md pcrfunnanccs that come out of the desire to
be s...>en and loved, instead of the <.k"Sirc to be heard."
"'T he most memorable productions in Chi<..'1lgo are
those who take unique risks,· aocled GouJieb. ·11,ese
shows don't strive tO be differenL; rathel', they s1rive to
make l1S th.ink aud feel in a way that perhaps we haven't
before:
Chicago has a srylc and flavor of its own and with it
has corne a tight knit acting commmtity. '"The talent pool
in Chicago is tremendous," noted actor Jason Singer, currently on tour as Nath:111 Detroit in Guys anti Dolls. Having graduated from Northwestern University in 1982,
Singer bas spent more than 10 years
pursuing his career in Chicago.
"I remember doing Galieo at the
Goodman 'lbeatre in 1987;• continued
Singer."It was my second show out of
school and I ~,as on top of the ,;vorld.
Bob Falls was directing and Brian
Dennehy was playing the lead.There
was no competition. just good, hard
work .tnd fuu. It was an unbelievable
experience."'
The smalJncss of the community, as
opposed to the cast or west coasts.
has contributed to the uniqueness of
Clllcago. "I spent two years in Los
Angeles that felt like twe.oty. Chicago
is different. \X1e aU know one another,
wh.ich amv..cs New York and Los
Angc.Ics actors," said Singer. ..And ,ve
all know what we:: want to work on. In
Los Angeles. you take wbal you can
ge1. Th.is is a.tso t:rUe in Chicago, but
you downplay it because you really
try to focus on v.rbat y<>u v.•ant to do.
·1n Los Angeles, everyone and their
extended family call themselves acrors, but very few of
them really know ahout creating a character. In New
York, every actor is a waiter and they may know how to
create a ch:1r.ic1.er, but tbey don'c understa11d the buSi·
oess.Actors ht Chicago arc wclHraincd, charismatic and
very knowledgeable about che businc::ss of acting."
Chicago actors are also "ei:-y versatile and able co
assume many roles io the cheater. Sh.'lwn Simons ancnd.
t:d the Chicago Acadcm)' of Perform.ins Arts, studied the·
:tter at Southern Methodist Univc-rsiry in Dallas and then
went on to study in New York at Circle in tile Square. She
returned to Chicago to pursut: acting and cCrfounded her
o"rn theater group a >1ear ago. 11 PcopJe do everything
here. Unlike New York, where you arc an actor or a
writer or a d irector or an agent, in Chicago, actors tt:nd
to wear many hats."
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Although there is no typical Chicago actor within the
community, there is a "Chicago st)'le • thilt earl)' Chicago
theater is often credited with creating.AS Edwin Wald, an
actor/director/producer in Olicago said, "'l"ve seen pat·
terns of who people are and what the
pool is like. It seems to be very
diverse. There seems to be a Chicago
actor type that works more often . It's
difficult to define. It's not a physical
type.They arc actors who have q uite a
bit of practical c...xperience, but not a
Jot of techni'"d experience. Maybe it's
that they're raw. Not necessarily
untrained., but they have an edge.•
Training can be a big part of an
actor's career but, unlike medical or
law school, the curriculum is uncer.
tain and the job prospects can be
almost unbearable. In this field, an
actor doesn't advance on merit alone.
but must concenu-. uc o n his/her
career as if it were a business-a business that needs constant updating and
improviJ.lg.
Actors are constantly improving
their cmft by, n ot only, gaining the
experience they need, but also by educating th emselves. On occasion, they
take classes, in addition to their orrthc·
stage training, in order to brush up
their skills or to learn new ones,
Schexnayder, in addition to his tr.tining
at Second City, is taking on-camera
classes and is getting his voice-over
tape ready Gottlieb has taken scene
stud)', improvisation and audition
classes.
"Acting takes a lot of serious introspection. It's a constant job of redefining who J am as -an actor," said Slnger.
"You have to constantly change who
you are in the eyes of those who hire
you. Keep it fresh and '\\'hen you do
get the job, be a professional.
"In Chicago, it's who you know
because you've worked with them at
some point and have made a good
impression or enjoyed working
together or even became friends," con~
tinued Singer. "I remember a time when I was working
on a commer<:ial as a voiceless player who supported the
lead. I told a lot of jokes in between takes and develope d
a real ntpport with everyone as a regular guy.That supporting role turned into a featured role in the next spot

and I now haYe a regular spot with them. twice a year.
You don't often sec it work that way anywhere but in

Chicago."
With tough competition in a small theater City like
Chicago, it is easy for an actor to get.
discouraged after e.11ing rejection for
lunch time after time. "If you're 1n,e to
yourself and remain committed to
your dream and remember thac not
gettJng the part bad little to do with
your talent and more to do with \\'hat
the producer wants, then you can do
n o wrong," stated Schexnayder.
Chicago has attracted actors from
all over the country because of the
opportunilies it allows to get on stage
and gain valuable experience. And
experience can be the foremost key
when ic comes to acting, along with
talent, study and a little bit of luck. "An
actor can graduate from college, come
to Chicago and in three years build a
resumt th.1t is perfectly decent as far
as a variety of productions,• explained
Wald, "And with it, they can go on to
New York or I.os Angeles."
Family can be an important c.' onsid·
c-ration for the young actor. Maurissa
Afanador graduated from Nonhweste m University in theater and chose 10
stay close 10 h er family residing in
Indiana. but that's not the only reason.
· The biggest advantage of being in
Chicago, besides my family and my
friends being here, is the amount of
opportunities for a young actor to gain
experience.·
'Tve heatd countless stories of how
some actors, who are doing okay he-re,
are. so cager to go on tO Los Angck-s or
N=• York thinking that's the place to
be.They end up coming back within a
year," conr.inued Afanador. "There is
reaJ mean competition on the coasts.
Make it or break it, as they say.
"There's nothing really driving me
to the coasts. I'll go there when there
is somell'Ung waiting for me o r I am
encouraged by someone I respect to
go, but for now. Chicago is my home," said Afanador.
Many ac1.ors have started their careers in Chicago and
then have gone on to other areas of the country to seek
out their drcams."It's been said that Chicago is Like a '\';IC·
uum pump;' explained Wald. "It sucks people in the bot·
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lorn, tht)' stay for a while and then it spits them out to
the coasts,"'limcs arc changing. Chicago now provides a
drav.• for acLors to not only start their careers here, bur
continue them as ·well.
AJcbougb it is not as common for a )'Oung actor to s tay
in Chicago for any real .l ength o f time, there is a venue for
the actor who wants to sta}' away from the '"r:n r.ice'" that
is so often associated with the coasts."lt is not un\lsual for
a young actor to stay thrct or fuur years and th.e n move on
tO Nev., York or Los Angeles. For me, 1 would like lO live in
a place w here the quality of life is a little highcr; said \1fald.
4Th.is city provides something n ew for the experienced
actor. N<.·· w York o r Los Angeles takes a certain mcntaHtyyou have to play their games. Chicago doesn't really ruwe
a gam e; you're :1blc to work o n ahnOSt anyone's terms."
There is always a chance to produce one's own '«'Ork.
Wa_ld, a long with his p.irllltr, started Razor's Edge, a non·
F.quity [non-union] compan y, ...111.erc: is no other p lace::
that an iodividual can produce a show as readily as
Chicagot says Wald. You can rent a studio, even 1.mde1
contract, w ithout going b roke.Tllis cit)• has the right bal·
•nce 10 do such things.'

J.cman agreed. °'Most of my work has hee.n work I've
made happen myself. I was able ,.o produce aod act, a
couple of years back, in a benefit for S<.>a.son of Concern,
a group th:ll provides direct-<.-:u·e support to pcoplt: liv·
ing ·w ith HIV and AlDS in the theate.r commun ity."
u~m:m later joined TI1e Cypress Group>which v.-as
foun ded by fou r Chica.go act.Ors, i.ncluding Sh::iwn
Simons and Jeffrey Lieber. New City named their pr<r
duclion of Tbe Sea as one of the top plays in 1994."\Ve
began The Cypress Group because 11,ere seemed co he
oo real creative outlet fot Equity actors an d no creative
home;· tells Simons. "The Cypress Group iS dedk-:.tted to
the e nsemble proccs~. Actors arc innately creative people: and are capa.blc of more than just learning lines and
hlocking."
•r saw a production of ROtld several years ago ac the
Rcmainsl11catrc.The show was directed by Bob FaJls and
it was, in :1 way, "e nvironmental theater". The audience
followed the actors from pl:1ce to place during the s how
and at times w ere only inch.es away froin them. It was a
deeply mo,ring experience as you felt truly like you were
peeking into their lives. The production brought to life
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,he world in which the characters lived life to its fulles,,•
said Simons.
Although Chicago is not considered an Equity town,
there iS some work avaifable for those corning in<o Lhe
city already belo nging to the Actors' Equiry Association
[A.EA].
AEA iS an actor's union that allo•vs
stage performers the ability ,o work
\utder contract in prc-Oetermin<..-'d working condilions. It \\"as established to
protect the rights and safety of its members.Toe union pr<widcs benefits StKh
a., health insurance, peru.ions and other
perks for its members. However, once
an actor joins the union, be or sh e is not
allowed to work for no pay- with very
fe,v and \·ery strict exceptions.
Once a thriving Equity town , Chica-

remembered performing a, s,eppenwolf; bu, not for the
reasous one tlligh< expec<. I remember S<eppenwolf
because i< lefl me empty. Herc I was working at the most
respected theater io Chicago w ith some of the best
actors around, and yet come closing night I felt sort of
vapid because: I knew it wasn't mine.
T he show was over, [ was going my
w ay and they were going theirs. End of
story. It made me realize bow much I
wanted to build a theater of my own
so <bat I didu'1 feel empt)· after every
sh ow;'' And that was c3actly what he
did.The initial. a11d successful production ofThe Cypress Group was a play
tJ1at Lieber wrote, Cmnlng Back.
Financial security is dcfinitdy one
aspect of the. acting profession that is
the most unpredictable, but these
actors are pur:;uing something much
more important th:m money.They are
pursuing an."I am secure in my heart.
It's my waJJet that's insecure. I chose
my heart over my wallet," said BradtO.rd
Farwen, w ho orig i.nally graduated w ith
a degree in math before studying classical a<.'1.ing technique: in LOndon .
• I came to Chicago because acting
here was most accessible to me :md I
was at the poin< in my life where I
rhougb.t. money was nol imporram."
contioued Farwell "'for a young accor
.in Chicago it is easy to act if you want
co sacrifice money. I needed cxpcri•
c:ncc: in the real world so 1 chose to be
here."
While 1be paychecks these actors
bring home mai' not be hefry, they can
some1 imes be enough for liJ'e in
Chicago if enough work cm be found.
The actors that c hoose to work here
arc a detem1ined group and those
who establish permanent residency in
this community m:1y eventually make
their way toward the center of recognition, money and power.
WbeU1er 1hey ultimacely succeed or Fail in Cbicago, or
end up in l,osAn.gdes, New York or any ocher pan of the
country, chese actors have worked hard at their craft.
They haven 't given up because this is what they v.rant to
do, this is what they are.\Vhether they continue to act for
the rest of their lives or pursue a different direction, they
will find, through the trials and trib,~ations of their
careers, a sa<isfaction wi<b their accomplisbmen<S.Tba1 is
something each one ofus hopes for in our own lives. D
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boosc that number to eighty to one hundred. ·niat's a lot
in my opinion."
Still, most of the stage work that can be fouod in
Chicago is non-union. However, most of these theaters
leave the actol' having to take outside work in order to
pay the rent.
..11,erc is certainty great work being done in the non·
Equity houses,"added Lieb<.:r. "But a city chat does1)'t pay
its actors \\/ill not keep them for very long."
Asked about his most memorable experience:, Lieber
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with top-rated ~GCI
BY OLANDRIAN GLASPER

Jown in by the heavy rain, I stepped into the build·
ing; l was disoriented and nushed. \Vby did it have
to be fist-to-hat r.tin_if'lg on a day Uk'e today? took·
ing back through the glass re,·olving doors I saw a
woman who I had passed, moments e:uticr, still
fighting with her umbrclla.
"\Vhere to?'The guard wamed to know, before I could
completely gather my composure.
· wGa; l managed to s:iy as l scuftled to keep my
school bag from fulling to the floor.
'"Take the ele,-ator in the back," h e s:lid, "'it'll take you
straight up."
Oh ye:ih, I 1hougl1t 10 myself, this guy has got t0 be
thinking that I'm some sort of luC"""f Neg.ril, J-ama.ica. contest ,vinner or fr.mtic callt:r number 13, who Vi"aS simply

n't ready.11\iS \'\ias aU J could think about for days now :tnd
old tension «,as becoming a fOrcver friend. Steps beyond
me, there w ere cwo dear doors, cuflC'd with siJvc:-r handles.
Beyond that. there:: «·ere silver neon letters that spelled ou r
\VGCl.A pink neo n St.rip spant1ed the room and beneath it
was the sitting an:a, For a roomeo1 I thoughl that 1 was in
a nigh1 dub. 'Jbcre we re purple leather seats, convenient·
ly placed in a st:1g:e--llke ar:mngement (you had to climb
one st:1ir to get to chem).'lbis is wht~rc l sac, pinning a _large
visitor's pass to my blaz,~r while Princess, the receptionist,
called my arrival to Na:1shon Gentry.Marv 0)'son's Admin·
istrative Assistant.
"M.r. Dyson's nine o'clock is here; she to ld her while
holdillg ooe fmger up to a visitor who had just come in.
She was your stc:rcotypical Ncgril,Jamaica,contest wio.ner.

coming to coUcct hcr "'onc-hundred-'.i..nd-seveo-fifty."TI1at~s

She " rore Jong braids and a yel.low j:tci<:ct 3Jld could 001

$107.50 for tuning in to 107.5 \VCCi and being the select-

stop smiling. She smiled ac me. at Princc:ss, and :u anyone
else who walked by.As soon as Princess got off the phone
she lc:aned over to get my ancntioo and saJd that I had

ed caUer.
The elevator doors opened on the sb..1h floor and I w as-
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gof lo ~e

arrived :1 bit earlr and tbac Oyson, .Presideol of
\VGCI, had not made it in )·et. "l leL Naashon
know that you were here and she sh ould be
with you in a moment,"" she Sa.id.
Of course I knew who Na:,shon was, :md

fbinLing

she had pl'obably had her share of me by now,
too, a..i I'd graced her phone lines day after day
trying co get iJ1 contacc with Dyson.

I'm tome

\\' hen she came co get me, the gospel hit
11,e Reasor, Why I Sing, by Kirk FrankliJ), was
hictiog the airwaves and could be h eard

Tbit guy bat

torf

ol lucLy

Negril,
Jamaica

confetl
•
winner
...
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throughout the rc<.-cption area. Mentally, l v.ras
adding yet another question to my list: A
gospel sv,1g t,elng played on tbc sa11ie stat/.Qn.

w/Jere one <,:an bear ,-ontroverslal rap artists
like Snoop Doggy Oogg a nti "bump.and~
g,·tnd'' artist R Ketly?1bfa:

bas co rnean some-

thing. As t rounded the cornt'.r, kaving club
\VGCJ, with its warm and cozy lights and radio
music, an<I eru.e red the backbo ne of the su.
tioo, I knew th:,L 1 w as going to find out what
tbat meaning was. J had gone from ,v.1uting to
let my hair down (Jt ,vas in a bun), to the
strange inkling that 1 was going to run into one
of my old high school teachers, and so I sat,
very erect and on edge. The people who
walked briskly by me were far from party ani•
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mals; they ,vcrc ·w hite collar professionaJs,.;v earing bla1.crs, neat little pumps or loafers,
I ,;vacched Naashon an~·cr the phones and
key words into a desktop coroputel'; then she
decided it was ti.n'.le to show me arouod the
station .The ftrst stop was the office ofVelma L.
ijr3zeJton, Vice President and Director of Per·
sonneJ and Community Relations.
"I gt1ess you 're sa}·ing Lhat l 've walked past
you cnough;"'She said ,.;vith a ,;velcorning si.n.ile ,
although she had in no way come Close LO
w hat I'd been thinking.
In truth, she had been one of the. ft.rst pe(.>ple I'd seen after the suddeo change of lighting
and I hadn't paid aoy aue:nrion co her missing
me, On the contr.uy, the first -« •ord that came
to mind w hen I saw hc-r was important. How
important s he must be, with her s te.m face and
straight forwat d glide-her eyes focused
str.iigbt ah ead-on.Ir seeing the ta~k ac hand.
The fLrSt tiJne she ,;vent by she didn't forget co
say, ~Good morning1 L-tdies ," to :mshon ::ind h er
co-worker, Kim, who respondc:d cordi:tlly, but
she was truly on a mission. It was true that up
mnil this point we had nor been formaUy introduced, but through her mathematically v ibrac·
ing steps, only inCheS away from ,vbere l sat, r
had gathered an ide-• of her unportance.
"Mr. Dyson s till hasn't arrived yet:" Naashon
confided in me and oftt'.rc:d me somc:thing to
drink. Shan.non Dell ~'3s on the air, Lovin.')!OU
like a si.Ste,· (her radio slog.an) and I, kno·tving
th:11 I would not be able LO concentrate o n a
drink of any sort, declined. I h:id ac,uaUy been
enjoying the timc: that 1 was getting tO check
things out. OeU was on the air, trying to
encourage her JL~cners that there was "still
p lenty of sunshine, in spite of th e wc:a thcr."
"This is not Like him," Naashon was saying,
concerned about her boss' uncxplai,ned lateness. Ne,;· ertheless, she continued 1.0 lead m.e
around in a browsc:·Stop-browse-stop r:r:tumer.
During this short period of ti.me I bad met
and/or greeted individual'i of tlle. administrn·
live., financial, engineering, prog.ranuning and
music, and oews departm.e nts.
The ne ,vs room was S\1Ch a quainLlinle area
th:n it held my a.ttentioo. There sat two
women, in a tight space, as papen; and knick·
knacks dutt<.~rcd the narrow area. Now that I
Ulink a.bout it, much of the hall space., at \\1GC1,
,vas narrow.
Along the walls there are cases, housing
gold and platinum record albums, o f artists
such as Michac:I Jackson and ?t.1.ichelle. I later
karncd from Vick Clemens) Music Director,
that these and other memorabilia- posters,
album covers, and demo tapes - arc staple
product.~ seen in radio stations.
.By 10:00a.m., J had learned quite a bit about
Gentry. She began working at WGCI, as Marv
Dyson's Administr::ttive Assistant, in February,

1991, and she prefers her job at \VGO to her
previous job (working with an engineering

<..'<>mpany) because here, "J am able to '\\'Ork in
a rda..xcd cnvironmtnt;' she said.
A handwmc, w c ll-groomc.::d get11Je01an wa..')
smUing hjs way into ch<: offic:e. "'T his has to be
hiJn, l);H,\l~1n;' I thought. J couldn't help won·
dcring if I'd, somehow, mumbled my thoughts
out loud, b<.x:ause I l:iter l~roed 1hat lhJs la.id
back gendcmen carnc.::d :1 master·s degree irt
education-impro per English w:\S his pet
peeve.
\Veighed dow1l hy a briefcase, this ncwcom<:r stopped right at Naash ou·s desk and
scood, call, in front of me.::.
As he w as laying hiS tr(~nch coat over a
cuffe<I arm, Naashon made oppormnity of this
p:mse LO introduce us.
"Sh:1ke like:: you mean iL~" he l:rnghe<I.
extending an open hand . Despite evc.::ryo,'.e's
worry, th.is man obviousJy had not been
har.med. Delayed m aybe, by not harmed.AS he
,vas going to pu1 h.is things away, he was met
b y Orazclton. w ho b:1d ahnos1 runled to go the
other w-:,y.
"Come: here girl," he joked, stopp ing her
cold.
"I thoughc you w,~rc busy,"' she respooded.
He stood there. '\\<-aiting for her bc·fore ex.p lain·
ins his late aU'i.val.
"Somebody ron1.e d hi~ car over on the
Stevenson;" he began as his facia l expression
hccamc cxaspc:ratc::d . MLuckily, they had an air
bag and it didn'c look like :1nybody was bu(t."

he said, <.:OmpleLing the details of his advcn·
tu.re.He then led me into tlis ofiice-a room of

modern day finesse.
Tb.ere was black leather furniture w ith drop
down arm.s, a smoked glass t:1ble. :'ind Ulin.i
blinds hanging squarely from the windows
chac overlooked a busy Michigan Avenue. Inter·
n ,pting 1Jle fine black color scheme, lurking
on -:t waU nearby, ,vas a pair of red Everl:1sc boxing glov~. Origin:•Uy given to the former president of WGCl by r.:,p artisc L L Cool J w hen
his h.ic single, Mommti Sliitl Knnck You Out>
graced WGCI's airwaves, · he gave them to me
when he:: left; explained Dyson.
Principal style, he sac before me, neat and
up s traight, behind a clutte r-proof, black rectangular desk. Di.splaying: a perfect smile, he
talked abouc bis scation.
There arc two types of ratings that radio
St:alions worry about, Arbltrrln- the racings
1h:tt come ou1 once a month-and Arbih·onthe r.Hing.s that coine om every tlwee months.
10<fay, \VGCI vlaS \\1aiti11g fo.r the rlr()/Jra11 rat·
ings, which were fate. and lhc::: prhna•) ' reason
for Dyson manni11g the phones.The pressure
was on, because in the past 1wo yea.rs WGCI
had nude radio history by continually being
r.ued the ,1un1her o ne f'Jdio station for sLx
consecutive quarters. However, ~rith great
radio personalities such as Tom Joyner, whost
Tom J o:,,uer Morning Sbow, is waking up people in more than 30 dtics. il iS httrd to imagine

urban contemporary,

I Jon'f Lnow
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w ho, beside I he administration) is kct:ping a count on che

t'acings.
TI1c.: Tom Joyner Morning Sbow airs Jo Dallas,Texas and
graces the. Chicagoland radio airwaves from five to nirn:.
\VGQ ·s sassy lioe.up includes Si.x Other r:ldio pcrsonali·
tics. ln format orde r they are as follows: Shannon Dell,
from nine 10 elevc.:n; Cr-Cr·Crazy Ho'\\rard McGee on Lhe
Crazy Sbotv from deven uncil nvo; Ooug Danks, the origi·
n:i l :,;elf·prodaimed "idiot;' airs from rnro untU six;Hey .R;ck
PClrty, airs from six u111 ll ten; Mike Hudson sJows it down
on the Quiet Stonn, frorn ten until two; :tnd finally, lrc:ne
"Mom1naseeta" Mojica completes the q 'dc with a bit of
the old and a li11le of the nC\v.
Of course thc:rc are people like Kelly G ao.d Steve Mistro, whos<· shows are gea red toward a younger, urban
audienc e.
Kelly C 's streng1h is his show n.,e Bomb witb Special
Kand Romo11ski Love whkh airs Samrday 11.ig_hts at 1.e 11.
The Bomb combil1c::s dance music in the form of 111.ixes
along with rap music, This means rwo types of music can
he be.ird s imulraoeousJy co form a totally different sound .
Mistro, who joined \X'GCI in 1992, programs his own
show 1'b e Old School ilfinf.Jl f ll:, which airs Friday nlghtS
fro m. ten unlil rn10, <md twice on Sundays. Mistro ca,ne to
mix for\VGCI afcer s ubmitting hiti demo tape for selec tion .
"'Let's gee on.e thing straight." s:1id Mistro, "there is n o
s uch thing as Black Radio."
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"Black Radio, Urtr.m Contemporary, I don' t know lf
there's a title for it, uh, SouJ Music, yeah, that's it.· He said
in a husky, vibrated, DJ-esquc voice. \X'hat he may be get·
ting at is the fact that Lhe si;ujon is comprised of "black
employees th:11 play black music, by black artists, for a
black :mdicnce," but the statistics s how thal 1hc audien ce
is not aU black, although a large pel'cemage o.fWGCl's Listeners arc. According to Dyson, abom 78 percent of their
l.lscening aufiience is Bl:lck, 14 percent is \Vhi tc, and 6 percent is Hispmlic.
Approaching the room, mdio mixer Kelty G presenled
Mistro with a siJhouerted pho1.o. "This js something spcc i:11
for Ste,1e Mistro," he sajd, al.most bursting into laughter.
.. I've heen "'<;;ailing for dtiS picture,.. he said holding it
down with two hands and s haking his head. "Sec this," be
frowned beneath his chuckle, "'th.is is why we get labeled
Black Radio." The piccure was of a rap artist, resembling a
characcer out of the movie I'm Gonna Git ltu Su.ck.a.
H:mging around at WGCI, I learned chat casual clothing
is fine for the station. Ho\\'eve-r, v.1hen Kelly G is at his second job, a computer programmer t()r Kraft Foods, he has
to put on hio; "game om.61 for corporate America.""
Sho,rly after that, I realized tlmt Kelly G was wearing a
sua\'e gray s uit and expensive looking shoes, unlike every
other mak in the music department who ,ve.r e comfonable
sporting jeans and vest... or Joose fining s birts .~n1ose are his
hiJ).hop cloi:hes ," bU.StrO v0Iun1eered, matter~f-facdy.
"Tiiese are rny hip-hop clothes;' Kelly G said.• rm a hiphops1er. I do street promotions in my imitation Lester Holl
voice."
..And I climb building.~," Mistro added, s hedding tight on
the joke .
111e .m\LSic seleclion process at \VGCI is p rimarily based
o n requ~'t calls the station receives from its u~1eners.TI1e
number of times a particular song is requested is the nmn.·
bcr of times that song is played (with a boos1 bere~md·
there from Clemens or Elroy Smith, Progr.tm Director ).
Smith ~aid tha t \VGO recnlitc::d him in f.:cbnaa.ry of 1985
as a person who could .. really make a difference." In addition lo working w ith the music departJ)}ent, Smith also
works wich both the tmffic depatrment (who are in diargc
of the comm ercials), and tbe DJs. His work with the DJs is
"draining because everybody ,vmus to be a star, and
because I wo uld like everyone. to be a star, I am their coach.
r m the one would gives chem that speclttt artenlion.."'
The type of songs that W'GCT will not play "re those
chat incorporates fou1 or defamat0r)' fangua.gc.:. A recent
trend, tba1 began al \VGCI With '/'be Reason \Vby J Sing by
Kirk Franklin, is t hac of giving air time to gospel music.
\VGCI joined this trend after a formc-r co-worker of Smith's
told rum of gospel's growing populal'ity in tb.e Boston
area- coday there is "no turning baek."
This had been my third trip to the s1ation and by the
time jt \\13$ over, I wa.s sorry. \X1GCJ had k t me into their
family and now it was time to say good,bye. On tJ1e way
out, l turned in my visitor's pass at the reception desk:.Toe
lights w,-rc dim and all the w hite collar people had scat·
tcrcd to go to cbe ir weekend deslin:nions. "Good night," I
s.aid co Smith on my way out. Turning back, I caught one
last gl.iropse of the \X'GCI s ign, which stil1 beamed in neon,
calm :tnd soothing.
"Maybe 1'11 rcmm," I thought. "'M,aybe I'll re1urn one day
as a Ncgri.l,Jamaica,cootest ·,,•inner, or lucky caUc;:r number
thin ecn."
D

MANAG EME NT
CP1l1 congratulates Columbia College on its
outstanding intern program.
We will continue to support this valuable program.
If you are interested in media and becoming

an intern with CP1l1, please call Marge Navolio,
Senior Vice President/General Manager
at (312)527-2100.

"CPM, DED1CA1tD 1'0 SOL,1ING CLIENT'S PROBLEMS''

--
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You may never have heard of the International Museun1 of Surgical Science, on North
Lake Shore Drive, but you have certainly seen it. It's that stately, four-story building
whose front la\\rn is adorned by a, somewhat eerie, sculpture of a collapsing man
being cradled by another. If this four-story building looks like it came out of a history book, it's deliberate. Famed Chicago architect Howard Van Doren Shaw patterned
it after Le Petit Trianon, the French chateau built on the grounds ofVersailles for Louis
XVI and Marie Antoinette.
The museum's mission statement reads like a recipe for a very dull place:"To enrich
people's lives by enhancing their appreciation of surgery and related subjects in health
and medicine;' Unlikely as it may seem, a visit to the n1useum is an unusual, sometimes
disturbing and, yes, enriching experience that will leave no one unaffected.
i'rlost museums are displays of reverence for an idyllic past that we all long for.The
Museum of Surgical Science, in contr-.ist, showcases how tentative, crude or even bru-

its all there at the lnternation,al il1iiseum of· Surg·ical Science
tal, the medical field was from its formative days until fairly recently. In fact, a visit to
the museum elicits tears- of unknown diseases, of one's body going out of control,
of deatl1. But, in the end, it also brings a sense of relief-that we live in the late 20th
century, and will never have to go through surgery without anesthetics; or regard a
diabetes diagnosis as a death warrant.
The 1nuseum is a division of the International College of Surgeons (ICS], an organization founded in 1953 in Geneva, Switzerland, by MaxThorek, a Hungarian-born surgeon who practiced in Chicago.The museum was also founded in 1953, three years
after ICS purchased the 1910 landmark building from the original owner, Eleanor
Robinson Countiss.
"We compare favorably to other surgical museums around the world; said Barry A.

by Sergio Rarreto

phr,tn/.(raphs proni<le<I l,y ,,.,, l11ter11u1in11lll .1/u.<rum ofSurgi,·al Sri<•nce
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Van Deman, Museum Director. "Most museums in this
field art very small.\-Ve have one of the largest."
The rouseum ·s four floors a.r e packed with art.ifdcts)
surgical insti·umcnts, sculptures, illustrations, oil pain.tings and photographs that document the evolution of
the healing pmcticcs of Eascern and ~'estern civilizations
from the BC e r., through the 20th century. Some of the
museum's earliest artifacts in clude a number of instruments, believed to be surgical, that were uncovered in
Upper Egypt, at the Temple of Korn-Bo, and date back to
cir<:a 3,000 BC; and 2,0(JO.y<"ar-old trepanned skulls and
t.repanning tools recovered from ancienc Peruvian
too1bs. Trcpanning, or skull boring, a primitive brain
surgery, was among the first types of surgery performed
on humans-without the benefit of anesthetics. One
imagines that trepanned patients (or is it victims?) '\VOUld
never recover from the experience, and maybe they did
not. Du~ some of the trepanocd sJ..."Ulls in the museum
reveaJ boll)' tissue growth, proving that some patients
survived not o nly the actual procedure, b ut conlinued to
for a fow years as weU.
The museum also documents shamanistic practices
th rough items such as br ightly colored cutOl1LS,
e mployed b)' AZtec descendancs to fight off a number of
ailmentS;ancescors• skulls, used by New Guinea shamans,
to ward off evil spit'its; and o rnaments worn by North
American ·witch doctors.
Artifacts, sculptures and illustrations balling from India,
auna and Japan highlight the achk,·ements of littleknown Eastern pionc:crs, such as Yasurori Tamba (912-955
Al)), author of l.Sbtn Po, one of lhe oldest Japanese mcdic:u books; Hua-To (112-212 AD), the only prominent Sur·
geon produced b)' ancient China, and perhaps the
discoverer of ru,rcosis; and Susrura (4th cenrury AD), an
extraordinaril)' advanced Hindu surgeon, who helped to
invent m.aoy surgical instruments, practiced plastic Stll'&--t.r y,
gync.cology and obstetrics (using an operation that we
now know as a Caesarean), and erophasi1.ed the im.por·
rnnce of complete cJeanlinc.>SS and careful preparation; who
helped pave the w,y for modern medical practices.
The museum's HaU of Immortals honor.s the men and
women wh ose contributions to medicine we-re so great;
that they earned a place in the history of mankind. Eight
foot stonc<ast figures, sculpted by Edwouard Chassaing
~ - - and Louis Linck, depict the llkcnesscs of Hippocrates, Louis Pasteur, Madame Curie, and
nine oth ers, in o ne of the museum's most

vis ually impressive exh..ibits. Too impressive, perhaps, for
those with vivid imaginations. Walki.og chrough the Hall
of hnm.orcals on a dark, rainy, winter day, listening to
howling w inds and creaking floorboards, one mighl feel
as though he were wandering through the set of a goth·
ic horror film.
Europe's A.gc of J;nlightcnmcnt is documen ted by
such items as an oil painting dcpiCtingA.mbroise Pare.an
apprentice to a ba.rber-S'u rgeon who became a French
icon through working in a battlefield, and a scale model
of the Aoatoinical Thcacer at the Universit)' of P;idu-a,
Italy, which was one of the first sites of anatomical lectures base.ct on direct observation.
Moving on to America, t.h e museum's cumtor's found
the inspiration for their most whimsicaJ exhibition: a recreation of a tun 1-of-the-century drugstore, complete
with a mechanical pharmacist ready to te ll the story of
his wondrous pill-making abilities and his own line of
perfumes and cosmetics.
Key figures and moments in the history of 20tl1 century medicine ha1'e been preserved tOr postcriry through
photograpluc displays. In ooc historical moment, a photo
depicts Dr. Charles Best and l)r. F.G. Banting in the summer of 1921 , on the roof of the Medical 13uildlng at the
University of ToronLO. Doctors Oest and Banting ~rcre
pare of a four..man team that s ucceeded in isolating the
internal secretion of the pancreas (insulin), which
proved to be spectacul:trly effec1 ive in the trea tment of
then often-Jina! diabetes; in the photo, they arc joined by
a seemingly ordinary dog that is, in fact, Ont of the first
diabetic dogs to h:we its life saved by insulin.
The museum bas itS share of irreplaceable and price·
less historical jce.ms. Jts library contains more than 5,000
volummcs, including many rare and firs( edilion books,
dating back to the 15th cennory. Research ers arc welcome to use the collection, by appointmcnt.·n,c original
Lindbergh Perfusion Pump (193;), donated b y Charles
Lindbergh himself. is on displ:lr on th e first floor. It may
come as a surprise LO most to find out that the fumed
aviator. together with Nobel Prizc._'-winning s urgeon,
Alexis Carrel, designed a pump th,n en.obied biologists
to keep organs in a functjonal state after being .r emoved
from the h uman body. But, perhaps the museum's great·
est surprise is e nclosed in a glass case on the fo-urth
fl<>or: the bronze death mask of Napoleon Bouapar<e.
However, not all of th e
museum's exhibits are
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pk:asant to look at. According to Van Demar,, even
1hough most, of the approximaicly I 0,()()() museum visitors every year are adults, some of the items on display
would still be considered creepy 10 most visitors. Morbid
fascination aside, it is hard not to cringe while viewing
photographs of children with hideo usly deformed limbs
above an actual "bone crusher" used by Elven]. Berldleiscr, a Chicago orthopedist, to correct bowkgs between
the rears 1918 and 1950; or an exhibition depicting
some of the crude methods used to revive n ear dead per
sons, such as: applyi.ng warm ashes to the: victim's
abdomen, hanging the victim \1pside down, or blowing
smoke into ttis or her rectul)l; or a display o f hand h ooks
and plastic or wooden prosthetic limbs; or a polio exhibit complete wich a working iron lung machine that looks
like someching out of Frankenstein; or a set of amputa·
tion tools from d\e Civil \Var, inducting a saw that, with
close inspection, one can still see bloodsrnins on iL.
Even more mind-boggling is tlie gallstones and bla d·
derstones exhibition, which leads unsuspecting visitors
to realize that th~ thingS are, indeed, scones, just like
those one can pick off the ground.111ese heinous littleand not so little- aberrations of human physiology come
in all colors and shapes, and the sight of them can make
a visitor's bladder quJvcr.
Perhaps most unpleas:.1111 of all is the Skin Ois~•se,
1860-1884 e;,chibitloo.The walls of t he museum gallery,
which was ope ned in 1992,are line d with detaik d paint·
ings depict ing sto mach-turning skin allmencs w hose
very namcs- Molluscum, Pityri:tsis Vcrsicolor, and Leu·
coderma-even sound scar)'; b ut, chankiully, most of
which have been Long eradicated from the \Vestern
Hemisphere.
It takes a si1.able amount of money to m.ainLain tl,js
p lace.- that offers such an unusual mixture of hi~ory and
morbid thrills. "An e laborate exllibition can cost any·
w here between one-hundred and thrce•hundrcd thou
sand dollars" Van Deman
said. ·n,c museum is funded
through the lntern:ttiona1
College of Surgeons, fun(l.
rai~ing and ind.ividu:d contri·
butions. Volunteers arc::
needed to help maintain
exhibits, co lead tours and to
work in the library, office::
and other area.'>. Contdbu·
tors to IJ1e museum enjoy a
variety if benefits ill.eluding
a subscription to the muse.
um newsletter, invitations to
lectures and special events
and e ven access to the .muse·
urn's library. ln addition, all
muse-um roemhers re ce ive
free admission to more than
100 m:ijor science museums
4
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Through the haze of smoke and light on the dance

- f'o begins another night fOr Silky

floor, Silky .fumbo appears on a black platform,

\J
Jumbo. perfonl.lance arliSVdmg
queen, v.•ho is p:1id to be :n night·

towering above the crowd. Her face, plastered with

Performance art, especially d.rag.relaled performance arc, has become a

niakeup, seems otherworldly and distinctly femi-

11111st ba'tle for any happening night·
club in Chietso the fast couple of

nine. Her eyes seem flat and unfocused, fixed on

years. In the pursuit of keeping their
clienrelc entertained, dubs-both

so1ne spot that the rest of the crowd cannot see.
Her shape is very curvy, with a tiny waist, but
she's seven feet tall. Clad head-to-toe in black PVC
and a shocking pink ponytail, the look is ve1y
femme-jatale-come-cyber-ice-princess. A corset,
cinched all the way, accounts for the tiny waist.
1Vext to her, on his hands and knees, is a man, a
pet, clad onlJ, in his underwear and the nose of a
pig. Slowly she reaches down artd attaches the
chain dangling from her waist
to the collar around her pet's
neck. Obediently, the pig-boy
starts down the platform on all
fours, his mistress, two feet
behind him. The crowd parts
like the Red Sea, staring in
amazement at th

tacle oj·

Silky and her pet

they make

their royal way

the

crowded dance floo1:
BY TRACY WARNELL
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Clubs where most people: pay to be.

gay and straight-have been hiring
people who push the boundaries of
tbe norm.. These people both sh0<.·k

and titillate the m1dicncc thl'ough
dancing and performance. Their goal
is to keep the energy of 1J1e crowd
going higher and, oo<)Sl ii111>ort:1nt1y,
keep them coming back, week after
week. for more. Sillq• Jumbo is a master (or mistress) of this kind of entertainment.
I met 'IA'ith SiJky Jumbo (who
acquired his oame at the las1 minu1e
before a performance- off of a pack·

age of fake hair) at Vortcx, a gay night·
club at the nonh end of• thc strip"" on
Halsted Street. Silky, artist tl1at he is,
was fmishing up the Christmas ~c::ts
chat he had design ed for this large)
cw~sLory club. \Ve:: talked in his dress-

ing room as he was getting ready fo r
the sho,v that night.

Tr:,cy: Where did you start per•
forming in clubs?
Silky Jumbo: In San Francisco. l did
a littJt: puppc:t show thing cdlcd Mr.
Slip p)' Fudge)' Waters, who was a p inh ead. blues guy.A midget and l had a
backing band. The whole show was
basica[)y sch.lock.

T: So were you guys pupJ>ets or
were the puppets on stage?

SJ: Aetuall)~ I would put Oil a

h:a1, and
when I hung upside down. iny chin
became a race. He (the puppet] had
this Uule body and this weird Little
face that wenl on my chiJ.1. So Ill}'
mouth iS moving as his mouth, only
it's upside down.It's triJ>PY when you
do ic right,. So along with 1hat <.:h:mt<:·
tcr, I had this country and western gig
called Eddie Cock.ring. He was kind of
a takeoff on Eddie Cochmn. I'd come

out as Eddie :lnd start with this dopey,
little country song and then he'd
transform, somewhere in tbe middle,
into this total kind of nutbag.
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1': So who were your influe nces

out there ?
SJ: I worked with Vido, this guy in California, who is an cighty·ytar-0ld per·
rormance artist. He's a nutty old guy
who b::id a company caJlcd Frc:c:storc .
Actually. we did Lb.is Easter perfor.
mance where he was the Easter
Bunny, l was Jesus, and ,ve ,.,•reslled.
\~'e had made the ring out of PVC tulr
ing, and dtis is, like, an cighty·ycar-old
roan, who's fou r teer tall, but is spry
and n mning aro'ltnd and bumping
girts• legs and s tuff. He's greaL He has
this little: house, a million kids and
three wives. Atl)'V.'ay, I p ick him up
and I'm r~virling him around on my
shoulde.rs. Then, h e runs back. 10 go
an<l bounce off rbe ring, b ut he di<ln'c
realiZe chat jf he did it., tht ring was
going to break. He went fly·
ing over the edge of the
scage and I thought, Ob my
God, I Just killed 1,/m. My set
constn,cfio" ltlcked; there-

j ack-in-the-box character, when.: I
built this b ig box which I put i.n the

middle of the street a.ud I'd plop
down in.Side it. On the; Oulsi<le o f the
box it t'ead Put in a Qunrlcr mul
Turn Crank. l would pop out and
abuse them, scare chem. It had this
great ekmc::nt of s urpl'isc. That
worked really well, but the Statue gig
~e:ts the real mon<')' trulker.

SJ: On Saturdars and Sundays every·
body swarmed LO the French Quan.er,
so we'd make about ono-hundred to
o ne-hundl'ed..and-fLfty dollars a da)', in
dollar bills and
quarters. Then
w·e ·d go to
the J)re:tm

T: I sa,v you do that once at Cro·
bar.
SJ: Yeah, I usu:llly do that one with my
friends.T im and 111eresa. People really
tcS.()Qlld co it because we just kind of,
li.ke, s1orm imo a room. put them lthe
creaturesl up (here and, before you
know it, people are corning up and
throwing rings at the c reawre's genJ.
talia because there's a big horn on
each one.

P alace
w h c. re

T: What's tbe prize if you get

T: How much mouey'f

they had

fore, f'l,v: kiUed J:,im.

fere nt characters or cos tumes?
SJ: Usually it starts
with some wcirdnc:ss
that relates to tt wig and
then 1 dcveJop the rest
around rh at. One thing
abouc doi.n.g clubs is that
you have to have: something
different every week, o.r every
oth er wc:ck, o r something like
that. It's just like, "\X'hat am l
going co do tonight? \~'ell, I have
this piece and I have that piece
and if I thro,v the.o.l au together I, oh
wo,v, it makes chat." Does that m-ake
any sense?

five or eight}~and s1ill be doing wacky
shit and having fun.
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three ringS?
SJ: Usu:,Uy just ts:1tske shit. We did it
once in Los Angeles and gave a-way
potatoes.

T: How d o you create your dif.

T: Did he die?
SJ: No, no, he \\P,\S fine. Although
he did have a big bruise on his
butt. I hope that I h,n·c s uch an
enchanted life, a,1,d live co be seventy-

T: Then you went to Chicago?
SJ: No. A bunch of us bought a V\'(/
bus and decided chat we \'\'ere going
co roam the co111u ry. I really wanted
to try street performance, ,vh.ich was
hard to do in SaJl Fr.1ncisco. l wante d
to go to Nev., Orleans. New Orleans
and New York arc really the only cities
~·here you can perform. So we went
co Ne\'\• Ot'leans and I spent a little
Jess Lhan a rear doing street pcrtOr·
mances. I d.i d quite a lot of work with
Oner, this girl who is currently making quite a name for herseU wi.th her
performances in New York City. Otter
would be this. like, stanic creature.
She would stand w ith me in J ackson
Park v.•here there was this beautiful,
wrought-i.m o fence wit.h this little
Landi.og. We'd cover her with plastef
in this Gr<:<:<rRoman goddess outfil.
TI1e1'1 we'd ,;valk her out tO the square
and she"d stand Vt.'f}' stiJl.The tourists
wouJd com e by and they would do a
double ~•ke like. ·George, George,
that's a real pet·son,"' TI1cn chey'd
come up and want to take our picture
and S-0 rbe)"d give us money fo t· raki.ng picrures of that. 1 also had this

diffc.:-rcnt parts of their bodies and I
gee the audience to toss ring.son their
horns.They get prizes if they gee three
rings. It's your basic ring ms..s game.
·11,e characters, who arc like crea-tu.res, are in rea.U)' h eavy makeup. It's
body paint and prosthetics. so t he}'
look like real fantasy c.re:uures.

and just
sit tlu.·rc and
count our money. It
" r.,s' "'O ne for .vou one for
me. Gee me another heer."That
was fun. I learned a lot about pan.ic,
ipat0ry performance and hlteracli.og
with people:. bc::cause when you're 011
the street-out there with anybodythere are a bunch of assholes, It gave
me " touglu."t· shell

.

T: Have you made a Jot of money
with one certain peffo rotaoce ?
SJ: °«'c dcviSc<l th.is g:ime c:1lled tJorney 'lbss. where rm. like, the ringmas.
tcr in 3 carnival,and then I have Other
performers who arc my horned e.rt:t·
tu1·cs.They have horns coming off of
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T: Yes, but I guess that you have to
have all the p ieces to colle<.-'t in

the first place.
SJ: w·e11, yeah. I kind of have co look
around the room and say well, I have
a girdle, some c:1pe, a hunk of h:tir :t od
a dog nose.
T: So, exactly , what do you do to
get ready for a show?
SJ: \Vhen we're doing faniasy ere-a.
cures arid working wilJ'I the body
pa.int. it's a lot of work. ~'c h:we to
start out wirh a latex bald cap to
cover the hair.Then, a lot of the time
is spent preparing the pieces and
bringing them in to where you're
<loin.S the pe rlOrmance.The trick is to

SJ: Pre.t ty and beautiful arc two
djffercnt things.
T : Exactly.
SJ: Somc..-th..ing can be very beautiful that is not conventionally
pretty. rm trying co strecch limits
and do chi.ngs in a different
,vay- 1101 to go down the beaLen
path as far-well, especially with
drag.

make sure that you have everything
you need at the rnornen1. that you
nc::ed ii. It in"·olves buying a lot of
makeup) p aint, safety pins and all that
shit.

T: Where did you learn how to
use n1akeup?
SJ: Trial and error. TI)e best way that
I've learned co do anyihing is just by
going and doing it, gr:ibbing it. Especi:tlly working at clubs, where there iS
such a big influx of all different typ<.'S
of people. You !cam to pick up little
stuff. There was this really fantastic
drag troupe in San Francisco cl1aL
worked al tJu::: same clubs that TI1eresa and I were working ;n, and a lot of
the time, we ended up in the same
dressing room, They were more old
school, but th(')' were Oulr'.tgcous in
che sense of creating over-che•top
characters, but not necessarily trying
co look exactly like women. They
were cha.t'3cceuring. The)' had many
nifty makeup tricks :ind we copped
them :dl. I think that artists and people in general should have a free
exchange of ideas and tips and stuff
like that. I don't think, "Ob, don't do
tbat) tbat's mi11e." You s hould share
ideas and meLhods. Titen Lhere are
more people out rhere doing nel\'
lhings, 3n d then you'rt:: multiplying
like spores.
T: So in ter ms of being a woman
you're not concerned ,\•ith look·

ing pretty?

T: can you describe the beaten path?
SJ: To me the beaten path is
putting on " sequin dress that
you got at filene ·s Basement, a
pair of office:: pumps, and then
going out and buying a bunch of
Chan el p roducts. You end up
looking like some suburban malJ
matron.Then getting up on st.age
and llp.synchlng to Laura Dranigart, singing some reaJJy sappy
lo~e song, some really mellow hit
song, :ind t t ying 10 be some magazine
ad or something. I'm not ptllting it
down in the sense of the gendtrbending thing.

T: So "'itat Is your Idea of drag?
SJ: I fee l more like this cJown-womanearth·mother·sea bag, you know. She's
a wi1ch and a goddess. She's a tramp
and a nun a ll at the same time.
T: She has many facets?
SJ: The best w ay to describe:: her iS in
the clown sense. I see myself as a
clown when I do drag. Som ebody
who aces the fool in Ot'der to make
oth ers feel co1nfortable acting the
fool. In the nightclub, if yoo act ridicu·
lous, m:1ybe people will loosen up
and they won't be so tiptight and say,
"Man, thi, one's really making: a fool
out of herself. I can't even come close
to being chat much of a fool, so I
might as ,vell relax and h:lve :i good
time."

T: Do you ever feel larger than
life? Uke when you're on stage on
the stilts? You project that image.
(Silk)' can ,lance or cruise fl
da11ce floor on stilt$ t/Jat make
J,f1n about niue feet tall !Jfost of
the Ume tlJe sf.ills are hJ.dde11 by a

floor, I want to get people pumping. I
want to gee rhem dancing, moving
around and crying to gee everybod)'
together, J,ke a cheerleader does. I'm
somewhere between a shaman and a
cheerleader. It's the type of thing
,vhcre I not only v.. . .mt you to Sit
down and watch me, but I '\\'ant you
to be a part of this. I want to gee you
excited about moving, letting go and
releasing because this is your time.
You're here.You're dancing.'fh.is is the
rime that you are free of all your
worldJy concerns-the rem and au
that shit. You wenc out to just get
away from it all for a while so, co me,
it's like, • Let's get higher and higher
and higher with the m\lSiC and the
Ughts and everything."

T: What ls the worst thing that
can happen on stage?
SJ: The things that are really horrible
at'C

w hen you're supposed to be on

stage at a certain time, doing a Certain
thing, and you wam it so badly to
wo1'k. You have this vision in your
head of how you want it to go off. But
because of circums1ances, you can't
get everything on or 1Jtere when you
need it and everything breaks. None
of the effects go off. Nothing explodes
or falls off when it's supposed to.Your
whole attitude is contingent on these
little effects. On Hallo'\\•c:en we were
doing this one stt, and none of the
effects that I had worte.ct so hard to
get, went off. So I was just like, "l'\1ck
It.• I ended up ripping the blood bag
out of my s hirt and pour~ng it over my
head and jusr thinking, "Fuck, J give
up. I GIVE UP!!!"
T: What's the best?

SJ: \Veil, especially on the street, I
baV'e had a couple of C."\:pcricnces
whtn: people had never sec:n any•

thinS like my performances befo(e
and were so amazed and happy to see
them. n,ey [the spec,atorsJ let me
know about It and I thought, "God, J
am doing something rtg/Jt /01· the
worltl. I'm am<1.z ing tbc.'1n and
rbey're really /J«ppy abor,t tbls. ft~
great thal this ts tn the 11;-orld and it's
rig/JI here and I did th(it. l gave
sometbing to somebod;i I gave a
really gootl feeling to somebody:'

long, full Victort,u1-lookt,1g ski,T,
w/Jtcb creates quite a spectacle).
SJ: Now the stilt thing is- shamanlstic is too hca,1• of a term-but, in a

sense, it's very accurate. \Vhen J get
op on Slilts and out on the dance

Then the music came blaring over
the sound system, signaling the club
was open. I left Silky 10 finish dreSSing
and co sp:1ckle (put on makeup) u.1 a
hurry. for the nights performance. 0
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DRUNK

DRIVING
DOESN'T
JUST KILL

DRUNK

DRIVERS.

lfyou dmit stop your hiend fromdriving drunk,who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRWE DRUNK.

Artist

Rex
Perry
is the
king of
all he
purveys
BY APRIL KNOX
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here are ftve faces of young African-A merican
women; each woman's face Is turned in a tlijfer..
ent direction; eacb i:mage is seen in a different.
shade of purple, and all are projecting daydrcm,i-like
'ro.pressions. The images tt·re clear, but diffet-ettt. Each
woman. bas feline facial features:whiskers, slanted eyes,
J..,een pink noses, plum mouths ana ears that point to
tbe beao-ens. In the far right hand corner of this tliustratio11, the arlist:1; signtih1,re is scribbled. .."Rex...
'T ve never wanted 10 grow old and say.. .! wish that I
should h ave ..." said Craig Rex Perry, the multi·talcntcd,
African~Amc-rican, visual artist. Perry has produced illustr.uions for Carson Pirie Scon , 81oomingdaks, Marshall
field's, ~!cOonald's, Coca-Cola and the Johnson Publishing Comp any, among many others.
Perry grew up in tile Englewood area on Chicago's
South Side and gt",duatcd from Lindbloom High School
in 1977. "One of my h igh school teachers, Ann Greany,
pushed me to further my illustration and drawing abili·
ties. I owe a lot 1.0 Greany and co my mom." By pushing
his talents in high school, Perry v.ras accepted to Chicago's School of the Art Institute.After graduation, in 1982,
Perry immediately moved to California and began illustrating for Broadway, a department store chain, while
continuing his education at the Oti.S Parsons Art School.
In 1985, Perry decided to move back to Chicago
where he began fredancing his illustrations to man)'
department stores, including Bloomingdalcs and Mar·
sh:,JJ Field's. · 1 have worked for abnost every department
score you can
name," Perry explained, .. and
throug h
producin g
that
type
of work, I
le a rned
that, sometimes, inst<..oad
of always pn.>
ducing
new
work. you can
make
more
money h y just
selling: cop ies
of past illustrations." However, it wasn't
until Perry
h ad
the
opportunity
to iJlustrate
in Eu.r ope
that he realized that he
needed more
of a challenge
to keep him
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inspired.This challenge was found in b.is own images and
designs, instead of in someone else's. This retlization
eventually brought Perry back co the United States aod
where h is passion for cartoons would eventually launch
Hip Hop Heaven.
"I Jove cartoons," Per ry said smiling. Llke thousands of
other children, he enjoyed watching super hero cartoons.- his favorite being Spiderm:m.
Perry practiced drawing those
images as a child.
"rve al-«'ays had a oarural abiJ.
icy to draw," Perry said, and
today he enjO)'S his o ,;m cartoon
creations- the crew of Hip Hop
Heaven, which, according co
Perry, are,.·more realistic"·than most
other cartoons. '"I create my own
concepts and ideas about bov.r I
want my d1aracters to be
portrayed."
The Hip Hop
Heaven characters
are a group of
young male and
female African-Americans who made their
debut lo
Per ry's
comic book Hip Hop
Heaven. 111e characters
h ave also been featured
by Coca~Cola to sho-w the
world that education. knowJ.
edge, a positive attitude, pride,
persistence and respect are the
ke.ys to making their futures
bright.
Rex, as he is often C'.Jllc::d,
al-«ra}'S wanted co create d1aracters which portray the Afric.10A.merica.n community, and it:s
yo uth , in a positive light. "I ,vant·
ed people to sec another side to
our lifestyle and culture- one rbat,
unfortunately, js too often portr.iyed
in a negative way."
T he Hip Hop Heaven. crew
includes: Steamboac, a Fat Albert of the
90s; Rasheed Abdul, a conscious young
.. brother" who belicvc.s that "'black is
bac k;" Mone)\ a well-<lressed. smooth·tall<er; and Feather, an attractive "sister" w ho
just goes with the now.
111c crew of Hip Hop Heaven appear in a
monthly comic strip in YSB (You ng Sisters
and Brotbet·s) magazine. Posters of the Hip
Hop Heaven crew were also seen in John Sin·
gkton's fdm PoeticJustice.The entrance of tile hair salon
where Janee Jackson's character,Juslice, worked is past·
ed with Perry's characre.r s.
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Perry insists that his characters will one
day be admired by young inner-ciry AfricanAmerican kids across the cotmtry, just the
way Superman aod Spiderma.n were
admired by his generation. He is on his way
co accomplish this by entering h is crew
in«> both worlds of animation and commercial design. This process has Perry
pitching his c haracters 10 Carson Pirie
Scott-for use as fashion illustration-in
marketing a oew clothing line,
consisting of big, baggy
pants; T-shirts and hood-

ed swea,sh.irtS.
Perry's determination
grows StrOnger, although
he knC>ws t hat "'everyone's lr)'ing to break into
the Black Market." He
hopes however, that
the strength of his
art will co ntinue to prevail
"If it hasn't already happened, then I know thal I
have a chance to make it

happen," Perry stated.
· The spectrum in the
world of art is much
broader now," there·
fore, Perry knows
that bis diverse talents as an illustrator
will continue co be
well-respected.
Looking beyond his work as
an artist, Perry came to a point in
his Ufc when he de.cided that
teaching would be an essential
kcr to hclp other young artists,
so he became:: an instructor at
his alma mater the School of the
Art Institute . For five years, "a
,;ivhole oew generation of artistS
and art directors" were able to
share Perry's many experiences
and learn from bis mistakes. Perr)'
tells: his students of the time when "I
was hired to create an iJlustration of
a black famil)' eating Stove Top
Stuffing. However, after the company made me change tJ.1c dlaraccers features so many tiroes, I began
co hate it, and didn't care anymore
about the q uality of work. The end
result was an advertiseoocot chat ran in
magazines like Ebony and Essence for a
long time.Th;u's why I al'\\':l}'S tell my studcms'Nt'vt:r p roduce anything that you a re not persona lly proud of,
because ii can come back co haunt rou' .,,.

Joseph Hall, a fom1er student of Perry's, said, "I thought
that I was the greatest fashion illustrator in the
world...thcn Rex brought me back co reality." ln establish·
ing and ilnpro,'i.ng"raw talent.Rex stressed drawing hands
and feet [in ad,smce<t figure drawing) for·ifyou can draw
good hands and feet, then }'OU are a wonderful artist'."
Today, Perry teaches a group of young cartoonists at
the Marwec:n Foundation , located at the Rebecca Crown
Center, because.h e wanted co give somethl11g back co his

own community.
Beyond teaching and Hip Hop Heaven, Perry bas also
held a job that he "really wanted."1l1at job was designing
the back drops (fashion illustrations that dress a scage)
for the annual Ebony Fashion Fair Show, which he
describes as being a great experience, but a r.remendous
amount of work. Perry also produced department store
displays for Flora Robens, an African.American cosmetics
company. The abstract draw in~ of Ups, t:yes, and cheeks
arc illustrations that Pcrry "Joves to do.Tot.")' arc simple,
clear, expressive and ki11d of artS)'.11'ley look easy to draw
because rou draw kss lines, but the less lines you use,
the more difficult the drawing is to create:."
Perry said that he creates his best wot'k at "two or
three in the morning. Sometimes, in the middle of working on one project, I c::m easily pick up something dse to
·w ork o n.At times, t sec everything so clearly and because
I want my voice to be heard throughou1 the work, I find
that both., in drawing everything and, at times, even in
drawing a tew lines, creates ar1 image that can displ:1y
what I ,;qant it to dj splay."
Today, Perq• still lives in Chicago w here be is working
oo an addicion to Planet Holli•wood.Tbc projcct,All,~rnrs
CafC:, will featnre images of aU-star athletes on ~he walls
of the restaurant.
\-X'ith, all his successful accomplishments co date and
h is o n-going detcnnin.ation, surely Craig Re..x Perry will
have little rtation to say, in later years, «J wish t hat 1
should have .. ~
D
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Iii la11ri1: Uilli:r
11l1tu 1,r11hs bv Chis S1,eli

a staple of Chicago
he band rnountS the smge and
tunes up. Sjngles, couples, groups
of people meander from the lxtck

of the room toward the stage,
drinks in hand . B)' the time the
lights go out, the area in from of
1he s1age is tightly ,,:icked with
fervid rock fans. People over six
feet tall could probably see the band
from almost anywhere in the ciubt its
Jong, narrow dimensions make it
impossible 10 escape the band on
s1age. Dut, fans seeking the ultimate
vie,;v, especially chose less endowed in
hc.ig.hc, anchor themselves on the
two-step plat.for1n thac runs along
either v.rall The s teps serve :1s mini
bleachers, and people take advam agc
of this unique feature at Lounge Ax,
the allernacive rock club on Nonh
Lincoln Avenue.

The band erupts, and the rectangular room is seized by sounds, both
loud and dear. Fuchsia, blue and ycllO\V Ugh1s pulsate in time wjch the
music. lo the constant t1tL'X of 1be
underg;round 1nusic scene. grunge is
out and the early SOs arc back. Some
people bop around to the irresistible
surf b~t, ,vhile others stand- arms
folded across t heir chests-and
watch \vith a critical eye.Lounge Ax. is
a place where many rock fans know
chat tbey'JJ be among the first wit•
nesscs to the infusion of new rock
blood. TI1ese are IJ\e blood ccJls that
keep the music scene growing and
thriving from the ground up. Lounge
Ax has dweUed-in rock n · roll 's basement- for eight years. These are the
movers and shakers~ the}' chart the
course of pop music.
8ut the dub djdn'r win its promi·

underground music thrives in the nineties
nencc overnight. When co-owner and
managerJul.iaAdams f(u1nded the club
with then•pan.ncr Jennifer Fischer in
198i, it featured
mostly 10<."al and
lesser-k n ow n
undergrot1nd
acts.
Ada.ms' acqui-

Sitiou of the tavern, i.t1 the heart

of Lincoln Park,
near DcPauJ Uni·
versicy, was jtL5t- a
mattc:r of course.
""It was for
sale aod we just
dccid<:.d to buy
it," Adams said

Two yeat's later, Susan Milkr
bought out Fischer and cook over the
booking. Miller and Adams then
remodckd the club,
making it one big
room, more Suited for

luun~c ~x nurtures an intimate
atmosp~cre for live music.
It isn't ~ran~nw·s ~ouse,
~ut tlie two couc~es near l~e
~ar loo~ as if tliey coul~~ave
~cen ~onate~ ~Ylicr.

casuaUy. ·'Originally, ii

live

IUlL~C.

AS Miller began
booking m.orc touring
underground
acts,
Lounge AX evolved

ituo a major player oo
the n:tHOnal underground music scene.

This scene: consiSts
moscty of bands who
i.tuend to keep a low
profile. But noc au

Jow-pooftle bands nect'7aS

two sepa-

race rooms wich funky mirrors on the
walls.\Ve left it 1hat ~ray for a while ."'

essarily wish to s~1y undcrground.111c
term tJtuierg,.ou:nd, which refers co a
movemellt of avant g::irrlc: :-trtiSts and
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bands i.n here.Anyway, now we have a
JYdrking 101."

musicians, can sometimes get lost in
the same ·word void that alternartve
bas fal.leo into -the void where words
lose their meaning.
i\liller said thac the club 's success
bas had a lot to do with building rera.
tionships.
"1 vl'as able to r:1ke my contac1s and
certain loyalties with me from other
clubs J'vt bookt:d,'° she said ...\-Ve treat
bands \Vell and that's usually rcw~ud·
ed with loistlty:· Miller booked tile
Cubby .Oear for [WO years, and \':'est
End for three years before coming LO
Lounge<\>(.
Adams agreed w ith thiS rud.i ment
of success. "\X'e put bands up (from
om of town), g.ive bands drink clck·
e ts ...word of 1nouth gets around that
we go out of our ~ LY to t reat bands
wen and thaLwe're fair," Adams said.
Amid the colfage of alfe,.nalfve
rock m usic duhs i.o Chicago, Lounge
A..-x is the se<:.ond old~'t, after Metro.
But while mosc of the other rock
c lubs arc located in hot-spots, such as
W1cker Park and \Vrigleyvilk, Lounge
A)s. reside.s in affluent, but culturally
stagnant, Lincoln Park.And with many
establishments-including \Vax Trax
records-relocating to \Vicker P:.uk,
Chicago's mosl recent artist mecc:,,
one might wonder if Lounge A.x feels

loun~e ~x is aplace wlir.re many
rock fons know t~at t~ey'II ~e
amon~ t~e first witnesses to ilie
inlusion of nr.w rock ~loo{

left heh.ind.

• LOungc Ax. is in a yupp)' ndgh·
borhoocl, but -w hy should we: move?"
Miller asked. "Wicker Park is turning
into Uncoln Park1 so what's the point?
\Ve just concentraLe on geuing good
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The club's location docsn·t appear
to be affecting its a bility co draw a
c rowd, according to Adams. •\Ve arc
dc fmitel}' a destination bar,• she said.
" Jc's true we don't really fit in here.
\Ve don't try to be anything. The
neighborhood has changed, but our
clicntck really hasn't,'°
Lounge AX may not try to be anything, but it has become one of the
"well-respected "dubs on the Chicago
club circuit, and most musicians will
tell you tb.:n one of their favorite
aspects of p laying Lounge Ax is its
sound system.
A poster, advertising the Chi<11go
band Motorhome, is one o f many
ha11g.ing nex,: co the bar. Bassist/ vocalist Kristen Thiele comes to Lounge AX
for the "band quallty,' but she also says
its one of her favorite clubs to play.
She praises their sow1dmcn, Gary and
Mark, as '"great sound guys."
Another local band,Thc Handsome
Family, who Miller termed "up-andcoming", rates lhe club as a top
choice.
"Lomlge Ax just sort of lets you do
what you do," said bas.sisVvocalist
Rennie Sparks. ""111.e soundmen arc
realty p rofessional, even on 'l\1esda)'
nights (when mosc unknown bands
play]. fa~cn if you're an unknown
band) they treat you like )'OU deserve
a good sound."

While the sound system :u LOunge
Ax is appreciated by most bands , its
rum ored reputation for slamming the

door, in the f.tces of unsigned bands, i.s
not. Ca.l'ios Mendoza of The Proud
eicp/ained. "It's a real good place to
play, it's go1 a good sound system, it's
high p rofile, but it's re,Uy hard to get
in there," said Mendoza, whose band
fi.ru11ly got a s how at the club. ""\Ve'd
lite rally been trying for two years and
they would ne\"er call us back.
Unsigned local bands and lesserknown Out-Of-town bands often get
booked on a Wednesday or Thursday
night. Miller said that a large part of
her booking deals are with agenes and
record labels, but, s he insisted, interest ing, uns igned bands also gel a
chance.
"We list en to C\'ery tape we get,"
Miller slid. "Ban ds should be persiS·
tent w ithom be ing ann oying. ·we
sometimes get peop le ,\•ith negative
attitudes calling.n1c most imponant
thing is; Don't have a n attitude."'
As is the case with man y local rock
clubs, most of the mus ic fans who are
drawn co Lounge AX are risk-takers.
They'll gamble sc,,eral b ucks on a
band they may or may no t Jikc.
Lounge A.,,;. is crowded aJ.most e very
weekend, despite the $7 or $8 cover
charge, an indication that its p atrons
come with high expectations. Of
course, they some.times know ex.1ctly
what they'll get. Like other dubs,such
as MetrO, Double Ooor and Empt)'
Bottle, Lounge Ax also features big·
name actS including The Jesus Li1.ard,
The Jon Spencer Bluc-s Explosion an d

the cop of the board in cursive. Huber
beer is a particularly welcome r.reat at
a bu ck per glass.
Sparks d escribed the intimacy of
Lounge AX's and their support of local
bands as "maccrna.1 instinct."
"They don' t care what peop le
think if they do other things;' she said,
referring to such shows as1baxAfter
Dark. a local varicl)' s howcase hosted
about every other month at Lounge
AX by poet T hax Douglas; 0 1· Betsy
and the Boneshakers, a quasi;lanis

light.

Liz Phair.
But unlike Metro and Double Door.

Lou nge Ax nurtures an in timate
almosphere for liV'e m usic. It isn't
grandma's house , but the two couches .near 1he bar look as if the)' could
h ave been donated by her. In the dim
lighting , one can see that the p aisley
print, on th e faded beige, blend< in
nicely with the booze stains. The
couches re.st on an e levated part of
the floor, against one w:dl. Peop le
lounge on them - smoking and talk·
ing. Some place their drinks on th e
cocktail table between. Some people
sJt on the. p latform.
A giant c halkboard banging above
the bar greets people as they tldiber~
ate over beer selections scrawled in
chalk pastels. 1t·s reminiscent of a
third grade classroom. "Everyone's
\'C1elcome ac t.oungc A.x," it s.-tys across

inhabited the stage, at one time or
another, or intriguing ·w orks of locals
artists.
Perhaps the oddest of all of these
knick-knacks and memcmos is a set of
four maJe dolls ~-mnding on a s helf
abo\·e the bar. TI.le figures resemble
TI1e Bcadc:s in their early mO(>top
days.Toe same figures adorn a poster
seen on the wa)' downst:.tirs to the rest
rooms. 11ley represent The Coctails;
and "of all the clubs in Chicago, the y
[the Coctails] only pcrlorm at Lounge
Ax;' said dn11rune.i:/bassist1,1brophon1St Mark Greenburg.The band s tarted
playing at Lounge Al< in 1991.
"'W hen we first brought our tape
here, Sue and J ulia really liked it and
they gave us s hows right. a,vay: said
Greenburg, who sometimes wodcs
che door and ,ends bar. "We just started playing once a month and kept
building and bulldingc
As people saunter in from Lincoln
Avenue, they disptar their club pass,.
pons-a picture ID, at least 2 1 yea.rs.
Most of them are in their 20s and
<::irly 30s. u,pacil)• is 450, but that's if
nobody moves or breathes. Sold-out
nights are when Lounge AJ/. feels
more like a crowded garage tl1an a
rock club. But some people ~·ould say
1bar this only adds to the ambiance,
especi.aUy for the underground, and
enhancing th e club's hipness rating.
And over the years, Lounge Ax has
see n more ap preciation for thi'i (their
ambiance) as aJtcmative music hit the
mainstream, a.o d Cllicago hit the spot·

Joplin band, almost e,'cry Tuesday
night.The club even caUs itsdf"Home
of aa.J lharvest<.>t'" in its ads, which, it
turn.s out, is a band put cogether for
fim by two of the wajtresses.
TI\e back of the room is filled with
various band paraph ernalia. Band
stickers arc plastered up<>.o a portion
of the old ·w all near the ceiling. On
the wall n ext co the bar, a black light
adds an ominous purple glow co the
flo rescenc spc.cial·cffeccs posters
hanging there. Ne)<t to them, on top
of chc black-and-white photo booch,
are cardboard c utouts of )1illcr•s head
on Dolly ParLon·s body and Pat
McCurdy's head on Elvis Presley's
body. A revolving photo/art gallery is
set above the couch es. Hanging there
are photos of music ians who have

Gree nburg said he has noticed that
he meets more people who kno~·
about the Club when The Coe.ails
tour. "Lounge A.,;. has m uch more
national recog.nilion now. A lot of
bands kno,v about it and, w hen they
come to Chicago. they wane to p lay
here. It's like the CBGD in New York."
\Vord of mouth iS the main ingtc•
dicnt of the: underground. Because of
this, according ,o those involved, poJ.r
uJar movements tend to have little or
no effect on the underground scene,
And jus t as neighborhoods take
turns as cr~1tive Cente rs , cities reach
their boiling po irns. Right now, with
Chicago having been called "The Nc.xt
Seattle; some peop le may wonder if
it"s only another media trick.
"It 's definitely a lot o f h)'pe," said
Miller. ·'rt doesn't really affect us. \Ve
booked bands before it happened and
we'll be doing it after it's over."
O
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I once thought the sun turned into the moon, "hole( jeans were blessed and gay men could physically have children . I
wanted to be , journali st so I could prove the about slitemenh were fa lse. Alter mv internship at Women's l'leor Daily,
I knew I wanted to work on a fashion magazine and include "hole( jeans as much as possible. Shannon M. Sauter
After having my brian almost sucked out in the vocuum that is Los Angeles, I decided to move
I first discovered mv
to Chicago and become a professional club crawl er. Crowsfeet,
passion for writing
hangovers and a constant case of pinkeye (from passing out with
when I was in eighth
When I grow up I want to
fake lashes on) made me decide that there had to be an easier
grade. I wrote pas·
be ...
sionate love letters to way. l'lriting abou t it ins tead of livi ng it seemed the most
a Santa Claus helperlog ical choice-next to A.A. Tracy Warnell
my boyfriend who
not an ell;
continuous ly broke
· ' a pitcher lor the Chicago
my heart by cheat· When I was li ttle I alway, wanted to drive a cement truck, but a, I
White Sox;
got older I discovered that journalism was the profession for me! By .
ing on me. The
, a Oallas Cowboy
letters and poems the tirne this magazine is publi shed, I hope to have a job-prelerablv · Cheerleader-didn't
in New York City. Todd Oell'Aringa
were also angry
everyone?
'·:(;:.
and lilied with
and now that I'm all
that line line between Who am I and ii not then why? What can I believe when ii is not grown up, what do I want
love and hate. I
to be?
what matters unless one knows? Tru ly knows. How can I be where
expressed myself in
I am withou t being elsewhere under other circumstances? Is it
An astronaut ...
the letters, some ·
cosmic or merely earthly to pry the mantle of wisdom from the
or an art director,
thing I couldn't do
pungent surn of experience? I ask questions. Sometimes, no one
whichever comes first.
otherwise because I
answers. It's my job. Don Cold
Ceorgine Panko
was shattered. I
dumped him soon
after eighth grade
When I was little,
and regained my
I used to love
sanity.
watching the trains
In high school I
pass by. If I didn't
was a magazine
. ... ...
-.-. ,.. ~· . .... .
.
,, , , , . ···(~,
pay attention, I
maniac. I sub1
1 0
scribed to dozens of
1
.
l
e~:e:e
t}j~J:
d:'.~~wi,','~;;,
::i:
;i
r:~~:11tft~;.:re~:'·
0
magazi nes, postered
Herbie. Herbi e and I were pretty clo,e. In fact Horb1e d,dn I hk• (ffil;,i train, I was five.
my wall, with covers
a nyone else. My father and Herbie didn't ge t along al all. I liked, i Little did I know that
and ads- they
Herbie so much that he was the subj ect of the first story I ever puf ., riding , train would
became my new
obsession. I followed · li_shed-in my filth gra,de cla,ss. •!wsletter.,.Herbi~ ~J\;\ e"b,e.s,tS\ '! have such an impact
pet rooster,a girl could:have. Susan ' Maese c,( tc i)•c: ,.:,:((, '?\iil?:i;;:k,, on my life. I have
my passion for writ,iA\:'®' -. J _- ridden the tra in nea ring and my obse,sion
for magazines and
I bec.~nie awrite_l _bec~~siz.1./oicke'd _!.I~ •~ Tho greatest irony
ly everyday for the past
.
in
pursuing
a
wroflng
careen
os
,that
numbers
sllll
followed
me.
four
years while going to
here I am, living
Credit hours, GPA's, loan·f,vments, scholarship disbursements,
school. I graduate this
proof that meaningyear but, with my luck,
le,s hobbies can get , ton ,rido train tickets, tollwav change, parking fees and lunch
I'll probably be still ridvou a paycheck. Kim O: money. So, now, ii a picture is worth a thousand words and one
word is worth two doll,rs and one story is 4800 words...
ing the train into
Siemienas
/
/ . ,_ ..·· ' . \\\\i.1\"Joanne Buckley
Chicago from Zion by the
"' "
lime this is read. Either
Avery, a boy in my third grade class, lied an Ace
for juicy details and salacious gosthat or I'll be shouting,
bandage around his arm and hand and used my
sip about my lifo, y'all are gonna
"I mis,ed it!" Chris
sympathy for him to trick me into writing up all
have to wait until my autobiography, Seihel
his assignments. By the lime the rece,s bell rang, which I plan to write when I'm sixty
my fingers were ach ing. I had been working at
or so. For now, let it be known that I've bee• lighting against
dua l speed all day lo make sure that both of our
daunting odds- and suffering premature hair Jos,- in a quest
assignments we re handed in on time. When I
lo turn the Columbia Chronicle into a paper that doesn't suek
found out that it was just a cheap scam-and the and, it seems to be working. I'll be graduating in January of
reason for that day's spurts of laughter, it was too 1996 and, if vou aro the editor or a Chicago newspaper or maga la te, I was hooked. I wanted to be a writer.
zine, you're likely to hea r from me between now and then .
Olandrlan Clasper
Sergio Saretto
.·'

nothing personal
"! ;;H:r'.~:'.
!:· :il~}e,~
}JtttJ
-.<'.·_;\?~tr.; tt:;,(:'.:,tttfr'tti}t,iiJi~~f:,;,~::'.\f::jj.{/}k'l·.~-'4l51
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FOOD

* WINE * SPIRTS * ESPRESSO

breakfast

lunch

dinner

after theatre

THE ARTISTS CAFE has heen at the corners tone of the Fin e Arts
Building since 1961 ancl is a fan1ily owned and operated r estau,·ant.
They ha ve been ser ving the greater Chicagoland ar ea for four gen eration s.
The selection of food will please any p alate and prices a r e reasonable.

The Fine Arts Building
412 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605
(312) 939-7855
(located l-l/2 blocks north of Columbia College)

STUDENTS &. FACUL'rY
15% Discount on all lunch and dinner menu items
~'londay-Thnrsday: All hours Friday: Until 4:00P~1
Upon presentation of School I.D. to ca8hier

Y IT'

VOTED # 1 CHAR-CHICKEN
SANDWICHES BY OUR FANS!
CHAR BURGERS and DOGS
Italian Beef, Baby Back Ribs, Subs
and our Grilled Tuna Sandwich
We have
GREAT FALAFELS
and an
EXTENSIVE
VEGGIE MENU

61 0 S. Dearborn • Chicago
(312)360-1 SRO ( 1776)
M·F 11 am-9pm • SAT 11 :30am-8pm
l 0% off with School ID.

